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INTRODUCTION 

Continuing from the morality-play tradition, the figure 

of the Devil increased in prominence and function as English 

Renaissance drama flourished and matured. As a supernatural 

being, the Devil offered tremendous dramatic potential. He 

could move freely among men, not being bound by time and 

space or mortality; he was man's tempter in the eternal 

struggle to win man's soul; he was powerful; and he was 

either man's terror or the butt of human ridicule, depending 

upon the situation in which he appeared. The Elizabethan 

and Jacobean preoccupation with the Devil, his minions, and 

agents (witches and sorcerers in particular) encouraged the 

use of the supernatural on the stage. English Renaissance 

drama, therefore, is peopled with devils, vices, conjurers, 

and witches. The scope of the devil-lore drawn upon in 

these plays ranges from popular folk beliefs and supersti

tions to philosophical and religious implications augmented 

by the English Reformation. 

Because of the prevalence of the Devil and other related 

figures in the drama of the Tudor and Stuart periods, a num

ber of studies of the appearance and use of these super

natural elements in the plays have been made. In his book 

The Invisible World, Robert Hunter West discusses 
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pneumatology in Elizabethan drama "to uncover the sense of 

the dialogue and action concerned with spirits." West 

mainly isolates and explains the beliefs in spirits of the 

Elizabethan era as reflected in the plays. Another study 
2 

of a similar nature is K. M. Briggs' Pale Hecate's Team. 

In her book. Miss Briggs locates the supernaturual-lore 

found in the major Elizabethan and Jacobean plays, and she 

discusses audience attitudes toward devil-related charac

ters in the drama. Her discussions are supplemented with 

doctrines and treatises on witchcraft, magic, and demonology 

of the sixteenth and early seventeenth century, and her over

all emphasis is mostly on folklore rather than on the dra

matic function of the supernatural elements found in the 

plays discussed. A third book that surveys the supernatural 

in English Renaissance drama is The Occult on the Tudor and 

Stuart Stage by Robert R. Reed, Jr. In his "Preface," Reed 

contends that his "book is dedicated to the use of the super

natural as a device of the Tudor and Stuart drama . . . It 

explores the treatment of the occult and especially the 

bearing of sorcerers, witches, and demons on plot and 
3 

theme . . . '̂  The content of the book, however, merely 

touches upon the impact of the occult figures on the "plot 

and theme" of the plays covered. Reed's emphasis is more 

on the stage history of such characters than on their tech

nical functions in the development of the plays. 
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In each of the three books mentioned above, the idea 

of the Devil as an artistic formative influence in the cre

ation of plays during the Renaissance is diffuse. Even 

studies of individual playwrights and plays yield only 

limited results. Paul H. Kocher's article "The Witchcraft 

4 Basis in Marlowe's Faustus" provides a thorough analysis 

of the impact of sixteenth-century devil and witchcraft 

beliefs on the formation of Faustus' character. Two other 

articles—Russell Potter's "Three Jacobean Devil Plays" 

and J. W. Ashton's "Dekker's Use of Folklore in Old 

Fortunatus, If This Be Not a Good Play, and The Witch of 

Edmonton" —summarily discuss the role of the Devil in play 

structure, characterization, and motivation of action. The 

book Religion and Superstition in the Plays of Ben Jonson 

and Thomas Middleton by Bertil Johansson concentrates on 

"how the problems of religion and of its caricature, super

stition, are reflected in the plays of Jonson and Middle-
7 

ton." The role of the Devil and other supernatural figures 

in the overall dramatic development of the plays is only 

incidental to the discussion. Somewhat more fruitful are 

the analyses of individual play structure. The two best 

studies of plays involving the Devil are James H. Conover, 
g 

Thomas Dekker; An Analysis of Dramatic Structure, and 

Kerstin Assarsson-Rizzi, FRIAR BACON AND FRIAR BUNGAY: A 
9 

Structural and Thematic Analysis of Robert Greene's Play. 
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Each book explores the various levels of action, plot and 

character relationships, and unifying devices; but the focus 

is mainly on the role of the Devil or devil-related figures 

to the action of the play and its outcome, rather than on 

the formative function of the Devil in the play as a whole. 

Other studies of this type offer equally peripheral treat

ment of the Devil's formative impact upon the drama of the 

period. 

Since the Devil is a special force that is chosen and 

used with particular care to achieve a desired dramatic 

effect or to fulfill a necessary role in play development 

and since none of the studies on the supernatural in drama 

or on the devil plays in particular concentrate on the 

artistic potential of the Devil as a dramatic figure or 

influence, the purpose of this study is to provide a de

tailed examination of the formative impact of the Devil in 

English Renaissance drama. In analyzing the Devil's forma

tive impact, I have used the basic elements of drama found 

in the development of dramatic action, the development of 

character, and the development of dramatic focus (moral, 

tragic, comic). No attempt has been made to explore the 

themes of the plays used, since much critical attention has 

already been directed along thematic lines and as the Devil's 

function in arriving at the overall theme of a play is often 
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only one aspect for consideration, particularly when there 

are several plot levels to be considered. 

Twelve plays have been selected for analysis based on 

the following criteria. (1) The Devil or devil-figure (such 

as a lesser devil or Vice) must appear at some point in the 

play. (2) A play in which a witch or conjurer is involved 

must explicitly demonstrate his or her relationship with the 

Devil. (3) The plays collectively must adequately cover the 

span of English Renaissance drama (roughly from about 1550 

to 1625) and reflect the emerging dramatic forms which de

veloped during the time-period indicated. 

The plays included in this study are listed below and 

are arranged categorically according to the specifications 

outlined in the third section of the analysis criteria, the 

first two requirements having precluded the third. The 

three moral interludes chosen represent the three major 

stages in the alteration of the medieval morality play. 

R. Wever's morality play Lusty Juventus (c. 1550) displays 

a distinctly Protestant tone. Like Will to Like (c. 1568) 

by Ulpian Fulwell illustrates the movement toward realism 

in the characterization of the Vice figures, and The Conflict 

of Conscience (1581) by Nathaniel Woodes shows the morality 

play based on an historic account and personage. Plays in 

which a conjurer functions as a central character are 

Christopher Marlowe's Doctor Faustus (c. 1588), Robert 
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Greene's Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay (c. 1589), and The 

Merry Devil of Edmunton (1603). Of these three plays, 

whereas the first (Doctor Faustus) is a tragedy, the latter 

two (Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay and The Merry Devil of 

Edmunton) are romances. All three are based on legendary 

figures. 

The next three plays studied are all satires. Grim the 

Collier of Croydon (1600) by I. T. satirizes individual peo

ple. Both If This Be Not a Good Play, The Devil Is in It 

(1610) by Thomas Dekker and The Devil Is an Ass (1616) by 

Ben Jonson, on the other hand, satirize levels of society. 

The remaining three plays are special types of tragedies. 

The Devil's Charter (1607) by Barnabe Barnes and The Witch 

of Edmonton (1621) by Thomas Dekker, John Ford, and William 

Rowley may be classified as historical tragedies. The Witch 

of Edmonton follows the pattern of plays based on contempo

rary witchcraft cases of the day, and The Devil's Charter is 

based on historic accounts. The Virgin Martyr (c. 1620) by 

Thomas Dekker and Philip Massinger concludes the play list. 

This play is a curious blending of miracle play and Eliza

bethan tragedy. Perhaps the closest classification for The 

Virgin Martyr would be "moral tragedy." 

The arrangement of this study of the formative impact 

of the Devil in English Renaissance drama is topical, with 

any chronological significance being covered as the analysis 
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demands. The main thrust of the analysis is on the elements 

of dramatic structure, and no attempt is made to provide a 

detailed examination of each play separately. Individual 

discussion of plays would lead to needless repetition and 

would make a clear understanding of the Devil's formative 

power in play development difficult. Only the most repre

sentative examples from the twelve plays studied will be 

used to explain the Devil's technical functions in the for

mation of the drama. 

Briefly, the organization of the study is as follows. 

Chapter I is a background chapter divided into two parts. 

The first section provides a general survey of Renaissance 

beliefs and attitudes toward the Devil. Included in the 

survey are philosophical and religious attitudes as well as 

popular folk beliefs and superstitions. Information on 

witchcraft and sorcery focuses on their associations with 

the Devil. The second section of the chapter traces the 

role and function of the Devil and Devil-related figures 

from the medieval stage to the early Renaissance stage. 

Much of the Devil's formative impact in the Renaissance is 

inherited from the drama of the Middle Ages. 

The three main chapters present the analysis proper of 

the Devil's function in play development. Chapter II ex

plores the role of the Devil in the development of dramatic 

action. The categories covered are conflict, tension, ex

position, motivation, complication, crisis, climax, 
X 



denouement, and unity. Chapter III is concerned with the 

role of the Devil in characterization. First, an examination 

is made of the Devil's formative impact on characterization 

in the general dramatic types represented in this study: 

morality (moral interludes), tragedy (historical and moral), 

and comedy (romance and satire). Next, there is an analysis 

of the Devil's role in aiding the delineation of certain 

character types (the king, the gentry, the merchant, the 

clergy, the scholar, the uneducated commoner, and the inno

cent) . Considered in the analyses are the types of conflicts 

occurring and the degree and intent of the associations of 

the characters with the Devil. 

The next chapter (Chapter IV) analyzes the role of the 

Devil in the development of dramatic focus. Although the 

types of dramatic focus isolated in this study—moral, 

tragic, comic—may seem to designate play genres too, the 

terms as they are used here are mutually exclusive. A play 

under the genre heading of "tragedy" may shift its dramatic 

focus in the course of the play to include the comic and/or 

the moral to intensify or complement the predominant tragic 

focus. The major elements examined to determine the Devil's 

role in the development of dramatic focus include tone, 

atmosphere (setting and situation), and tension. The inter

relationship of the three types of dramatic focus is also 

considered. Chapter V presents the conclusion. Included 

are a summary of the main points brought out in the study 
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and an evaluation of the extent and degree of the formative 

impact of the Devil in English Renaissance drama based on 

the findings of the study. 

The Devil with his supernatural powers provided the 

Renaissance dramatists with a wide range of dramatic possi

bilities fostered by popular and philosophic beliefs. Un

fortunately, modern scholars have concentrated on those 

plays employing the Devil, his minions, and agents either 

as sources of Renaissance folklore or as stages in an his

torical progression, whether it be of the development of 

English drama or of a playwright's career. The present 

study is designed to fill that area of Renaissance drama 

usually only incidentally and inadvertantly touched upon 

by critics—the formative impact of the Devil in the plays 

themselves. 
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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND 

The Devil's potential for the Renaissance dramatist 

was derived from current attitudes and beliefs surrounding 

the Devil and on the stage traditions of the Devil and his 

diabolical attendants; hence, a general survey of these two 

areas will indicate some of the elements basic to the 

Devil's formative impact upon the drama. The first section 

of the chapter will cover both the philosophical and reli

gious attitudes and the popular beliefs and superstitions 

about the Devil that were prevalent in Renaissance England. 

The discussion of witches and conjurers will emphasize 

their association with the Devil. Wherever possible, infor

mation on the Devil has come from the major scholars and 

theologians in England during this time. Works by such 

writers as Reginald Scot and Robert Burton reflect the Con

tinental influences on the English mind (Johan Weyer's 

De Praestigiis, Jean Bodin's Demonomanie, and Heinrich 

Kramer and James Sprenger's Maleus Maleficarum). Scot, 

along with the Nonconformist Essex minister George Gifford, 

records much popular lore. ,- Anglican attitudes toward the 

Devil and his associates are expressed in the flowing prose 



of Thomas Cooper, Bishop of Winchester. King James I, Sir 

Walter Raleigh, and Sir Thomas Browne produce a blend of 

scholasticism and Protestantism in their discussions. The 

second section of the chapter briefly traces the stage his

tory of the Devil from the mystery plays to the Renaissance 

dramas. The stage figures of the Vice and witches and con

jurers are also surveyed. The main emphasis in this section 

is on the general characteristics and functions of these 

figures rather than on their special appearances in individ

ual plays. 

Devils in the Mind 

Diabolus 

Many of the ideas and attitudes in Renaissance England 

about the Devil were amplifications or modifications of the 

pre-Reformation Catholic heritage. In the Middle Ages, the 

Church had taught that the Devil was "the Prince of this 

world," a force to be feared and fought with the help of 

Church guidance, since the Church was the only means to God's 

salvation. As Maximilian Rudwin points out in The Devil in 

Legend and Literature, "The medieval period may well be con

sidered the heyday of the Devil's reign over the minds and 

wills of men. . . . The Devil was the object of the great

est concern among our medieval ancestors . . . Our fore

fathers were encircled by the fiends of hell, from whom they 



could not flee." Since the Church was the protector of the 

people's souls, the Church rites often were abused by the 

"well-meaning but ignorant" populous who mistakenly confused 

or mixed pagan practices and magic with "Christian supersti

tion" in an effort to ward off spells, cure illnesses, and 

cast out demons. Such religious objects as holy water, com

munion bread, the communion table, and the wine of the 

eucharist were thus thought to have a magic significance 

beyond the normal church rites. The Church's struggle was 

continual against this sort of profanation of their cere-
2 

monies and religious objects. 

The Catholic Church of the Middle Ages (and earlier) 

also borrowed from popular legend and myth for its own pur

poses. From Germanic lore, "Spirits such as elves . . . 

[and] hairy hobgoblins of the forest . . . were transformed 

by medieval Christianity into devils, or into hellish imps, 
3 

a sort of assistant or apprentice devils." From the 

Church's version of the Theophilus legend, the idea of the 

Devil pact was popularized in England around 1000 and became 

a favorite subject of English writers well into the Eliza

bethan age and beyond. A precursor of the Faust story, the 

legend of Theophilus involves the selling of the soul to the 

Devil, repentance, and salvation by intervention of the 

Virgin Mary. 



with the Reformation, the belief in the power of the 

Devil grew, largely because the concept of the Church as 

guardian and defender of man no longer existed and the 

saints could no longer intercede for repentant sinners. 

"In the Protestant Church," one authority states, "the Devil 

must have his pay, and the Devil's pay is the soul of the 

sinner." The previously well-defined cluster of demons and 

agents of the Devil introduced by the Catholic Church in

creased as "Protestantism showed the rationalistic tendency 

of discovering the Devil in the vices of men. It reduced 

the Principle of Evil from a personified phantom with which 

no man could cope to those impersonal but all the more real 
7 

moral abstractions with which every man can cope." With 
q 

the Devil intensifying his efforts to win men's souls, the 
9 

idea of the devil pact flourished. Accordingly, the 

English Renaissance displayed a marked rise in the serious

ness with which demonology, witchcraft, and sorcery were 

regarded. 

A strong and consistent affirmation of the belief in 

the Devil's power and omnipresence exists throughout the 

Elizabethan and Jacobean eras among both the clergy and the 

laity. The Nonconformist Essex minister George Gifford, on 

the one hand, declares in his "Epistle" to his A Dialogue 

Concerning Witches and Witchcraftes (1593) that devils are 

manifest everywhere: 



It falleth out in many places euen of a suddaine, as 
it seemeth to me, and no doubt by the heauy iudgement 
of God, that the Diuels as it were let loose, doe 
more preuail, then euer I haue heard of. For when as 
men haue set so light by the hearing of Gods voice to 
be instructed by him, they are iustly giuen ouer to 
be taught by the Diuels, and to learne their waies. 
Sathan is now hearde speake, and beleeued. . . . He 
deuiseth a number of thinges to be done, and they are 
put in practise and followed.10 

On the other hand, the noted English physician Sir Thomas 

Browne writes in his book PSEUDODOXIA EPIDEMICA (164 6) that 

" . . . there is an invisible agent, the secret promoter 

without us, whose activity is undiscerned, and plays in the 

dark upon us; and that is the first contriver of error, and 

professed opposer of truth, the devil." Even the skeptic 

Reginald Scot admits to the eternal vigilance of the Devil; 

12 " . . . for the divell neither sleepeth nor dieth." 

The Renaissance Englishman saw the Devil's role in the 

13 world as that of tempter, "the enemie of mans Salvation." 

With his demons, the Devil wages a continuous assault against 

man to gain possession of his soul, "For it is the divels 

condition, to allure the people unto wickednes, and not in 

14 this sort to admonish, warne, and rebuke them for evill." 

In his efforts to achieve his goal of thwarting man's Salva

tion, the Devil employs three main methods; " . . . the 

first is by moving the cogitations and affections of men; 

the second, by the exquisite knowledge of nature; and the 

15 third, by deceit, illusion, and false semblance." Since 



most of the information gathered on Renaissance devil-

concepts falls in one of these three divisions, the remain

der of the discussion in this section shall be grouped 

accordingly. 

The first method ("by moving the cogitations and affec

tions of men") is possible because of the Devil's spiritual 

nature which allows him either to enter a man's mind, and 

thereby corrupt his will, to take advantage of such a dis

engaging humor as melancholy, or to stir a man's heart 

toward its natural inclination apart from reason. If the 

Devil does not know what is in a man's heart, he "indeed 

entreth into the mind, and that waie seeketh mans confu-

16 sion." The devil may encourage doubts and disarm faith 

and reason; "The villany of that spirit takes a hint of 

infidelity from our studies; and, by demonstrating a neutral-

17 ity in one way, makes us mistrust a miracle in another." 

Similarly, the Devil may attempt to weaken faith in God by 

tormenting the mind hoping to gain the soul "Either for the 

intollerablenesse of their tormentes, as he assayed to haue 

done with lOB; or else for his promising vnto them to leaue 

18 
the troubling of them . . . " In attacking the mind, 

though, the Devil wins only when man willfully succumbs to 

sinful practices. 

If the Devil does not choose to corrupt the spirit and 

the will of man by entering the mind, he may take advantage 



of a favorable humor; " . . . For as an old practisian, he 

knowes well inough what humor domines most in anie of vs, 

and as a spirite hee can subtillie walken vp the same, 

making it peccant, or to abounde, as he thinkes meete for 

19 

troubling of vs . . ." The humor most commonly asso

ciated with the Devil is melancholy, sometimes called the 

"Devil's Bath." In his Anatomy of Melancholy, Robert Burton 

explains the origin of the nickname thus; " . . . the Devil, 

spying his opportunity of such humours, drives them [men] 

many times to despair, fury, rage, &c., mingling himself 

20 amongst these humours." 

Closely associated with the Devil's ability to play 

upon man's humors is his ability to arouse man's passions 

beyond the bonds of reason. When a man acts in a way that 

is seemingly devoid of reason, his mind is said to be be

witched or deluded by the Devil. His heart takes over, and 

the Devil works "to inflame them vnto wrath, malice, enuy, 

and cruell murthers; to puffe them vp in pride, arrogancy 

and vaine glory: to entice them vnto wantonnesse, and 

21 whordomes, and all vncleannesse." The fact that a man 

may believe the Devil has been responsible for inciting him 

to a sinful action, however, does not relieve him from re

sponsibility for his error. A man should be on guard against 

such attacks from the Devil which threaten him with the loss 

of both body and soul. 
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The second method the Devil employs to gain man's soul 

("by the exquisite knowledge of nature") includes his rela

tionship with learning—both philosophical and scientific— 

and his supposed powers of prophecy. Since magic, 

witchcraft, and sorcery will be discussed more thoroughly 

later, the Devil's association with these practices will be 

only generally covered here. 

That the Devil possesses a greater knowledge of nature 

than man was not disputed in the Renaissance. In A Discourse 

of the Damned Art of Witchcraft, the cleric William Perkins 

explains the source of the Devil's superior knowledge: 

First, the Deuill is by nature a spirit, & therfore 
of great vnderstanding, knowledge, & capacitie in all 
naturall things, of what sort, qualitie, & codition 
soeuer, whether they be causes or effects, whether of 
a simple or mixt nature. . . . 

Secondly, he is an auncient spirit, whose skil hath 
beene confirmed by experience of the course of nature, 
for the space almost of sixe thousand years.22 

The Devil may thus tempt man either by offering to reveal 

those secrets of nature hidden to man or by offering to per

form acts which "may seeme very strange and admirable, yet 

they are no true miracles, because they are not aboue and 

23 beyond the power of nature." The lure of reason over 

faith, then, naturally made men of learning and scientific 

24 
discovery suspect "as servants of Satan." 

Using his "exquisite knowledge of nature," the Devil 

often gained credit as a source of knowledge of future events 



In maintaining the Devil's subservience to God, however. 

Renaissance theologians and writers on the subject explain 

away the Devil's omnipotence by declaring that the Devil has 

certain foreknowledge only when "hee hath power giuen him 

25 
[by God] to worke and to bring any matter about . . ," 

Otherwise, the Devil bases his predictions on his own past 

experiences and his observations of present situations. 

Such "prophecies" the Devil "judges by likelie-hood of 

thinges to come, according to the like that hath passed 

before, and the naturall causes, in respect of the vicissi-

2 6 
tude of all thinges worldly . . . " Although predictions 

27 
coming from seers, witches, and the demonically possessed 

may eventually come to pass, they are merely false tempta

tions offered by the Devil to convince man that his power 

rivals God. As Philomathes reminds Epistemon in Book I of 

James I's Daemonologie, " . . . for Prophecie proceedeth 

onelie of G O D; and the Devill hath no knowledge of things 

,.28 
to come. 

The Devil's third major method of seducing man into 

his snares is "by deceit, illusion, and false semblance." 

This final category is by far the largest and most inclusive, 

for in many ways it overlaps into the two previous cate

gories by the implications of deceit and delusion involved 

in attempting to draw man away from God by playing on his 

doubts, fears, and ignorance. In this last type of 
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temptation, however, the Devil's wiles offer more obvious 

evidence of trickery than those previously surveyed. 

Foremost of all, the Devil is a liar. In fact, he is 

frequently referred to by Renaissance writers as "the father 

29 of lies." Among his favorite lies are "—That there is no 

God—that there are many—that he himself is God—that he is 

less than angels or men—that he is nothing at all." 

Through any of these four main lies, the Devil keeps man con

fused about the manner and possibility of his salvation and 

about his mortality and the possibility of his immortality. 

By not knowing or by being uncertain about the true God, man 

is easily seduced by the Devil, whose power and aims he can

not accurately deduce. 

Whereas the Devil is dangerous to man by his lies, he 

is also dangerous to man by his truths. In Gifford's A 

Dialogue Concerning Witches and Witchcraftes, Daniel warns 

M.B.; "For let no man be so simple as to thinke, that he 

31 will euer tell trueth but for some wicked purpose." In 

the case of Daniel and M.B., the "wicked purpose" is the 

spreading of the belief in witches and witchcraft to the end 

that the innocent are trapped and accused along with the 

wicked. As Daniel has noted earlier in the discourse, the 

Devil "desireth chiefly to accuse the innocent, that he may 

bring men to bee guilty of innocent blood, to make people 

beleeue there be multitudes of witches, to set them a work 
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to learne charmes and sorceries, and chiefly, that they may 

be brought to seeke vnto him, as the bewrayer euen in pitie, 

32 of such bad people." The Devil thus works to deceive men 

even through the truth. 

As a liar and a deceiver by truths, the Devil is natu

rally a skillful orator. The Renaissance theologian William 

Perkins explains the Devil's versatility: "The deuill is 

able to vtter a voyce in plaine words and speach, answerable 

33 
to mans vnderstanding in any language." The Devil even 
ventures so far at times as to carry his verbal skills as 

34 far as the pulpit. But perhaps one of the Devil's most 

noted traits of oratory is his manner of speaking in riddles. 

According to Sir Walter Raleigh: " . . . where the Devil 

doubteth, and would willingly keep his credit, he evermore 

35 answereth by riddles . . . " By using riddles, the Devil 

makes the truth or falsity of his utterings fall upon the 

interpreter; for if a thing comes to pass in a manner dif

ferent from what was expected, the interpreter then feels 

that he simply misread the original statement. It was 

through such couched messages that the pagan oracles were 

said to have deceived the heathens into believing the 

devils (in the form of images) were gods. 

Another device of deceit frequently employed by the 

Devil is that of illusion, "either of the outward senses, 

37 or of the minde." His chief means of delusion here is 
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38 through phantasy. in Daemonologie, James I lists several 

means and levels of trickery the Devil uses in bewitching 

men's senses: 

. . . he will guard his schollers with faire armies of 
horse-men and foote-men in appearance, castles and 
fortes: Which all are but impressiones in the aire, 
easelie gathered by a spirite, drawing so neare to 
that substance himselfe: As in maner he will learne 
them manie juglarie trickes at Gardes, dice, & such 
like, to deceiue mennes senses thereby . . .3^ 

Regarding the Devil's ability to make men invisible. King 

James adds that this too is a deception accomplished by 

illusion: 

For if the deuil may forme what kinde of impressiones 
he pleases in the aire . . . why may he not far 
easilier thicken & obscure so the air, that is next 
about them [witches] by contracting it strait to
gether, that the beames of any other mans eyes, can
not pearce thorow the same to see them?^^ 

The Devil, by using his powers, makes the witch invisible in 

the same way that he creates apparitions or accomplishes 

feats of legerdemain—through a delusion of man's, senses so 

that he thinks something is which is not. The Devil's feats 

41 are thus no true miracles. 

An ability to appear in a variety of shapes and forms 

provides the Devil with another, more direct means of de

ceiving man. As most Renaissance writers hasten to point 

out, the Devil is a spirit in essence and can therefore 

42 assume any likeness he chooses. Indeed, his amorphorous-

ness contributes much to his craft since "one deuill can 
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seem to be foure or fiue, and foure or fiue can seeme to be 

„43 
one . . . " The shape the Devil assumes also depends on 

the person with whom he is dealing; "Some he terrifieth 

with vgley shapes, some he intiseth with faire shewes, others 

he playeth withall in liknes of a Weasell, or Mouse, or some 

44 such small vermine." 

Of all his many shapes, those which "terrifieth" are 

the most common. The popular concept of the Devil is re

corded by Reginald Scot in The Discoverie of Witchcraft: 

. . . in our childhood our mothers maids have so terri
fied us with an ouglie divell having homes on his 
head, fier in his mouth, and a taile in his breech, 
eies like a bason, fanges like a dog, clawes like a 
beare, a skin like a Niger, and a voice roring like a 
lion, whereby we start and are afraid when we heare 
one crie Bough . . .'4 5 

46 The Devil's black skin alludes to his residence in Hell. 

Other traits attributed to the Devil which also come from 

his association with Hell are an accompanying sulphuric odor 

and fallen ashes. The lingering "unsavory sulphuric scent" 

is attributed to Biblical passages which "mention pitch and 

brimstone for burning the damned in hell . . . " The 

ashes come from the popular belief that "the divels carrie 

hell and hell fier about with them alwaies; in so much as 

48 (they sale) they leave ashes evermore where they stand." 

In Scot's description of the Devil of popular lore, 

Diabolus is a composite of animal traits—horns, tail, fangs, 

claws, lion-like voice—all reflecting the prevalent belief 
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that the Devil can and frequently does assume "the form of 

49 
any animal he wishes." Many of the animal shapes attrib
uted to the Devil come from metaphorical references to the 

50 Devil in the Bible. The most frequently cited examples 

portray the Devil as either a dragon or a lion. Daniel in 

Gifford's A Dialogue Concerning Witches and Witchcraftes 

points to the significance of the dragon-lion figures: 

" . . . marke well howe the holie Scriptures doe paint out 

the deuils to bee mightie terrible spirits, full of power, 

rage, and crueltie, compared to a great fierie red dragon, 

Reuel. 12. to a greedie or hungrie lion, that roreth after 

51 the pray, I.Pet.5." The awesome evil of the Devil thus 

finds its complementing form in that of a dragon or lion. 

Although Reginald Scot indicates that the Devil favors 

his dragon shape, Scot also notes that some "right grave 

writers report, that spirits most often and speciallie take 

the shape . . . of beasts, dogs, swine, horsses, gotes, cats 

52 hairs . . . " Of these common animal forms, the dog is 

"one of the Devil's favorite metamorphoses, especially as 

the familiar of the witch or wizard." As with the dragon 

and lion shapes, the dog is also of Biblical origin "(Phil. 

iii. 2; Rev. xxii. 15)"; and he becomes the "hell-hound in 

53 

the medieval mysteries." From popular lore, the hell

hound is normally black; but a white dog is also common and 

frequently poses a more ominous threat than his black 
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54 
counterpart. The most famous devil-dog of the Renaissance 

period was the black dog of Bungay. History claims that in 

1577 the Devil appeared in the form of a black dog at a 

church at Bungay and attacked several parishioners. After 

this incident, the Black Dog of Bungay became a sort of 

55 allusion or figure of speech of popular lore. 

For the purposes of deceit, however, the Devil most 

often appears in human form. Three of the familiar human 

shapes the Devil at various times assumes are priest, female 

temptress (succubus), and fisherman. The Devil as priest 

was a popular image during both the Middle Ages and the 

Renaissance. The concept of the Devil as female temptress 

also spanned both time periods, with this latter form for 

the Devil being one of the most dangerous to man's salvation. 

According to the scholar Maximilian Rudwin, 

When the Devil wishes to tempt a man in the flesh, 
he approaches him in the form of a beautiful girl. 
The belief prevailed in the Middle Ages that the Devil 
is often manifest on earth clothed in all the natural 
perfections of woman, inciting men to sin until their 
souls are by this means snatched from their bodies and 
carried off to hell.57 

If the Devil is not winning man's soul as a priest or woman 

figure, then he is found in the shape of a fisherman hunting 

for souls to carry off with him in a basket. This last 
eg 

shape gained popularity primarily through popular legend. 

Since Renaissance beliefs emphasized the Devil's in

ability to create any substance, the Devil's appearance 
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in human form was from one of two sources. The theologian 

George Gifford explains: 

. . . Diuels in their owne nature haue no bodilye shape, 
nor visible forme, moreouer it is against the truth, & 
against pietie to beleeue, that Diuels can create or 
make bodies, or change one body into another for those 
things are proper to God: It followeth therefore that 
whensoeuer they appeare in a visible forme, it is no 
more but an apparition and counterfeit shewe of a 
bodie, vnless a body be at any time lent them. And 
when as they make one body to beare the likenes of an
other, it is but colour.59 

Such shapes of the Devil as the female temptress account for 

the apparitions Gifford names; but "a body . . . lent them" 

refers to the widely held Renaissance belief that the Devil 

enters into a dead man's body and uses this body to move 

around freely among men. As William Perkins remarks in his 

A Discourse of the Damned Art of Witchcraft, the Devil, "by 

his dexteritie and skill in naturall causes . . . can worke 

wonderfully. For he is able . . . to enter into it [the 

tx5dy] , to mooue and stirre it vp and downe, and therein 

visibly and sensibly to appeare vnto man . . . " While he 

is housed in this borrowed body, the Devil is said to 

. . . giue such answers, of the euent of battels, of 
maters concerning the estate of commonwelths, and 
such like other great questions: yea, to some he will 
be a continuall attender, in forme of a Page: He will 
permit himselfe to be conjured, for the space of so 
many yeres, ether in a tablet or a ring, or such like 
thing, which they may easely carrie about with them 
. . .61 

Even in human form, the Devil attempts to ingratiate himself 

to those whom he would damn, much as he is believed to serve 
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witches and conjurers in the animal shapes of familiars to 

gain their souls. His human form is simply more discrete 

and palatable to those in positions of greatest power. 

As the Devil seeks to delude man through his many 

shapes, he also seeks to confuse man through his indeter

minable number. A few Renaissance clerics and scholars 

speak of the Devil as one, or several beings at most. Sir 

Thomas Browne generally refers to the Devil as simply "an 

62 
invisible agent, the secret promoter." In Daemonologie, 

King James I mentions the "rebelling angels," but his con

clusions on the Devil's many names indicates that he favors 

regarding the Devil as the major potent force. According 

to James I, the Biblical appellations "Sathan, Beelzebub, & 

Lucifer" all refer to one Devil, not several. This mixing 

of names, concludes the King, is one way by which the Devil 

"deceaues the Witches, by attributing to himselfe diuers 

names: as if euery diuers shape that he trans formes him-

63 
selfe in, were a diuers kinde of spirit." 

For the most part, however. Renaissance writers speak 

in terms of "multituds & armies of deuils, as we see in the 

gospel, y manie deuils wer entred into one man, & Christ 

saying. What is thy name? answer is made. Legion, for we are 

64 

manie. Mark. 5." With such great numbers of devils popu

lating the earth, people must be ever vigilant because these 

multitudes are always seeking to delude people into 
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committing themselves to evil rather than to good. Worst of 

all for man, these "armies of deuils" are highly organized 

in their assaults on the souls of men. In A Dialogue Con

cerning Witches and Witchcraftes by George Gifford, Daniel 

tells M.B.: 

Dan. We may not ascribe vnto Deuils that they can 
be in all places at once, or sit in one place and be-
holde all things done a farre off. But they ioyne 
together in this speciall worke, to set vp their 
kingdome, and to drawe the people after them, to seeks 
helpe at their handes, and so to worship them. Some 
of them be in one place, and some in another and from 
all places doe stir up the faithless people to run for 
helpe to those cunning men, and then they make the re
lation, for they goe thither also, they know the 
thiefe whome they mooued to the theft, and can make 
resemblance of his face and apparell: they can tell 
where things be that are hid, hauing had a finger in 
the matter. And thus one spirite, as it doeth seeme, 
telleth things spoken and done farre off, but it is 
otherwise, there be manie that doe it, which resort 
from all the places where the things are done.65 

With so many devils abroad to influence men to fall 

into sin, devils to a degree became individualized on the 

basis of "character, appearance, occupation, or habitation."66 

Reginald Scot in The Discoverie of Witchcraft lists some of 

the special devil-figures of popular lore: 

. . . bull beggers, spirits, witches, urchens, elves, 
hags, fairies, satyrs, pans, faunes, sylens, kit with 
the cansticke, tritons, centaurs, dwarfes, giants, 
imps, calcars, conjurors, nymphes, changlings, Incubus, 
Robin good-fellowe, the spoorne, the mare, the man in 
the oke, the hell waine, the fierdrake, the puckle, 
Thom thombe, hob gobblin, Tom tumbler, boneles, and 
such other bugs . . . 67 

Other devils are taken from the vices of men and cover such 

68 evils as drinking, dancing, gambling, and swearing. 
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Although devils are normally fearful and are to be avoided, 

a few of the devious characters (sometimes including Satan 

69 also) becomes heroes, especially among the poor. The most 

popular hero-devil in English Renaissance lore is the 

affable Robin Goodfellow. Literature of the time abounds 

in references to the rural sprite who loves above all a 

70 bowl of curds and cream in payment for his services. As 

Reginald Scot records The Discoverie of Witchcraft: "In 

deede your grandams maides were woont to set a boll of milke 

before him [the Devil] and his cousine Robin good-fellow, 

for grinding of malt or mustard, and sweeping the house at 

midnight . . ."'^•^ 

In spite of the special devils of popular lore that 

apparently contradict the awesome, serious devils of theol

ogy, most writers on the subject of Diabolus record the 

genuine concern on all levels of society with The Devil and 

his minions. The significance of the Devil in the Renais

sance mind naturally arose out of the Devil's opposition to 

God, but the relationship of the two beings appears to fluc

tuate. At times. Renaissance scholars indicate that the 

Devil battles God over man's soul; whereas at other times 

they argue that the Devil is God's agent and is therefore 

able to act only with God's permission. The blending of the 

two views results in the usual Renaissance interpretation of 

the Devil's relation to God: God permits the Devil to try 
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to seduce men into evil, but the Devil cannot harm a man or 

a creature without God's consent. The Devil is thus God's 

adversary and his agent. 

The antagonist role of the Devil in human affairs is 

emphasized through the largely Catholic concept of the good 

and bad angels. Man is accompanied by two spirits, good 

and evil, who alternate in counseling man in his actions. 

On the right side is the good angel who encourages man to 

godly deeds, and on the left is the evil angel who incites 

man to sin. Each spirit is trying to win man's soul; and 

72 

"he who advances the stronger arguments wins." The Prot

estants, however, modify the traditionally Catholic view of 

good and bad angels by transferring the conflict to God and 

the Devil. In Daemonologie, James I comments: 

But praised be God we that are christians, ^ walks not 
amongst the Cymmerian conjecturs of man, knowes well 
inough, that it is the good spirite of God onely, who 
is the fountain of all goodnes, that perswads vs to 
the thinking or doing of any good: and that it is our 
corrupted fleshe and Sathan, that intiseth vs to the 
contrarie.73 

God and Satan battle over man in the Protestant theology, 

rather than the good and bad angels of the more Catholic 

beliefs. 

In the struggle over the control of man, the Devil must 

have certain limitations placed on him so that he cannot be 

viewed as actually vying with God for power, and thereby 

threatening the hope of salvation that God holds out to man. 
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Most Renaissance theologians, therefore, admit that the 

Devil is a power to be feared; but they emphasize that the 

Devil's might is restrained by God. William Perkins de

clares that the Devil 

. . . is a spirit of wonderfull power and might, able 
to shake the earth, and to confound the creatures in-
feriour to him in nature and condition, if he were not 
restrained by the omnipotent power of God.74 

In a less elegant picture of the mighty but constrained 

Devil, George Gifford links the Devil's power with God's 

will. Gifford states: 

The reprobate angels are mightie, fierce and sub-
till . . . They be instruments of Gods vengance, and 
excutioners of his wrath, they doe not exercise power 
and authoritie which is absolute, and at their owne 
will and appointment, but so farre as God letteth 
foorth the chaine to giue them scope.7 5 

A strong advocate of the belief that the Devil is God's 

agent, Gifford reflects the popular consensus of both Renais

sance scholars and theologians. James I calls the Devil 

"Gods hang-man" to insure "the wracke of the wicked in his 

[God's] justice, or . . . the tryall of the patient, and 

amendment of the faithfull, being wakened vp with that rod 

7 6 of correction." In The Anatomy of Melancholy, Richard 

Burton similarly contends that the Devil afflicts men by 

order of God "for a punishment of sin, for their want of 

77 faith, incredulity, weakness, distrust, &c." One of the 

favorite Biblical stories of the Renaissance, then was that 

of Job, whose patience was tried and whose faith remained 
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firm. If man looks within himself and finds that his virtue 

and faith are not wanting, he must therefore be patient and 

accept God's test of his faith and loyalty. To yield to the 

pressures of the Devil is to turn from God and insure the 

soul's damnation. The Devil's torments then become God's 

punishment. 

Blending the Devil's role as both God's adversary who 

battles for man's soul and as God's agent who attacks man 

only when directed, the Renaissance mind usually viewed the 

Devil as being ordained by God to vie for man's soul, but 

only through indirect pressure. The Devil still could not 

harm a man without God's permission. In his The History of 

the World, Sir Walter Raleigh concludes: 

These then are the bounds of the Devil's power, whom 
if we will not fear, we must fear to sin. For when he 
is not the instrument of God's vengeance, he can touch 
no man that makes not himself his voluntary vassal: 
potest ad malum invitare, non potest trahere, saith St. 
Augustine; 'he can allure, but he cannot enforce to 
evil.'78 

By conceding the Devil a certain degree of autonomous power 

to tempt and assail man when and where he would. Renaissance 

Englislimen retained the corrective influence of the Devil on 

moral conduct and religious views, while at the same time 

amplifying the benevolent but stern nature of God. The 

value of the Devil's position as a foil to God is summarized 

in Daemonologie by King James I. Epistemon is speaking: 

Epi. Doubtleslie who denyeth the power of the 
Deuill, woulde likewise denie the power of God, if they 
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could for shame. For since the Deuill is the verie 
contrarie opposite to God, there can be no better way 
to know God, then by the contrarie; as by the ones 
power (though a creature) to admire the power of the 
great Creator; by the falshood of the one to considder 
the trueth of the other, by the injustice of the one, 
to considder the lustice of the other: And by the 
cruelty of the one, to considder the mercifulnesse of 
the other: And so foorth in all the rest of the 
essence of God, and qualities of the Deuill.79 

Whether as foe or "hang-man," therefore, the Devil serves 

God; and man, by looking to God, can defeat the Devil. 

Magic 

During the Renaissance, two major types of magic were 

recognized—natural magic and black magic. Natural magic 

was generally considered the lawful study of nature to dis

cover through man's innate sense of reason how nature func

tioned. Most Renaissance scholars strongly defended such 

philosophical inquiry. In The Discoverie of Witchcraft, 

Reginald Scot devotes most of Book XIII to a defense and 

explanation of the elements of natural magic. Declaring 

early in Book XIII that natural magic is not harmful to man, 

Scot states; "This art of itselfe is not evill; for it 

consisteth in searching foorth the nature, causes, and 

8 0 effects of things." In The History of the World, Sir 

Walter Raleigh presents a similar defense of lawful magic 

and explains that " . . . 'Magic is the connexion of natural 

agents and patients, answerable each to other, wrought by a 

wise man to the bringing forth of such effects as are 
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81 wonderful to those that know not their causes.'" Although 

most Renaissance scholars group all lawful studies of magic 

under the term "natural magic," Raleigh offers two distinct 

divisions. After mentioning magic "whereof the Devil is a 

82 party," Raleigh writes; 

A second kind of magic was that part of astrology 
which had respect to sowing planting, and all kinds of 
agriculture and husbandry; which was a knowledge of 
the motions and influences of the stars into those 
lower elements. 

The third kind of magic containeth the whole phi
losophy of nature; not the brabblings of the Aristote
lians, but that which bringeth to light the inmost 
virtues, and draweth them out of nature's hidden bosom 
to human use . . .83 

The acceptability of natural magic for both Raleigh and Scot, 

then, relies on the study of natural things with an honor

able intent to benefit mankind through what is learned. 

Unlawful or black magic, on the other hand, aims beyond 

what nature and reason can produce and therefore demands the 

assistance of the Devil. Sir Walter Raleigh blames the 

Devil for attempting to discredit natural magic by introduc

ing false elements to deceive man into following his more 

promising practices that superficially seem founded on 

natural laws. The perversion of natural magic, according 

to Raleigh, has been accomplished 

, . . with those beggarly rudiments, which the Devil 
hath shuffled in, and by them bewitcheth and befooleth 
graceless men. . . . He hath thrust in his prophets 
among those of the true God; he hath corrupted the art 
of astrology, by giving a divine power to the stars. 
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teaching men to esteem them as gods, and not as instru
ments. . . . But into the good and profitable knowl
edge of the celestial influences, the Devil ceaseth 
not to shuffle in his superstitions; and so to the 
knowledge of the secret virtues of nature hath he 
fastened his doctrine of characters, numbers, and in
cantations, and taught men to believe in the strength 
of words and letters; (which without faith in God are 
but ink or common breath;) thereby either to equal his 
own with the all-powerful word of God, or to diminish 
the glory of God's creating word, by whom are all 
things.84 

Black magic, therefore, is a means by which the Devil attempts 

to lure men from God. Those who deal in the black arts are 

reprehensible because they choose the Devil's false devices 

over God's true creations. In short, they deny God's power 

for the Devil's. 

Both King James I and Sir Walter Raleigh recognize two 

types of black magic, each corresponding to the names asso

ciated with the practitioners. The first kind of black magic 

"is called Magie or Necromancie, the other Sorcerie or Witch-

85 craft." Since the term "sorcery" is normally a synonym in 

modern terminology for "necromancy," "sorcery" will be used 

interchangeably with "necromancy" throughout this study 

rather than with the term "witchcraft" as specified by 

James I. The distinction King James wishes to make is be

tween the function of the necromancer and the witch. 

According to King James, " . . . the Witches ar servantes 

onelie, and slaues to the Devil; but the Necromanciers are 
g g 

his maisters and commanders." Since the aim of "Sorcery 
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is an attempt to control nature, to produce good or evil 

results, generally by the aid of evil spirits," the term 

"sorcery" is closer to "necromancy" as King James explains 

the word than to "witchcraft," which implies "contracts 

with the Devil to work magic for the purpose of denying, 

repudiating, and scorning the Christian God."̂ '̂  

Sir Walter Raleigh elaborates on both necromancy and 

witchcraft as outlined by the English monarch. Both prac

tices involve conjuring of the Devil or demons; but those 

who practice necromancy are deceived into believing that 

they can command the fiend that they conjure up; whereas 

those who practice witchcraft freely give their souls to 

the Devil in order to work malicious deeds. On the art of 

necromancy, Raleigh states that a 

. . . practice of those men who pay tribute, or are 
in league with Satan, is that of conjuring or of rais
ing up devils, of whom they hope to learn what they 
list. These men are so distract, as they believe that 
by terrible words they make the Devil to tremble; that 
being one impaled in a circle (a circle which cannot 
keep out a mouse) they therein, as they suppose 
ensconce themselves against that great monster. Doubt
less they forget that the Devil is not terrified from 
doing ill, and all that is contrary to God and goodness 
. . . So, forgetting these proud parts of his, an un
worthy wretch will yet resolve himself, that he can 
draw the Devil out of hell, and terrify him with a 
phrase; whereas in very truth, the obedience which 
devils seem to use, is but thereby to possess them
selves of the bodies and souls of those which raise 
them up . . .88 

Less sympathetic and understanding, Raleigh strongly condemns 

witchcraft. Of the types of magic, he contends. 
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The last, and indeed the worst of all other, is 
fascination or witchcraft; the practisers whereof are 
no less envious and cruel, revengeful and bloody, than 
the Devil himself. And these accursed creatures having 
sold their souls to the Devil, work two ways; either by 
the Devil immediately, or by the art of poisoning.8 9 

The main differences between necromancy and witchcraft are 

of intent and relationship. With necromancy, the aim is to 

command the Devil's power; and the practitioner of the art 

has not yet committed his soul to the Devil. The Devil is 

thus trying to tempt the conjurer into willfully committing 

his iDody and soul to him. The Fiend's chief means of seduc

tion is by pretending to serve the one who has conjured him. 

On the contrary, the intent of witchcraft centers around 

malicious attacks on people and goods; and the practitioner 

has already given his soul to the Devil as payment for the 

demon's services. Neither form of magic relies on nature 

or reason; and the unnatural qualities of these forms of 

magic place them outside God's sanction and make them unlaw

ful or black practices generally damned by people of all 

degrees in Renaissance England. 

One other area of unlawful magic (theurgia) needs to be 

briefly explained before this study examines the popular 

beliefs about those who practice the Devil's art: witches 

and conjurers. Theurgia is commonly known as "white magic." 

Although those who profess a knowledge of white magic 

attempt to distinguish it from the black art to gain the 
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type of sanction afforded natural magic, scholars like Sir 

Walter Raleigh are quick to point out that white magic, like 

black, involves unnatural practices and therefore emanates 

from the Devil. Those who profess that white magic is not 

evil because it is used only for beneficial purposes ignore 

its diabolical origin. Sir Walter Raleigh declares: 

There is also another art . . . which they call 
theurgia, or white magic; a pretended conference with 
good spirits or angels, whom by sacrifice and invoca
tion they draw out of heaven and communicate withal. 
. . . Wherefore let the professors thereof cover them
selves how they please by a professed purity of life, 
by the ministry of infants, by fasting and abstinence 
in general, yet all those that tamper with immaterial 
substances and abstract natures, either by sacrifice, 
vow, or enforcement, are men of evil faith, and in the 
power of Satan. For good spirits or angels cannot be 
constrained; and the rest are devils, which willingly 
obey.^^ 

White magic, like its black counterpart, is damnable by its 

foundation of unnatural, unlawful practices inspired by the 

Devil. Since this form of magic bears the adjective "white," 

however, it is perhaps the more dangerous because superfi

cially it seems to work good. Like the devil-dog that is 

white, this type of magic deceives by its outward coloring. 

Those who practice white magic should be as feared at least 

as much as those who practice the darker forms. 

Witches 

As one who deals in the Devil's arts and who has direct 

contact with the Fiend, the witch naturally proves the 
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existence of the Devil. Because witchcraft involves a rela

tionship formed between the witch and the Devil for malign 

purposes, the witch was greatly feared and attacked by 

Renaissance Englishmen from the nobles to the peasants. 

After the Reformation in England had taken the power of 

dealing with cases of suspected witchcraft away from the 

Catholic Church, the government was responsible for surpress-

ing the growing problem of witchcraft. Bills were introduced 

and passed in Parliament in 1542, 1563, and 1604 during the 

reigns of Henry VIII, Elizabeth I, and James I, respectively. 

With each new witchcraft act, moreover, the penalties for 

persons convicted of witchcraft increased in severity, a 

reflection of the growing concern and debate over the preva-

91 

lence of witches in England. In The Discoverie of Witch

craft (1584) , Reginald Scot records the mounting fear of 

Englishmen over witches; 

The fables of Witchcraft have taken so fast hold 
and deepe root in the heart of man, that fewe or none 
can (nowadaies) with patience indure the hand and cor
rection of God. For if any adversitie, greefe, sick-
nesse, losse of children, corne, cattell, or libertie 
happen unto them; by & by they exclaime upon witches.^2 

Although Scot sets out in The Discoverie of Witchcraft 

to disprove the existence of witches by contending that 

". . . Witchcraft and inchantm.ent is the cloke of ignorance: 

whereas indeed evill humors, & not strange words, witches, 

93 
or spirits are the causes of such diseases," he is one of 
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the few writers of the time who disclaim all validity to the 

practice of witchcraft. Most writers are like the cleric 

Williams Perkins, whose A Discourse of the Damned Art of 

Witchcraft (1608) was inspired mainly by the reported in

crease in witchcraft practices. The second intent of such 

discourses as Perkins's was to refute Scot's book, although 

Scot is not always specifically named as the subject of 

94 . these attacks. In A Dialogue Concerning Witches and 

Witchcraftes printed in 1593, about ten years after The Dis

coverie of Witchcraft, George Gifford denounces works such 

as Scot's and affirms his own faith in the existence of 

witches and witchcraft. Basing his conclusions on the Bible, 

Gifford has the speaker Daniel declare: 

Dan. It is so euident by the Scriptures, and in all 
experience, that there be witches which worke by the 
deuill, or rather I may say, the deuill worketh by them, 
that such as go about to prooue the contrarie, doe 
shewe themselues but cauillers.95 

Gifford followed the usual practice of both Renaissance 

scholars and theologians in relying on Biblical texts to 

prove the existence of witches. 

Although Renaissance Englishmen were always watching to 

discover witches, information on the definition and charac

teristics of a witch were diverse. The clerics George 

Gifford and William Perkins provide the more scholarly defi

nitions of a witch. In an early treatise, A Discourse of 
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the Subtill Practises of Devilles by Witches and Sorcerers 

(1587), Gifford states: 

A Witch is one that woorketh by the Deuill, or by some 
deuelish or curious art, either hurting or healing, 
reuealing thinges secrete, or foretelling thinges to 
come, which the deuil hath deuised to entangle and 
snare mens soules withal vnto damnation.96 

In his definition, Perkins directly links the witch to the 

practice of unlawful magic; 

A Witch is a Magician, who either by open or secret 
league, wittingly and willingly, consenteth to vse the 
aide and assistance of the Deuill, in the working of 
wonders.97 

The popular concept of a witch is laughingly furnished by 

Reginald Scot: 

In estimation of the vulgar people, it [witchcraft] is 
a supernaturall worke, contrived betweene a corporall 
old woman, and a spirituall divell. The maner thereof 
is so secret, mysticall, and strange, that to this 
dale there hath never beene any credible witnes 
therof.98 

Scot's statement recording the common belief that a 

witch was a woman introduces the question of the sex of a 

witch. As Scot notes, witches in England were generally 

considered to be women; but both William Perkins and King 

James I contend that either a man or a woman might become 

a witch. There were, however, more women than men who were 

witches because "the woman beeing the weaker sexe, is sooner 

intangled by the deuills illusions with this damnable art, 
99 

then the man." 
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The descriptions of witches furnished by Renaissance 

writers, then, are largely of women. Two composite views 

of a witch by Reginald Scot present the typical, though 

somewhat sympathetic, image of the English witch. Scot 

first of all emphasizes the grotesque physical appearance 

that would earn a woman the label of witch whether she 

were one or not: 

One sort of such as are said to bee witches, are 
women which be commonly old, lame, bleare-eied, pale, 
fowle, and full of wrinkles; poore, sullen, supersti
tious, and papists; or such as knowe no religion: 
in whose drousie minds the divell hath goten a fine 
seat; so as, what mischeefe, mischance, calamitie, 
or slaughter is brought to passe, they are easilie 
persuaded the same is doone by themselves; imprint
ing in their minds an earnest and constant imagina
tion hereof. They are leane and deformed, shewing 
melancholie in their faces, to the horror of all that 
see them. They are doting, scolds, mad, divelish; 
and not much differing from them that are thought to 
be possessed with spirits; so firme and stedfast in 
their opinions, as whosoever shall onelie have re
spect to the constancie of their words uttered, would 
easilie beleeve they were true indeed.1^^ 

Next, Scot expands his comment on the "drousie minds [in 

which] the divell hath goten a fine seat" by assessing the 

mental and spiritual depth of the common witch; 

The poore old witch is commonlie unlearned, unwarned, 
and unprovided of counsell and freendship, void of 
judgement and discretion to moderate hir life and 
communication, hir kind and gender more weake and 
fraile than the masculine, and much more subject to 
melancholie; hir bringing up and companie is so base, 
that nothing is to be looked for in hir speciallie 
of these extraordinarie qualities; hir age also is 
commonlie such, as maketh her decrepite, which is a 
disease that mooveth them to these follies.1^1 
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Although Scot's portrait of a typical witch is much more 

sympathetic than those of other writers, the skeptic's de

scription still captures the damning posture that aligns the 

witch with the Devil. She is outwardly ugly, and thereby 

reflects her inward condition, which in turn is character

ized by an ungodly or aethistic attitude and spirit. Melan

choly ("the Devil's Bath") is her dominate humor; and, in 

short, she apparently possesses no redeeming qualities, 

either physical or mental. 

Old witches like the one described by Scot were report

edly responsible for a number of ills that periodically 

beset Englishmen. Referring to witches as "Inchanters," 

William Perkins in A Discourse of the Damned Art of Witch

craft provides a list of some of the usual "wonders done by 

Inchanters": 

. . . 1. The raising of Stormes and tempests; windes 
and weather, by Sea and by land; 2. The poysoning of 
the ayre: 3. Blasting of corne: 4. Killing of cat-
tell, and annoying of men, women, & children: 5. The 
procuring of strange passions and torments in mens 
bodies and other creatures, with the curing of the 
same: 6. Casting out of deuills.102 

In effecting these phenomena, witches were aided by one or 

more devils who accompanied them in the shape of familiars. 

Gifford's A Dialogue Concerning Witches and Witchcraftes 

records some of the English popular lore about witches and 

their animal companions. M.B. addresses Daniel; 

What say you to this; that the witches haue their 
spirits, some hath one, some hath more, as two, three, 
foure, or fiue, some in one likenesse, and some in 
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another, as like cattes, weasils, toads, or mise, whome 
tliey nourish with milke, or with a chicken, or by let
ting them sucke now and then a drop of blood; whome 
they call when they be offended with anie, and send 
them to hurt them in their bodies; yea, to kill them, 
and to kill their cattell?103 

To summon their devil or devils, witches employ a charm or 

spell. The unusual nature of the words uttered in these 

special incantations is what supposedly gives the charm or 

spell its power. William Perkins explains: 

A Charme is a Spell or verse, consisting of strange 
words, vsed as a signe or watchword to the deuil, to 
cause him to worke wonders. 

First, I say it is a Spell consisting of strange 
words, because in these inchantments, certaine words 
or verses are secretly vttered, which in regard of 
the common formes of wordes are strange, an wherein 
there is thought to be a miraculous efficacie to 
bring some extraordinarie and vnexpected thing to 
passe.104 

As there is black magic and white magic, so too are 

there black witches and white witches (William Perkins calls 

them "The bad Witch, and the good Witch" ). The black 

witch was the malign witch who caused storms, poisoned the 

air, destroyed crops and livestock, and harassed people with 

illnesses and other sorts of bodily disturbances. Since the 

relationship of these witches and the Devil was well-known. 

Renaissance Englishmen openly feared and persecuted the black 

witch. The white witch, in contrast, was believed by the 

popular folk to be beneficient because she sought to help 

106 
rather than hurt. According to Reginald Scot, the good 

witch was commonly consulted "either for foretelling of 
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things to come, bewraieng of secrets, curing of maladies, 

107 or working of miracles." In spite of the apparently 

friendly nature of these white witches, their practices were 

still the devil-inspired forms of unlawful magic; and theo

logians and some scholars warned against tolerating the 

existence of the so-called "good" witch. To Scot, these 

white witches were merely "cooseners" who "even where a man 

shuld seeke comfort and counsell, there shall hee be sent 

(in case of necessitie) from God to the divell; and from 
1 Ag 

the Physician to the coosening witch . . ."-̂ "° Perkins 

noted that the good witch was as damnable as the bad witch 

because they both worked in league with the Devil. Since 

any association with the Fiend necessarily resulted in 
109 actions injurous to man, the white witch along with the 

black deserved to be punished. Besides, as George Gifford 

points out, "the scriptures . . . shewe that they ought to 

die . . ."11° 

Although the association of the witch with the Devil 

was a valid argument in the Renaissance mind for condemning 

to death these dabblers in the black arts, there is more to 

the witch-Devil relationship that is damnable than simply 

the evil intent and the services of the Fiend. As William 

Perkins states in A Discourse of the Damned Art of Witch

craft, "The Ground of all the practises of Witchcraft, is 

a league or couenant made betweene the Witch and the Deuill: 
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wherein they doe mutually bind themselues each to other ."-̂•'"•'• 

By forming this Devil pact, the witch knowingly and will

fully denies God and surplants Him with the Devil. 

The form of the compact varied between oral and written, 

depending on the degree of literacy of the witch. Since 

most of the English witches were "unlearned, unwarned," as 

Reginald Scot described them, the agreement between Devil 

112 and witch was usually implicit. The terms of such a 

pact included a blatant denial of God and all religious be

liefs and practices observed through the church; a vow to 

give up willingly both body and soul at the end of a speci

fied time, until which the Devil agreed to serve at the 

witch's commands; and a bond of surety on the part of the 

witch to guarantee her pledge to the Devil. The bond was 

almost always sealed by blood. A summary of the usual devil 

pact is given by William Perkins in A Discourse of the Damned 

Art of Witchcraft. Perkins explains; 

First, the Witch for his part, as a slaue of the deuill, 
binds himselfe vnto him by solemne vowe and promise to 
renounce the true God, his holy word, the couenant he 
made in Baptisme, and his redemption by Christ; & with
all to beleeue in the deuil, to expect & receiue aide 
and helpe from him, and at the end of his life to giue 
him either body, or soule, or both: and for the rati
fying hereof, he giues to the deuil for the present, 
either his owne hand writing, or some part of his 
blood, as a pledge & earnest penny to bind the bargaine. 
The deuill on the other side, for his part promiseth to 
be ready at his vassalls command, to appeare at any 
time in the likenesse of any creature, to consult with 
him, to aide and help him in any thing he shall take in 
hand, for the procuring of pleasures, honour, wealth 
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or preferment, to goe for him, to carrie him whether 
he will, in a word, to doe for him whatsoeuer he shall 
command.113 

To entice the witch into forming such a compact, the 

Devil relies on his ability to ease the sources of man's 

inner discontent. Foremost of man's vulnerable spots is his 

pride; " . . . for he being naturally possessed with a loue 

of himselfe, and an high conceite of his owne deseruing, 

when he liues in base and low estate, whether in regard of 

pouertie, or want of honour and reputation, which he thinkes 

by right is due vnto him; he then growes to some measure of 

114 griefe and sorrow within himself." To satisfy his own 

desires and gain his just rewards, man "giues occasion hereby 

115 to Sathan to tender this seruice." 

Just as the Devil can offer to soothe man's pride, he 

can offer to fulfill man's curiosity. Considered dangerous 

for the Renaissance man, curiosity arose 

. . . when a man resteth not satisfied with the measure 
of inward gifts receiued as of knowledge, wit, vnder
standing, memorie, and such like, but aspires to search 
out such things as God would haue kept secret: and 
hence he is mooued to attempt the cursed art of Magick 
and witchcraft, as a way to get further knowledge in 
matters secret and not reueiled, that by working of 
wonders, he may purchase fame in the world, and conse
quently reape more benefit by such vnlawfull courses, 
then in likelihood he could have done, by ordinarie 
and lawfull meanes.116 

The promised rewards of fame and glory that seem to lie at 

the end of curiosity tempt man through his sense of pride 

also. The two frailties are thus linked. 
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Two other sources for witch pacts involve revenge and 

pain. When a man feels that he has been wronged and that 

he is thereby justified in seeking revenge, "rather then his 

spleene may not be satisfied, he will satisfie the Diuells 

117 
request." The Devil likewise gains a bond if a man is 

so oppressed with physical or mental pain that his situation 

seems unbearable. To ease his suffering, he willingly gives 

up his soul to the Devil to be freed of his "burden." 

Victory for the Devil in this instance is a reversal of his 

outcome with Job. 

By promising to fulfill a man's craving for power, 

riches, knowledge, revenge, physical comfort, or whatsoever 

disrupts his inner contentment, the Devil seeks to gain a 

pact that will insure that his victim has blasphemed or 

renounced God, the only means by which the Devil can secure 

possession of a soul. Once the agreement has been sealed, 

the Devil need only wait the specified time and guard against 

the victim's repentance before destroying the body and releas

ing the soul into his own keeping. Usually, the Devil kills 

his prey "by tearing his flesh with his sharp claws and 

teeth. "-"--̂^ 

During the period between the forming of the agreement 

and the payment of the "debt," then, the Devil is busily 

carrying out the wishes of his victim. Since the Devil can 

harm only with God's permission, however, theologians such 
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as George Gifford generally concede "that the deuil worketh 

all in the mind of the witch, & mooueth her to send him" 

when he has been given leave by God to injure or torment 

someone. The witch thus feels that the Devil is doing her 

bidding; and, at the same time, the Devil benefits by allow

ing her to assume the blame for the harm he has caused. If 

others are consequently lured to the Devil by the powers 

they suppose the witch to command, the Fiend achieves a 

three-fold conquest. He has the body and soul of his duped 

victim; he has deceived others into possibly killing his 

victim for him; and he has won new disciples to his prac-

120 tices. Witches serve more as the Devil's agents than he 

as theirs. As King James I points out in Daemonologie, 

" . . . suppose there were no men nor women to be his instru

ments, he could finde waies inough without anie helpe of 

others to wrack al mankinde: wherevnto he employes his 

whole study, and goeth about like a roaring Lyon (as PETER 

saith) . . ."121 

Since the witches do not actually inflict harm, their 

sin lies, first of all, in their malign intent to work evil 

and, secondly, and most importantly, in their association 

with the Devil to the denial of God. Even where the witch 

apparently lacks a cruel intent (as with the white witch), 

she indirectly threatens man with harm by luring him away 

from God and to the Devil. In the Renaissance mind. 
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therefore, all witches were suspected and deserved death. 

Speaking to M.B. in Gifford's A Dialogue Concerning Witches 

and Witchcraftes, Daniel summarizes the damnable offenses 

of witches, both black and white: 

The causes why they should be put to death are, that 
they haue familiartie with deuils, which are the 
blasphemous enemies of God: and that they seduce the 
people into errour, to runne after deuils, and deuil-
ish practices, and that they haue such wicked minds. 
Although they neuer minde to kill or to hurt any, but 
to doe them good, as they imagine, yet if they deale 
with deuilles they ought to die for it.122 

A potential source of danger to man's physical and spiritual 

well-being, the witch was naturally hunted and condemned by 

all Englishmen. As George Lyman Kittredge explains in his 

study Witchcraft in Old and New England, "it is self-

protection that incites the accuser. His cause is 

fear . . ."^^^ 

Conjurers 

Closely aligned with witches in the Renaissance mind 

were the conjurers (necromancers). Although King James I 

distinguishes conjurers from witches by declaring that 

". . . Necromanciers are his [the Devil's] maisters and 

124 commanders," many Renaissance writers use such terms as 

"witch," "sorcerer," "necromancer," "inchanter," and "con

jurer" synonymously. There appear, however, enough differ

ences generally recognized by Renaissance scholars and 

theologians to merit a separate section in this survey on 
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some of the more obvious traits that distinguish the con

jurer from the witch. The major areas of variance between 

the two practitioners of the Devil's art include the degree 

of power, the manner of the rite summoning the Devil, and 

the degree of intelligence of the person involved. Also, 

whereas witches are generally thought of as being women, 

conjurers are almost always identified as men. 

Generally speaking, conjurers are considered the devil's 

"maisters and commanders." Reginald Scot notes that " . . . 

they passe the degree of witches, and intitle themselves 

to the name of conjurors. And these deale with no inferiour 

125 

causes; these fetch divels out of hell . . . " In bring

ing the devils up from hell and into their service, necro

manciers perform an elaborate rite. In King James's 

Daemonologie, Epistemon divides conjuration into "foure 

principall partes; the persons of the conjurers; the action 

of the conjuration; the wordes and rites vsed to that effect; 

126 

and the Spirites that are conjured." Epistemon next pro

ceeds to outline some of the common items required in prepa

ration of the necromatic rites; 

Two principall thinges cannot well in that errand be 
wanted: holie-water (whereby the Deuill mockes the 
Papistes) and some present of a liuing thing vnto 
him. rEere ar likewise certaine seasons, dayes, and 
houres, that they obserue in this purpose; These 
thinges being all readie, and prepared, circles are 
made triangular, quadrangular, round, double or 
single, according to the forme of apparition that 
they craue.127 
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In The Discoverie of Witchcraft, Reginald Scot adds that in 

conjuring a devil, the conjurer "must know his name and 

office"; he must hold a ring in one hand; and he must always 

have someone with him while he is invoking the spirit. "̂ ^̂  

Once the devils have been raised from hell, the conjurer 

and his companion 

. . . shut them in a circle made with chalke, which is 
so stronglie beset and invironed with crosses and names, 
that they cannot for their lives get out . . . Then 
can they [the conjurers] bind them, and lose them at 
their pleasures . . .129 

Because of the complicated nature of the conjuration ritual, 

most of the practitioners of this type of magic are scholars 

who have engaged in deep and serious studies of magic, 

although King James in Daemonologie does not eliminate the 

"vnlearned" from the class of men who may become necro-

130 mancers. Of the vulnerable elements in man's nature that 

the Devil relies on to gain witch pacts (pride, curiosity, 

revenge, and pain), curiosity is considered to be the most 

131 typical "inticement of Magiciens, or Necromanciers." 

In a lengthy, detailed passage in Daemonologie, Epistemon 

describes to Philomathes how the Devil traps the would-be 

conjurer through his curiosity: 

The learned haue their curiositie wakened vppe; and 
fedde by that which I call his [the Devil's] schoole; 
this is the Astrologie judiciar. For divers men hav
ing attained to a great perfection in learning, & 
yet remaining overbare (alas) of the spirit of regen
eration and frutes thereof: finding all naturall 
thinges common, aswell to the stupide pedants as vnto 
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them, they assaie to vendicate vnto them a greater 
name, by not onlie knowing the course of things 
heavenlie, but likewise to dim to the knowledge of 
things to come thereby. Which, at the first face 
appearing lawfull vnto them, in respect the ground 
therof seemeth to proceed of natural causes onelie: 
they are so allured thereby, that finding their 
practize to prooue true in sundry things, they 
studie to know the cause thereof: and so mounting 
from degree to degree, vpon the slipperie and vn-
certaine scale of curiositie; they are at last 
entised, that where lawfull artes or sciences failes, 
to satisfie their restles mindes, even to seek to 
that black and vnlawfull science of Magie. Where, 
finding at the first, that such diuers formes of 
circles & conjurations rightlie joyned thereunto, 
will raise such divers formes of spirites, to resolue 
them of their doubts: and attributing the doing 
thereof, to the power inseparablie tyed, or inherent 
in the circles: and manie words of God, confusedlie 
wrapped in; they blindlie glorie of themselves, as 
if they had by their quicknes of ingine, made a con
quest of Plutoes dominion, and were become Emperours 
over the Stygian habitacles. Where, in the meane 
time (miserable wretches) they are become in verie 
deede, bond-slaues to their mortall enemie: and 
their knowledge, for all that they presume thereof, 
is nothing increased, except in knowing evill, and 
the horrors of Hell for punishment thereof, as Adams 
was by the eating of the forbidden tree.132 

Because of the existence of the Devil's black arts, then, 

the overreaching scholar who would surpass all of his col

leagues is lured by the potential power and rewards that 

the magic circles and rituals promise will be his. His 

curiosity leads him to turn from the practices of lawful, 

God-sanctioned magic to the darker, more spectacular forms 

offered by the Devil. In neither the description of the 

conjurer provided by King James I nor the accounts of the 

elements of the rite itself recorded by Reginald Scot, 
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however, is the forming of a pact with the Devil mentioned. 

Usually, the Devil serves the magician to win his soul 

eventually; whereas he serves the witch to pay for and re

tain the already-consigned soul he has gained through the 

Devil-pact. In popular lore, the conjurer is sometimes 

required by the Devil to sign a compact; and thus, the 

practices of witches and conjurers may occasionally overlap-

As an outgrowth of the Reformation battling between 

Protestants and Catholics, Catholics were condemned for 

having misled men into following and practicing rites of 

conjuration rather than engaging in the lawful worship of 

God. In The Discoverie of Witchcraft, Reginald Scot strongly 

declares; 

I see no difference between these and popish con
jurations; for they agree in order, words, and matter, 
differing in no circumstance, but that the papists 
doo it without shame openlie, the other doo it in 
hugger mugger secretlie. The papists (I sale) have 
officers in this behalfe, which are called exorcists 
or conjurors, and they looke narrowlie to other 
cousenors, as having gotten the upper hand over 
them.133 

Protestants thus vehemently contended that the Catholic 

Church and the Devil were in league against man. The usual 

image of Catholicism portrayed "the Devil, in his traditional 

form of horns, hoof and tail, standing with an immense 

bellows behind the pope, the cardinals and the other prelates 

of the Roman Church, and filling them with hostile plans 

134 against the reformed teachings." It was also commonly 
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believed that certain Popes had actually sold themselves 

into the Devil's service to attain the triple diadem of 

Pope. Sylvester II and Alexander VI (Roderigo Borgia) are 
I O C 

the two best known devil-popes. The rule of Borgia 

(Alexander VI) is noted for its corruption. Sylvester II 

(Gerbert) is reputed to have invented "a magical speaking 

head of brass." (Two Englishmen [Roger Bacon and Bishop 

Grosseteste] have also been credited with this invention. )'''̂ ^ 

Renaissance necromancers were also noted for their 

practice of crystallomancy (mirror or crystal gazing). 

Reginald Scot devotes several pages of The Discoverie of 

Witchcraft to explaining the processes involved in originally 

confining a spirit in a "crystall stone" and in calling forth 

138 
an image into the crystal or glass. George Gifford men
tions in A Discourse Concerning Witches and Witchcraftes that 
necromancers with magic crystals were frequently employed to 

139 discover witches. As with conjurers and witches, however, 

the crystal-gazers were considered "'foolish enchanters which 

will shut up their spirits within their nails or in glass; 

140 for a spirit cannot be enclosed by a body.'" Magic 

glasses were therefore merely lures of the Devil to try and 

trap man's soul through the practice of unlawful magic. 

According to Renaissance scholars and theologians, con

jurers too are deceived by the Devil. George Gifford, King 

James I, Sir Walter Raleigh, Sir Thomas Browne, and others 
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continually reiterate the deception of the Fiend in pretend

ing to be at any mortal's command. The Devil does not fear 

signs, holie water, circles. In short, he does not appear 

to those who would summon him except to "obteine the fru

ition of their body & soule, which is the onlie thing he 

141 

huntes for." Those who would believe that they can con

trol the Devil and those who would believe that another can 

hold such power are indeed deceived and are touching upon 

damnation for placing the Devil's power and omnipotence 

above God's. Conjurers, like witches, sin against God by 

turning to the Devil; and they too deserve death because "of 

the Lawe of God, wherein are all Magicians, Diuines, 

Enchanters, Sorcerers, Witches, & whatsouer of that kinde 

that consultes with the Deuill, plainelie prohibited, and 

142 alike threatned against." 

Whether through witches, conjurers, or invisible demons 

in the air, the Devil was indeed in the minds of Renaissance 

Englislimen. Although he could not harm without God's permis

sion, the Devil was free to tempt and deceive man into will

ingly consigning his soul to hell; and the Fiend employed 

three main methods of assailing man's promised salvation. 

If he worked by "moving the cogitations and affections of 

men," then, the Devil could corrupt and confuse the mind 

with false logic, aroused passions, and disruptive peccant 

humors. If he worked through "the exquisite knowledge of 

nature" he possessed, then, the Devil could tempt man with 
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the revelation of nature's secrets, his display of seem.ingly 

miraculous powers, and his supposed ability to foretell the 

future. The pride and curiosity of a conjurer could easily 

be swayed through such unnatural magic. And finally, if he 

worked by "deceit, illusion, and false semblance," the 

Devil added to the first two methods the art of laying and 

of deceiving through the truth, of speaking in riddles, of 

deceiving the senses with apparitions or tricks of legerde

main, and of appearing in numerous shapes that could terrify, 

entice, or, in general, suit the demands of the occasion. 

Even the number of devils was uncertain. Renaissance 

Englishmen thus continually expressed the need for constant 

vigilance in protecting themselves and others from the traps 

of the Devil. After all, witches and conjurers not only 

provided excellent examples of the horrible fate that 

awaited those who worshiped the Devil, they also proved that 

the Devil did exist and was a strong viable force with which 

man must contend. 

Devils on the Stage 

The Devil 

Although the Devil of the mature Renaissance stage cer

tainly reflects the popular beliefs surrounding the Devil 

more than he reflects the traditional morality play image 

carried into the Renaissance by the moral interludes, he 

nevertheless is a product of the heritage of English 
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drama. Since early Church drama was designed to instruct, 

the attitudes of the medieval audiences toward the Devil 

were shaped largely by the devils on the stage. As the 

drama became more secular, the audience began to influence 

the form of the plays and the portrayal of the characters 

on the stage almost as much as the stage personages influ

enced the audience's religious concepts, particularly those 

surrounding the Devil. The Devil of the Renaissance stage, 

therefore, evolved from his English stage heritage much as 

the Devil in the Renaissance mind had evolved from his 

medieval Catholic heritage. A brief survey of the changing 

nature of the Devil in English drama from the mystery play 

through the morality play and on into the emerging forms of 

Renaissance drama will indicate both the traditional stage 

functions of the Devil and the shifting character of the 

stage-demon with which the Renaissance audiences were 

familiar. 

Since early English dramas were religious, based either 

on Biblical stories (mystery plays) or on the lives of the 

Saints (miracle plays), the early appearances of the Devil 

on the stage demanded that he be taken seriously. He is 

portrayed as being vengeful and hating mankind for replacing 

him in God's favor. The Devil, consequently, attempts to 

lead man into sin so that he may carry his soul off to 

hell."'"̂  When dealing with the saints, the Devil is shown 
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14 5 
in a futile struggle; but with man, he frequently has 

more success. Holding up hell before his victims is a typi-

14 6 
cal taunt of the Devil after he has procured their souls. 

Even though the Devil tempts man to sin in order to gain his 

soul, the act of committing a sin resides solely with man. 

Only man can sin; and he must assume the moral responsibil

ity for his action. The concept of man's free will was thus 

147 fundamental in medieval drama. 

Since Biblical accounts of Lucifer and his fellow 

148 
demons are sketchy at best, devils in the early dramas 

were not very individualized, aside from whatever personal 

touches an actor might devise. In keeping with their 

menacing nature, devils usually were "black, ragged and 

frightful"•'•^^ and had "hideous heads and long tails." Their 

activity on stage was characterized by "bustle, fuss, and 

violent language"; and after the device of hell-mouth became 

popular, the stage was filled with fire and noise and fear-

150 
ful demons running in and out of the gaping orifice. 

Devils were generally classified as either greater or lesser 

demons; and their names, therefore, rarely held any further 

distinction than to indicate whether they were of an upper 

or a lower rank. 

Sometimes the devils held a council to plan their 

actions, but the more usual method of informing the audience 

of the diabolical plans was through a monologue delivered 

•^i#^ •-
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by the chief devil in the play. In his monologue, the 

primary devil included side remarks on his Biblical history 

and on his exploits on earth as well as an outline of the 

action to follow. References to previous action and charac

ters in the play, however, were not normally a part of his 

152 
monologue. To gain the audience's attention for his 

address, the Devil entered with a boisterous crying of "the 

word 'harrow', combined frequently with 'out', 'alas', or 

153 
'we' etc. . . . " "̂  The "Ho, Ho, Ho" (common to the reli
gious and the folk drama) was also a familiar entering line 

154 used to announce the Fiend. 

With the expansion of the Devil's action to include 

hell-mouth and the attendant demons, the Devil as a comic 

figure also increased accordingly. The raucous behavior of 

the spirited demons is reminiscent of the pagan folk sprites 

that the Catholic Church had fought to supplant by insinuat-

155 ing their connection with the Fiend of hell. The delight 

and laughter these uncontrolled devils brought to the audi

ence, however, were religious at their base, as the 

demoniacal forces still demanded a fearful respect from the 

audience. Essentially, the audience's laughter was thera

peutic; for, "it is a well-known psychological fact that 

we strive to laugh ourselves out of our fears and to grin 

156 
away our apprehensions." But the laughter was also 

157 instructive; ". . .it could make doctrine memorable." 
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Both ends of laughter depend for their success on the 

distinction between the laughter on the stage and that in 

the audience. The audience may laugh at the foolish 

attempts of the Devil to try and thwart God and his servants, 

although the Devil is entirely sober while instigating his 

attacks. At other times, though, the audience and the 

Devil may laugh together at the souls who are being roughly 

158 spirited off to hell. The scholar V. A. Kolve concludes 

that 

In part we enjoyed the way the devils rolled, shoved, 
pricked and tossed the damned into Hell Mouth uncere
moniously, as one might toss coal into a furnace; but 
far more than that we enjoyed a comedy of victory. 
In this action, the damned have no character as human 
beings: they appear merely as the balance sheet of 
their good and evil deeds, judged against a standard 
that is wholly acceptable . . . ; and we are content 
they should go as booby prize to the devil.159 

The foundation of this religious laughter in medieval drama, 

then, whether with or at the Devil, was a crude, humiliating 

laughter at blatant stupidity. As Kolve at one point 

remarks. 

Stupidity, even in social terms, is funny, but when it 
willfully expresses itself in opposition to God's plan 
— a plan not only intelligible but known—it becomes 
more than merely laughable. It is also, in some out
rageous sense, perverse, and the laughter it attracts 
is correspondingly unrestrained and unsympathetic.160 

When English drama was expanded through the morality 

play to include all of mankind in its scope, the Devil's 

function of tempter and harasser remained essentially the 
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same; but his attacks were focused on man in general rather 

than on Biblical figures and Catholic saints.•'•̂ •'" The basic 

conflict still involved "the struggle between the principles 

of Good and Evil in and for the soul of man";-*"̂ ^ but the 

struggle had now become universalized with the use of "per-

16 3 sonified abstractions" as dramatic personages. The Devil 

was therefore a more immediate threat to man's salvation 

since he had been removed from the historical past into the 

universal present. To the audience, the Devil represented 

a viable force in the world, and he was accordingly afforded 

the status of "an actual personality who, 'as a roaring lion, 

164 walketh about, seeking whom he may devour.'" 

Since the Devil was held accountable for drawing the 

moral lessons of the drama by leading astray the fallible 

16 5 
representative of mankind, the Devil procured the services 

of several other figures of evil: the Bad Angel, the Seven 

Deadly Sins, and the Vice. The Bad Angel was the counter

part of the Good Angel in the "doctrine of attendant spirits," 

and he was responsible for encouraging man to sinful action; 

whereas the Good Angel was responsible for warning man 

166 
against evil and instructing him in the ways of virtue. 

The Seven Deadly Sins could be called in to provide enter

tainment and spectacle, in addition to their moral implica

tions as contraries to the Seven Cardinal Virtues. The 

Vice gradually assumed the function of the Devil's agent 
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1 67 and supplanted the earlier demon-messengers. Further 

discussion of the Vice figure, however, will be reserved for 

a later section of this study. Perhaps the only other ele

ment that has not been mentioned so far but that was con

sidered a characteristic feature of the morality play is the 

devil scene, replete with fire, thunder and noise, and lively 

demons. The popularity of such scenes in earlier dramas 

168 insured their retention in the later plays. Audiences 

still delighted in the rollicksome behavior of the Devil and 

his associates as they moved back and forth from hell assail

ing and tormenting their victims. 

In general, the Devil in the morality plays was a less 

serious, more contented fiend than had been his counterpart 

in earlier religious dramas. With his acquisition of the 

new delighters in evil (the Bad Angel, the Seven Deadly Sins, 

the Vice), the arch-Devil retreated into more of a back

ground position. Because he could send out his agents 

either implicitly or explicitly to seduce man, the Devil 

himself came into little or no personal contact with the 

169 human characters. As the morality play altered in scope 

from the full presentation of the life of mankind to more 

isolated segments of his life (such as youth or old age), 

the abstract qualities typical of the larger mankind produc

tions began to yield to the new demands for more secular 

allegory. Religious and political arguments began to change 
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1 7 n 
the complexion of the morality drama; and the versatile 

Vice figures gradually replaced the less flexible Devil as 

the representatives of evil in the dramatic action. By the 

time of the moral interludes in the early sixteenth century, 

the Devil had become the butt of the Vice's jokes; and he 

entered the play mainly to send the Vice off on his "hellish 

^^^^. ^. „^ "171 commissions. 

As the shape of his agents altered, the Devil's influ

ence and manner of attacks were seen to shift accordingly. 

The significance and import of the Fiend himself, however, 

remained essentially unchanged from his original religious 

image as the symbolic source of evil in the world. During 

the early stages of the Reformation, therefore, the Devil 

could safely retire to the background of controversy on the 

stage, while his Vice agents carried the allegorical mes

sages of the emerging religious ideas. By the time of 

Elizabeth's ascension to the throne, the Devil was able to 

reemerge as a blend of traditional religious belief and the 

new secular attitudes that regarded the Devil as a force 

with which man could grapple on an individual basis. The 

demons that Renaissance Englishmen saw everywhere around 

them were forms or agents of the Devil; and popular and 

religious beliefs in secular life thus gave rise to the 

vast variety of devils that appeared on the Elizabethan and 

Jacobean stages. Although the traditional stage role of 
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the Devil as either terrifying or buffoonish was still 

retained, the Devil was invested with new shapes and forms 

from popular superstitions. 

The Vice 

The Vice joined the Devil as an agent of evil in the 

17? 

morality play struggle between Good and Evil. Drawn 

from the immoral actions of men, the Vice was a more con

crete character than many of the abstract personifications 

that were drawn from universal ideas such as Mankind, Knowl-
173 edge, or Good Counsel. Whereas the Devil was largely a 

theological character, the Vice was the "ethical" aspect of 

religion; and through his close association with human qual-

ities, he assumed a versatility that allowed for the 

gradual narrowing of his character to assume real-life 

actions and traits of typical men, as is found in the later 

sixteenth-century morality plays that satirize the evils in 

society and the evils in individual men (Tom Tosspot, Ralph 

Roister, and Cuthbert Cutpurse). Vice characters, there

fore, move from the general representation of such sins as 

iniquity and mischief to the more limited, satirical por

traits of human frailty indicated by the names "Hickscorner" 

and "Newf angle. "-"-̂^ 

Originally a servant of the Devil, the Vice enters 

drama as a low comic character, usually considered to be 
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drawn from the familiar clown and court jester attendants 

176 
found in many Renaissance households. The Vice thus 

naturally assumed the role of buffoon; and his actions on 

177 
Stage were characterized by songs, "ludicrous quarrels, 

boasts, profanity, scatological humor, physical violence, 

17 8 
cowardice, tavern talk, and wenching." He frequently 

entered the stage area with much noise and fuss; and after 

he had entertained the audience with his machinations for 

corrupting mankind, he either elegantly took formal leave 

of the audience, or else was brusquely carried off to hell 

179 
on the Devil's back. Since his Vice-name was selected 

18 0 
to suit the play, his costume varied accordingly. 

Nichol Newfangle, for instance, appeared dressed in some of 

the outlandish fashions of the day. The only part of the 

Vice costume normally included in any play was the wooden 

sword that the clown-figure carried for threats or protec-

181 
tion. The Vice was thus instrumental in the development 

of comedy on the English stage. 

Underneath the frivolity he projects to both the audi

ence and the stage-characters, however, the Vice is a 

serious force in the dramatic action arising from his desig

nated roles "first as the opponent of the Good, [and] second 

182 
as the corrupter of Man . . .•• "-̂  His flippancy is on the 

one hand a m^ask that allows the devil-agent successfully to 

183 
ingratiate himself with the human subject of his attacks; 
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while on the other, it is a frightening reminder of the 

excessive delight this figure of evil derives from simply 

leading man into sin and insuring his damnation. The 

cleverness of the Vice in stilling man's conscience and in 

answering man's virtuous arguments with equally agreeable 

18 4 

immoral ones is therefore horrifyingly humorous. Laugh

ter from the audience becomes reminiscent of the laughter 

directed at the devils of the medieval stage. The audience 

both fears the Vice because he represents evil and agrees 

with his actions because those whom he corrupts are weak 

in their faith in God. 

As the fervor of the political and religious controver

sies of the reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary I 

began to wane with the ascension of Elizabeth I to the 

throne of England and as the demand increased for more real

ism on the stage, the Vice faded into the familiar clown 

figure of Renaissance drama and became either a stupid 
18 5 buffoon or a lower class social type. The Vice still 

retained some relationship with the Devil as a friend or 

18 6 
servant, however. 

Witches and Conjurers 

With the decline in the use of the allegorical Vice 

figure as the Devil's agent on earth, the inclusion of the 

witch and conjurer in stage plays seemed to rise accordingly. 
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Since Renaissance Englishmen strongly believed in the exis

tence and power of witches and necromancers, these actual 

associates of the Devil answered the demand for real-life 

characters in the drama; and they brought with them the 

morality element still popular in plays of the era. Protes

tantism revived the Devil's individual power to pursue and 

corrupt men; and witches and conjurers indicated every man's 

responsibility to God and fallibility through the Devil. 

Witches and conjurers on the stage thus allowed the blending 

of theology and popular superstition that was to character

ize the devil-plays of the later Renaissance period. 

One particular element witches and conjurers brought to 

the Renaissance stage was spectacle. Inheriting the love of 

pagentry from the Middle Ages, Renaissance Englishmen de-

187 
lighted in sumptuous and unusual pagentry on the stage. 

Through their association with the Devil, witches and con

jurers were characters who could command exciting spectacles 

by simple displays of power or by summoning forth the Devil 

to provide the required dazzle for the audience. As the 

scholar E. K. Chambers points out in The Elizabethan Stage: 

"And if all else fails, what [is] more easy than to intro

duce a dumb-show in a dream or as a specimen of the 

I J- o II18 8 magician's art?" 

On the stage, as in the mind, the Devil represented a 

significant part of the lives of most Renaissance Englislimen 
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The demons that were commonly believed to populate the air 

found their human counterparts and agents in witches and 

conjurers, men and women weak in faith and prone to deceit 

through such human frailties as pride, curiosity, greed, 

and pain. When a witch or a conjurer would not suffice to 

acknowledge the presence of the Devil, Englishmen had only 

to look around at the vice and folly of their age to see 

the results of the Devil's work. These concrete displays 

of the Devil's power and wiles brought the Devil down to 

a level ordinary Englishmen could understand, and they 

afforded the Renaissance dramatist realistic and spectacular 

characters upon whom he could freely draw and manipulate to 

expand and shape the configuration of his play. The rich 

Christian heritage and popular lore surrounding the Devil 

and his minions and the corresponding wealth of a constantly 

evolving stage tradition of the devils and demons affecting 

man made the Devil an important and useful tool in the cre

ation of Renaissance dramas. 



CHAPTER II 

DRAMATIC ACTION 

As a supernatural agent much believed in and feared by 

English audiences during the Renaissance, the Devil offered 

the playwright tremendous versatility in the construction of 

a play's dramatic action. The Devil was always a force to 

be reckoned with, since his eternal goal was the battle for 

the soul of man. He was a liar, a manipulator, a being 

capable of molding, forming, turning, twisting events be

cause of his supernatural powers and abilities. His role 

as a primary or a secondary figure in the course of the 

action did not matter; for the Devil always offered a threat, 

no matter what his station in the play; and he offered the 

audience a psychological release from questioning the credi-

bility of any strange turn of events or situation with which 

the Devil was in anyway connected. The Devil's free license 

to be anywhere at anytime in any form performing any number 

of dazzling and unexpected feats could thus explain away all 

illogicalities to a believing audience. 

Part of the success of the Devil as a formative agent 

in the development of the dramatic action (as in the develop

ment of characterization and of dramatic focus to be 

60 
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discussed later) comes from the many stage-types of Devils 

which could be modified and developed both from the moral

ity plays and from popular myth. In short, the Devil could 

be drawn to fit the play. A Devil figure could be the epit

ome of evil with all the attendant philosophical and theo

logical associations. A Mephistophilis, a Harpax, a Tom 

tempts, deceives, cajoles while feigning servitude to man. 

Such a devil may be as magnificent as Mephistophilis or as 

debased as the dog Tom; but in each case, he is overtly 

viscious to man in the end when the ultimate question of 

salvation must be decided. 

On the other side of the devil caricature is the Devil 

as buffoon, a pose derived from the morality plays, in 

which the Devil was the fool who dared to fight God. He is 

to be laughed at for his stupidity (exaggerated usually in 

this particular role); yet, underneath the laughter runs 

the ever present vein of fear of the threat which even such 

a bungler devil poses for man's soul. For, where the Devil 

can only be the butt of ridicule for his ineptness, there 

is always a strong Vice or demon figure in the background 

to cheerfully and adroitly compensate for the seeming impo

tence of his mentor. Laughter at either the Devil-buffoon 

or at the Vice-clown, therefore, was with full knowledge of 

the potential threat and deadly serious intent these charac

ters held for man. The human was but a guise. 
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One final devil-type appeared on the Renaissance stage 

and offered an extension and modification of the two types 

previously discussed—the restricted Devil. A devil in this 

category has had his power restrained for one reason or an

other (usually to make him more closely approximate mortals 

to derive a more accurate assessment of human conduct), but 

he nevertheless manages to maintain a threat to man's salva

tion, even if it can only be through damning pronouncements. 

Although his stage actions toward man may allow man to escape 

physically unscathed, the implied danger of dealing with the 

Devil is presented either by the appearance of an awesome 

devil-figure outside the main action to represent the forces 

of evil in all their power, by a final exasperated display 

of diabolical power before the restricted devil leaves earth, 

or by both. Even when such a restricted devil seeks to aid 

a mortal, he is still to be feared by his potential, since 

2 
where he can help he can also hurt. 

Whether the Devil was awesomely fearful, clown-like, 

or restricted, his nature and import were untouched by the 

Renaissance playwrights. He was still the potential threat 

to man's salvation. The dramatists merely capitalized on 

the amorphorous essence of his being to mold him for their 

own purposes in the development of dramatic action. His 

character was to complement the action; his understood 

potential was to function as the formative agent. 
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In the twelve plays examined for this study, the Devil 

is important to all levels of play formation. The Devil is 

a decisive factor in the development of such basic elements 

of the dramatic action as conflict and tension; and on a 

larger level, he is a significant ingredient in building the 

major components of dramatic action—exposition, motivation, 

complication, crisis, climax, and denouement. Lastly, the 

Devil is important as a device for unifying episodes, scenes, 

and lines of action through idea or through mechanical fea

tures (frame scenes and liason). Since the larger compo

nents of dramatic action depend upon the basic elements, 

conflict and tension will be examined first to determine 

the formative impact of the Devil on these two essential 

constituents. 

The most fundamental element of dramatic action is 

conflict, the struggle between internal or external forces. 

In comedy, the main emphasis is on physical action; there

fore, comedy is characterized by external conflict. Tragedy, 

on the other hand, usually focuses on the inner turmoils of 

one or more of the main characters, and is thus typified by 
3 

internal conflict. Neither the external nor the internal 

conflict, however, is mutually exclusive of the particular 
4 

genre it characterizes, especially since, as Allardyce 

Nicoll points out in The Theory of Drama, even the internal 

conflict of the hero in a drama is "impossible of realization 
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in its purest form." The main interest of drama is, after 

all, in the visible actions and reactions of characters on 

the stage. 

Emerging from the morality play. Renaissance drama was 

particularly conscious of the interrelationship of external 

and internal conflict in dramatic action. The allegorical 

enactment of internal strife basic to all morality-play con

flicts evolved into the Renaissance "conception of an inner 

struggle moving along-side of an outer conflict, the one 

7 

mingling with the other . . . " In the Renaissance commin

gling of conflicts, the Devil naturally has a special role, 

since he is a figure carried over from the morality play 

tradition. As an allegorical character, the Devil is a 

visible representation of an otherwise invisible force act

ing upon man's soul through temptation, manipulation, and 

deceit. Beyond the morality plays and the moral interludes, 

the Devil assumes a substantive shape drawn from popular 

lore (usually animal or human), but he often retains the 
g 

allegorical implications from the moralities. The Devil's 

bodily form, therefore, may either be solely for visual 

purposes to clearly indicate the Devil's role in a charac

ter's internal conflict or actually represent a viable 

external force with which a character must contend on a 

physical level. Occasionally, the Devil alternates between 

being an internal agent and being an external one, a role 

in keeping with his chameleon character. 
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Accordingly, then, the Devil's role in the formation of 

the conflicts of the dramatic action falls into two main 

areas. First of all, the Devil may be one of the main 

forces in the conflict—either an antagonist or a protago

nist. Whether he is one of these forces, the Devil may also 

be a formative element working outside of the warring fac

tions. In this latter instance the Devil either creates a 

conflict, or he intensifies an existing conflict which 

he may or may not have created himself. The Devil must 

appear at some point in the play to establish his position 

in relation to the nature of the conflict, but he does not 

have to remain on stage for his influence to continue to 

mold the conflict. 

Before proceeding with the discussion of the Devil's 

role in the formation of conflicts, I should perhaps specify 

the criteria I have chosen for deciding whether a conflict 

in which the Devil is some way involved will be considered 

external or internal, since some confusion may arise from 

the technical distinction often made between the morality 

play conflicts and those of later Renaissance dramas. The 

classification of conflict types will be based on the stage 

presentation of a conflict. An external conflict will be 

between outside, visible forces and will be demonstrated 

through the physical and verbal interaction of the stage 

characters, including the allegorical figures of the morality 
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play who are technically designated as agents of an inner 

struggle. An internal conflict, on the other hand, will be 

within a character's own mind and will be demonstrated 

through personal verbal expression and accompanying gestures. 

Since the Devil is sometimes to be considered as a visible 

and external adversary and at other times as a visible but 

internal adversary, the exact status of the devil character 

in a conflict situation will be determined on the basis of 

the general play type, the current stage situation, and his 

relation to the characters on the stage. The nature of the 

Devil's role in the conflict will thus be specified and 

clarified in the course of the discussion. 

When the Devil is one of the main forces in a conflict, 

he is usually the antagonist, his natural and familiar role 

drawn from both stage and popular traditions which portray 

him as man's adversary. Since action is a primary aim of 

drama, most of the conflicts in which the Devil is an antago

nist are external. There may be physical battles, shows of 

force, a matching of wits, or attempts to intimidate reluc

tant or recalcitrant victims. In each case, the nature of 

the Devil and the nature of the protagonist determine the 

type and extent of the external conflict. 

Actual physical combat with the Devil or one of his 

agents is one of the rarest forms of external conflicts on 

the stage, since the Devil as a supernatural being is usually 
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assumed to be a force well beyond the range of human success 

One instance in which men do physically attack and actually 

defeat the devil-agent physically is in the play Like Will 

to Like when Tom Tosspot and Ralph Roister beat the Vice 

Nichol Newfangle with their inheritance, a bottle and a 

staff of beggary. Newfangle tries to ward them off with his 

wooden knife, but the pair force him down and thrash him as 

he cries for help. When they leave, " . . . NICHOL NEWFANGLE 

9 

lieth on the ground groaning." Although he has been suc

cessful in his efforts to lead Tom and Ralph to beggary by 

playing on their natural inclinations to sin and on their 

ignorance in misinterpreting his riddle-promises for an 

equitable reward for the best knave ("A piece of ground it 

is, that of Beggars' manor do[th] hold, / . . . Call'd 

Saint Thomas-a-Waterings or else Tyburn Hill . . . " ), 

Newfangle has lost the physical conflict which would indi

cate complete success. 

The more usual method of fighting with the Devil is 

through a show of force. The external conflict in this 

situation involves a sorcerer who through his magical abil

ities sets out to gain dominance over the Devil by display

ing more power and control than the Devil and thus 

controlling him for his own ends. Such a sorcerer is Friar 

Bacon. In his drive to be master of the art of magic. Bacon 

aims for the apex of all magical skills, the head of brass 
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which "Shall tell out strange and uncouth aphorisms, / And 

girt fair England with a wall of brass. "•'••'• By trusting his 

clown-servant. Miles, Bacon forfeits his chance at godhood. 

Overfatigued by his seven years of exhaustive study and work. 

Bacon sleeps through the utterances of the brazen head, as 

Miles snorts at the seemingly foolish aphorisms—"Time is," 

12 "Time was," "Time is past"—instead of waking his master 

as he has been ordered. When a hand smashes the head "That, 

13 by th' enchanting forces of the devil" would have made 

Bacon master of earthly knowledge and power. Bacon has 

lost all. Bacon later assesses his struggle with the fiends 

for power; 

But proud Astmeroth, ruler of the north. 
And Demogorgon, master of the fates. 
Grudge that a mortal man should work so much 
Hell trembled at my deep, commanding spells; 
Fiends frown'd to see a man their over-match. 
Bacon might boast more than a man might boast. 
But now the braves of Bacon hath an end . . -14 

A similar show of force, but one in which the sorcerer 

bests the Devil, occurs in the prologue to The Merry Devil 

of Edmunton. As the devil Coreb enters the chamber of Peter 

15 Fabel "to claim my due" for his services to the sorcerer, 

Fabel begs a moment to set his affairs in order and cun

ningly asks Coreb to wait in 

. . . that necromatic chair. 
In which he [Fabel] makes his direful invocations. 
And binds the fiends that shall obey his will.16 
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When Fabel at last agrees to go with Coreb, the devil finds 

himself bound by the chair, with all his powers useless to 

set himself free. Only by promising Fabel seven more years 

on earth does Coreb win his release. Furious, Coreb swears 

to be avenged as he states; "Never did man thus overreach 

17 
the devil." With his seven year extension, Fabel thus 

sets out to complete his "earnest business for a private 

18 
friend" with full use of his magical powers. 

Another method by which the Devil acts as man's adver

sary in an external conflict is through his cunning. Re

lying on his skills as an orator and a deceiver, the 

devil-antagonist in this type of conflict tries to beguile 

and entice a potential victim into damnation. The Devil 

is most successful when the victim is a simple soul roused 

to passion with little power or ability to quell his unrest. 

Such a case is Mother Sawyer in The Witch of Edmunton, who 

falls prey to the Devil's wiles. When the Devil (in the 

shape of a black dog named Tom) finds Mother Sawyer cursing 

Old Banks for unjustly causing her ostracism as a witch, 

the Devil claims her for his own by virtue of her cursing; 

and he seeks to secure his victim by offering to accomplish 

what she most desires—revenge for her mistreatment. Promis

ing to do her bidding, the Devil gains a blood compact for 

her body and soul. Once she has sealed the pact, however, 

the Devil is unable to effect her first command—to kill Old 
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Banks. Angered, she threatens to "cancel" the contract, but 

the Devil convinces her that she cannot and diverts her 

wishes to blighting Old Banks's chattels instead; "Work on 

19 his corn and cattle then." As he continues to manipulate 

Mother Sawyer's requests, the Devil gains her confidence 

that he is indeed doing her bidding. It is not until just 

prior to her arrest for witchcraft that she realizes that 

she has been deceived. Calling to her familiar Tom for 

comfort and aid from the increasing persecutions of the 

townspeople. Mother Sawyer discovers that the devil-dog has 

deserted her in order to collect the terms of their agree

ment—her body and soul. Entering as a white dog, the Devil 

tells her of her approaching trial and certain death; "Out 

Witch! Thy tryal is at hand: / Our prey being had, the 

20 Devil does laughing stand." Although she repents of her 

actions before she is hanged, she has confessed her sins as 

the Devil foretold, and she has thus become his, fulfilling 

the compact. 

While Mother Sawyer is not a prize to be ignored, the 

Devil takes particular delight in using his cunning to try 

21 and capture a clergyman's soul. In If This Be Not a Good 

Play, The Devil Is in It, the devil Shacklesoule disguises 

himself as a friar (Friar Rush) to try to lead the Naples 

priory into gluttony, lechery, avarice, and murder. Through 

slick logic designed to rationalize for the friars their 
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descent into sin as acts of holiness, Shacklesoule gains 

all of his victims but the devout Sub-prior, who recognizes 

the deceiving fiend for what he is. The unsound but beauti

fully structured logic that convinces the Prior and his 

associates that gluttony is virtuous because "Sic probo; 

the soule followes the temperature of the body, hee that 

feedes well hath a good temperature of body. Ergo, he that 

22 

feedes well hath a good soule" fails to delude the Sub-

prior. He is taken in neither by Shacklesoule's temptation 

of gold left in a spring for him to find nor by the enchant

resses the devil leads into his chambers. Even Shacklesoule's 

efforts to intimidate the clergyman into turning to the Devil 

for protection are futile. The devout Sub-prior does not 

fear the fiend's frightful shape, his pronouncements of 

death, or his insinuations of awesome, destructive powers. 

Knowing that only God can protect him, the Sub-prior defeats 

his greatest enemy through a true faith the other friars 

lack. Content with the rest of the priory as his gain, 

Shacklesoule retires from the field; "No way to conquer 

thee? lie giue thee ore: / Ne're fishd I so, (yet lost a 

23 soule) before." 

The Devil as the antagonist in an internal conflict is 

not as easily portrayed on the stage as is an external bat

tle. That the turmoil of the protagonist is internal must 

be clearly indicated to the audience even though figures 
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symbolic of the inner struggle appear on the stage and are 

prompting the conflict. A prime example of the Devil as 

antagonist in an internal struggle is found in Doctor 

Faustus in those scenes where the good and bad angels vie 

for Faustus' soul. The conflict within Faustus begins even 

before the scholar has conjured Mephistophilis when the Good 

Angel appears to warn him of the peril he places his soul in 

if he persists in reading his book of magic rather than the 

Scriptures. Countering immediately is the Bad Angel, who 

urges Faustus on to his aspirations of becoming a "demi-god" 

through the Devil's art. The debate between the two con

tinues as Faustus wavers in his choice of following what his 

conscience (Good Angel) tells him is right and what his own 

pride and vanity (Bad Angel) lure him to accept. Only with 

pressure from Lucifer and the tantalizing spectacle of the 

Seven Deadly Sins does Faustus yield to the side of evil 

and end the formal debate of the angels for control of his 

soul. The final appearance of the dueling forces occurs 

after Faustus has rejected the Old Man's offer of salvation 

for the fatal kiss of Helen of Troy. This last time, the 

angels show Faustus his true situation and thus precipitate 

his final anguished moments alone before Mephistophilis 

comes to collect his due. The angels are verbally express

ing what Faustus inwardly realizes; 
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Good Angel. 0, thou hast lost celestial happiness. 
Pleasures unspeakable, bliss without end. 

Bad Angel. Now, Faustus, let thine eyes with horror 
stare 

Into that vast perpetual torture-house. 

Faustus. 0, I have seen enough to torture me. 
Bad Angel. Nay, thou must feel them, taste the smart 

of all. 
He that loves pleasure must for pleasure fall.24 

Less common but still significant is the Devil as the 

protagonist in a conflict. Since the interest in the Devil's 

own internal struggles is usually at a minimum in relation to 

the development of dramatic action, the conflicts involving 

the Devil as a protagonist are therefore largely external. 

Counter to his traditional nature as antagonist, the protago

nist devil is of a special sort—relatively tame. Belphegor 

in Grim the Collier of Croydon is such a devil. When Pluto 

needs an agent to spend a year on earth as an ordinary 

mortal to test the validity of Malbecco's claim that women 

make men miserable in marriage, he calls upon Belphegor 

because; 

He is the fittest that I know in hell 
To undertake a task of such import; 
For he is patient, mild, and pitiful— 
Humours but ill agreeing with our kingdom.^5 

Not having any trouble curbing an antagonistic nature, 

Belphegor easily assumes the role of a mortal without worry

ing about trying to win souls. In fact, at one point 

Belphegor goes so far as to save a soul. Having been 
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tricked into marrying the elderly Lord Lacy, the youthful 

Honorea attempts to arrange a love affair with Musgrave, 

the man she had hoped to marry. To protect Honorea's virtue, 

Belphegor thwarts her plan by appearing to her in the like

ness of Musgrave to reject her on the grounds of respect 

for her honor. Finally regaining her senses, Honorea in 

turn rejects Musgrave's suit when he actually meets her 

later. Her virtue remains unmarred. 

In the main conflict where he is the abused husband, 

26 Belphegor (under the guise of a Spanish physician named 

Castiliano) does not effect any of the heroics found in 

incidents similar to Honorea's. In addition to having his 

powers restrained in his marriage situation, Castiliano is 

too busy defending his own position and honor from the 

selfish attacks of his shrewish wife and her associates, 

who would be better antagonists than the Devil himself. In 

return for the kindness and sincerity her husband has dis

played in a marriage he was originally tricked into making, 

Marian cuckolds Castiliano, lies to him about her affairs 

and her love for him, and finally robs and poisons him to 

gain his wealth and her freedom. To insure that she 

achieves her ends, Marian even goes so far as to have one 

of her faithful suitors lie in wait for Castiliano in case 

the draught she has slipped him fails to work. Only the 

expiration of the year's stay removes the devil Belphegor 

from the assaults he has had to suffer. 
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As a typical devil-protagonist, Belphegor does not 

control the conflict; he merely participates as one of the 

forces in a struggle he has not initiated. His presence 

provides the characters with a center to attack in much the 

same way that man provides the Devil with a perpetual target. 

The difference, however, is that the audience realizes that 

the devil-protagonist would be man's adversary under ordi

nary circumstances and that the devil will never be seriously 

injured or killed, only discomforted. What would be horrible 

for one person to inflict upon another is not so horrible 

when a devil is the target. His traditional role of antago

nist keeps sympathy for him as the mistreated protagonist at 

a minimum and allows the playwright to use him as a foil 

against whom the audience can judge the actions of the other 

characters. 

Aside from the Devil's possible role as a main force in 

a play's conflict, he may also be a formative agent in the 

development and shaping of other outside but adjacent con

flicts. Sometimes, the Devil creates a conflict; whereas 

at other times he intensifies an existing one that he may or 

may not have created. In either case, the Devil is working 

to use these related conflicts for his own ends in obstruct

ing man's hope for salvation. They merely provide variety 

and therefore more interest in play action as they move 

along often side by side with the usual Devil versus Man 
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pattern, which shifts to a background position. The audi

ence's attention is on the limitless methods by which the 

Devil lures man toward his destruction. This expansion of 

conflict through use of the Devil's invention and back

ground role adds freshness to the basic morality-play bat

tles. The Renaissance audience now had more to watch than 

simply a devil working to catch a soul. 

The Devil may bring about a conflict through which he 

attempts to destroy a person by using deceivingly overt 

and direct means. On the other hand, the Devil may employ 

a conflict to lure a person subtly to his moral downfall. 

The first type of conflict culminates rapidly since it is 

fairly straightforward, and it is therefore suitable for 

either a major or a minor incident in a play to add a 

warning to those who attempt to flirt with devilish prac

tices. The latter, more sophisticated conflict the Devil 

may create is capable of much longer duration and is the 

larger action that helps maintain audience interest in the 

Devil-Man struggle. 

In Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay, the devil-built en

chanted glass that Bacon uses to show people present action 

in another part of the country is responsible for much of 

the dissention arising in the course of the main action. 

From the glass. Prince Edward sees his close friend Lacy, 

Earl of Lincoln, woo the fair Margaret for his own bride 
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instead of for his lord's paramour. Because the mirror 

allows Edward only to view the action between the pair, the 

Prince does not know that Lacy truly loves Margaret and that 

Lacy is struggling with his own conscience for not fulfill

ing his lord's request. Relying on only what he sees 

through the glass perspective, Edward becomes angered at 

what seems to be Lacy's treasonous action; and the young 

Prince almost rashly kills the lovers before he realizes 

his error. Edward's experience with the magic mirror does 

not eventually lead to tragic consequences; but a later 

incident involving two young scholars who "come to know how 

our fathers fare," does not end so fortunately. At the 

moment that their fathers engage in a bitter quarrel and 

duel over who shall marry the already promised Margaret, 

the two friends witness the bloodshed and turn on each 

other to avenge their fathers' death. A device of the 

27 

Devil, "This glass prospective worketh many woes," cre

ating conflicts where none need arise except as they serve 

the Devil to prompt men to sinful acts. The tragic or 

almost tragic consequences of those who choose to deal 

through the devilish arts to see "Whatso their thoughts or 

28 hearts desire could wish" serve as warnings against those 

who might desire to dabble in the magic arts. 

Where the devil is deceivingly overt and direct in 

creating the secondary conflicts in Friar Bacon and Friar 
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Bungay, he is hidden and subtle in creating a larger con

flict in the court action sequence of Dekker's If This Be 

Not a Good Play. Since the King of Naples (Alphonso) main

tains high moral standards in his court, Rufman, the devil 

sent to catch his soul and that of his courtiers, realizes 

that he would surely lose if he were to directly confront 

and battle the King. Entering the court disguised as 

Bohor, a flatterer, world traveler and savant, Rufman gains 

the young King's favor and prompts a rift in the already 

forming court factions by suggesting that the King spend 

his Saturday's in pleasure instead of trying to find some 

rigorous, morally edifying activity to finish out his 

weekly calendar. Going against his uncle's reservations, 

and those of the older nobles of the court, the King orders 

"Tilts, turneys, masques, playes, dauncing, drinking deepe / 

29 
Tho ere noone all Naples lye dead-drunke a sleepe." By 

following Bohor's advice, the King has yielded to his 

fleshy desires and has begun to drift from the older, wiser 

voices of reason in his court. 

Having played on the basic conflict of reason over 

passion, Bohor has succeeded in starting the decay of the 

King's moral conduct which will increase as.the elder coun

selors are alienated from the King's inner circle. The 

court conflict thus diverts the young King's attention 

from the machinations of his foe to bring him to ruin. 
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Being busy following his own interests in spite of the dis

pleasure of his subjects, the King fails to recognize the 

larger conflict in which he is involved—the struggle for 

his soul. 

In addition to being used to create a conflict to make 

the drive for his own goals more interesting, the Devil 

also functions as an intensifying agent in conflicts he has 

created and those he has not. Although the results of his 

endeavors to aggravate a conflict are with the express 

intent of pushing man farther into his snares, the audience 

attention is still focused on the main conflict which the 

Devil has chosen to influence. The association of the 

Devil with the conflict already established serves to 

heighten the import of the action. 

The play The Virgin Martyr offers a clear example of a 

situation in which the devil intensifies a conflict that he 

has previously created. Set during the early rise of 

Christianity in the Roman Empire, The Virgin Martyr relies 

on the well-known struggle of pagan versus Christian. 

According to the Renaissance belief that the Devil had de

ceived the pagans into worshiping him as a god, the devil-

figure, Harpax, naturally sides with the pagan characters, 

being the servant to the main Christian persecutor, 

Theophilus. Already aligned against the exemplar of Chris

tianity (Dorothea) and her guardian (Angelo), Theophilus 
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and Harpax battle to convert the virgin to paganism rather 

than to kill her. As a servant and counselor to Theophilus, 

Harpax stands in the background and continually strengthens 

and reenforces Theophilus's pagan zeal. 

It is not until the crucial scene in which Theophilus's 

own daughters again renounce their heathen faith and return 

to Christianity that Harpax moves to intensify the conflict 

to retain his chief advocate's loyalty. Harpax first stirs 

Theophilus's sense of righteous indignation as the chief 

persecutor stands stunned by Caliste and Christeta's dese

cration of the image of Jupiter: 

Harpax. Profane 
And impious, stand you now like a Statue? 
Are you the Champion of the Gods? where is 
Your holy zeale, your anger?30 

Having incited Theophilus to assert his temporarily blunted 

passions ("holy zeale" and "anger"), Harpax next drives for 

Theophilus's commitment to paganism (and thus to the Devil) 

by providing him with suitable justification for taking the 

extreme measure of killing his daughters: 

Harpax. Your Honour is ingag'd 
The credit of our cause depends vpon it. 
Something you must doe suddenly. 

Theoph. And I will. 
Harpax. They merit death, but falling by your hand. 
It will be recorded for a iust reuenge 
And holy fury in you. 

Theoph. ^ Doe not blow, ^^ 
The Furnace of a wrath thrice hot already . . . 

The fiery Theophilus now pushes the action along at a rapid 

pace as his assaults against Dorothea and other Christians 
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increase. Harpax has thus incited the sincere pagan to 

hurl himself unwittingly toward almost certain damnation. 

Audience attention begins to shift toward the pagan's 

ultimate end. 

When the Devil intensifies a conflict he has not pre

viously created, he is taking advantage of a situation in 

which he stands to gain by pushing the action ahead in a 

damning direction for at least one of the characters in

volved. At two points in the Frank Thorney plot in The 

Witch of Edmunton, the devil-dog Tom plays upon existing 

conflicts, first, to arouse Frank to commit murder and 

thereby compound his earlier sins of deceit and adultery 

and, second, to prompt Frank to falsely accuse two innocent 

men of his crime and thereby cause more innocent blood to 

be shed. 

In the first instance, Frank is distressed that Susan 

will not return home and leave him to join the true wife 

whom Susan is as yet ignorant of. After he has reluctantly 

agreed to walk with Susan to a clump of trees because she 

has promised to part from him there, Frank becomes agitated 

when she balks. The dog-devil then provides the "One touch 

32 
from me / [that] Soon sets the body forward." By rubbing 

against Frank, the dog visually indicates the transfer to 

Frank of the idea of murdering Susan and thus ending the 

problems she presents as his second wife. What was at first 
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mere impatience becomes instead a violent attack on the 

innocent Susan, during which Frank reveals to her that 

their marriage is not legal. In his fury, Frank stabs her. 

Since Frank accuses his old rival, Warbeck, and War-

beck's close friend, Somerton, of Susan's murder, the Devil 

has capitalized on Frank's susceptibility to his suggestions 

to fulfill a promise he had made earlier to the child-like 

Cuddy—to eliminate all other suitors for Kathleen's love 

so that Cuddy may woo her. Warbeck's death is to answer for 

Frank's desire for revenge against earlier slights Warbeck 

has hurled at him, and Somerton's is to complete the Devil's 

half of the mock pact with Cuddy. Neither man is guilty; 

so the Devil stands to win a third time if their innocent 

blood is shed. By intensifying the already rising conflict 

in Frank's mind in the first place, the Devil has inten

sified the Frank-Warbeck conflict also. Although he loses 

Warbeck and Somerton completely, the Devil gains a partial 

victory with Frank. The fulfillment of his part of the 

agreement with Cuddy only provided him with a surface excuse 

to effect his actions. 

The Devil's potential role in developing the conflict 

of the dramatic action is thus many-faceted. He may be one 

of the main forces in a conflict, either an antagonist or a 

protagonist. If he is not one of the main forces, the Devil 

is usually a formative agent in the creation and/or 
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intensification of other outside but adjacent conflicts. 

Wherever the Devil is involved in the development of the 

conflict in a play, though, his main goal is the destruction 

of man's salvation. His flexibility in conflict situations 

adds interest and freshness to the basic Devil versus Man 

pattern. 

Closely associated with conflict and maintained in 

varying degrees throughout a play is tension, the push and 

pull of personalities and forces in contact with each other. 

The primary function of this basic play element is "holding 

33 attention," and the usual methods of creating tension 

include anticipation, contrast, and suspense. Being able 

to prompt and even heighten all of the common sources of 

tension, the Devil is a valuable tool in controlling the 

rise and fall of tensions according to the needs of the 

dramatic action. As with conflict, tension relies heavily 

on the audience's traditionally patterned attitudes and 

responses to the appearance of the Devil on the stage and 

to the presence of the Devil off the stage. 

If the devil-character is serious, the evil he projects 

threatens and induces fear. Whether the Devil is the arro

gant, hate-filled Satan at the first of The Conflict of 

Conscience, the intelligent, sophisticated Mephistophilis 

in Doctor Faustus, or the fawning, deceitful Tom in The 

Witch of Edmunton, his appearance is usually dreaded and 
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awaited with great apprehension and anxiety. On the other 

side of the scale, the Devil of comedy is looked for as a 

favorite who promises mirth and humor. Yet even the comical 

devil holds the pull of apprehension. For instance, the 

cleverness of Nichol Newfangle in Like Will to Like, the 

ineptness and bungling of Pug in The Devil Is an Ass, and 

the restraint of Belphegor in Grim the Collier of Croydon 

still contain a threat to man's soul. Their danger is 

masked by their apparent harmlessness. 

With the various tensions which accompany the Devil 

onto the stage even before he says or does anything, he is 

a versatile tool in manipulating the tensions in a play. 

By having the Devil appear in alternating scenes or episodes, 

the Renaissance playwright could control^ the tensions accom

panying the progression of the action. The value of this 

alternation of tensions is explained by the scholar Wilhelm 

Creizenach: 

Between the scenes in which the restless forward 
movement of the plot unfolds itself in a series of 
unexpected and startling developments, we often find 
inserted other scenes where the action is at a stand
still, and the feelings aroused by the previous course 
of events have thus time for expansion.34 

An excellent example of the use of the Devil to balance the 

scenes of excitement against those of quiet for dramatic 

effect occurs in the final scenes of The Virgin Martyr prior 

to Theophilus's conversion. 
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Having been responsible for the taunt tensions in the 

culmination of the Theophilus-Dorothea conflict at the end 

of Act IV when Theophilus beheaded the young martyr, the 

Devil (Harpax) is noticeably absent at the beginning of 

Act V. Tensions are relaxing as Theophilus in his study 

reflects proudly on his religious zeale and service to the 

gods. The serenity increases as Angelo enters with the 

basket of fruit from the Heavenly Garden. Amazed and 

curious, Theophilus wonders at the messenger and the source 

of the fruit. His own religious intensity has subsided at 

this point, and the action is almost at a standstill. When 

he tastes the heavenly fruit, however, the tension of the 

scene begins to rise with the appearance of Harpax, who 

comes to claim his servant and win his soul. The audience, 

however, has been given the needed rest from the strained 

tensions of Act IV, scene iii, to allow them to accept and 

look forward to the new building of tensions in Act V as 

Harpax begins his final assault on the reluctant Theophilus. 

The relaxation of tensions at the first of Act V, in fact, 

makes the tensions Harpax creates through the conflict seem 

more intense and more detestable. 

A similar contrasting of tensions for psychological 

relief occurs in the alternation between serious and comic 

scenes. This time, the Devil appears in both the serious 

and the comic episodes and controls the degree and type of 
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tension in each instance. The most obvious example of the 

Devil's role in the serious-comic pattern occurs in Doctor 

Faustus. The seriousness of Faustus's dealings with the 

devil Mephistophilis is contrasted with the frivolousness 

of Dick and Robin's attempts. The scene during which 

Faustus is in Rome playing tricks on the Pope and his fellow 

clergymen contains a good deal of farcical action, but the 

humor of this situation is muted because of the already 

established damning relationship between Faustus and 

Mephistophilis. The Rome scene is merely another facet of 

the overriding tensions of the main play conflict--"The 

tension between what could be and what actually takes place 

3 6 

. . . " The grim humor here thus provides no real psycho

logical relief. The presence of Mephistophilis as Faustus's 

"devoted" servant insures that the serious tension remains 

in the laughter. 

With the Robin and Dick conjuration scene which imme

diately follows, however, the laughter is indeed a release 

of tensions, as the pair of clowns are never really seri

ously threatened with damnation for their acts. The irate 

Mephistophilis merely turns Dick into an ape and Robin into 

a dog for bothering him. Mephistophilis has been made to 

look foolish at having to come for what he terms "these 

damned slaves," and his awesome, powerful figure character

istic of the Faustus scenes has been somewhat diminished. 
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The tension in the scene revolves more around the devil's 

frustration and the clowns' panic at actually having con

jured up the devil than it does between Mephistophilis and 

the pair. In short, " . . . the clowns' ridiculous, and 

essentially harmless, dealings in black magic manage to 

make it [evil] a little less fearsome, to domesticate it, 

as it were, while furnishing an excuse for the audience's 

37 protective laughter." The audience is now ready to move 

back to the serious Faustus level of action. 

A final means of achieving tension in which the Devil 

plays a decisive role is that of suspense, the building up 

of tensions around action that is to come; "it is a state 

of feeling induced by the entire action already witnessed.'^^ 

The outcome of the building suspense may be known or uncer-

39 
tain, but in either case, the audience is kept in a 

40 state of anxious anticipation. In a play like Doctor 

Faustus, the audience knows that Faustus is forfeit to 

Mephistophilis after he rejects the please of the Old Man 

for the fatal kiss of the temptress, Helen of Troy. As 

Faustus's final conference with the scholars warns: 

Faustus. Ay, pray for me, pray for me; and what noise 
soever you hear, come not unto me, for nothing can 
rescue me.41 

Through the concluding episodes (the brief dialogue with 

Mephistophilis, the appearance of the Good and Bad Angels, 

the striking of the clock, and Faustus's own anguished 
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sololiquy), the audience waits with "dread or mere impa

tience" for the horrible moment of reckoning when the devils 

will come to violently bear Faustus off to hell. The cer

tainty of the Faustus-Devil confrontation has been building 

throughout the play, but the suspense created through 

expectancy keeps audience interest until the last scene. "̂^ 

The Devil also plays a prominent role in creating 

dramatic irony, another means of building suspense. With 

dramatic irony, " . . . there is often considerable suspense 

pending the characters' realization of the facts which the 
A O 

audience already knows." The chameleon nature of the 

Devil and his supernatural powers provide the playwright 

with a suitable agent to manipulate the dramatic action 

with the full knowledge of the audience but with the total 

ignorance of the characters. Under the name of Robin Good-

fellow, the devil Akercock in Grim the Collier of Croydon 

becomes invisible to the characters on the stage so that 

he can better help Grim defeat his rivals and win Joan's 

hand. In the climactic fight scene between Grim and Clack 

(the miller), Robin soundly thrashes Clack and adeptly 

turns his attack on Parson Shorthose who is trying to force 

Joan to run off with him while Grim is busy with Clack. 

With the farcical melee over, the braggadocio Grim proudly 

explains to Joan how he expertly handled the fighting. As 

Robin continues to follow Grim and aid his suit with Joan, 
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the audience awaits the scene when Robin will reveal himself 

to Grim. The tensions of expectancy hinge on the anticipa

tion of how much credit Robin will take for his part in 

Grim's wooing and how the "brave" Grim will react when he 

44 
sees the rustic devil. 

When suspense arises from the uncertainty of an out

come, the situation creating the suspense is usually a 

conflict between the Devil in the play and one or more of 

the characters. In the usual struggle for a soul, the 

victory of the Devil is not always assured, as is the case 

in the final Theophilus-Harpax confrontation of Act V of 

The Virgin Martyr. Since Theophilus has been the chief 

advocate of the pagan gods (the Devil's deceits), the choice 

between the Heavenly Garden Angelo has offered and the 

terrors of the suddenly viscious Harpax remains uncertain 

even though the legendary Theophilus (much different from 

the character in this play) attained eventual salvation 

and martyrdom. The tension increases, and the suspense 

consequently builds as Theophilus becomes more enamored 

with the heavenly fruit that Angelo has brought while Harpax 

becomes more intimidating in his drive to gain the pagan's 

soul. The suspenseful anticipation relies upon the outcome 

of the conflict as the action approaches the climactic point 

of decision. The suspense in this instance is filled with 

fear and dread. 
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The basic elements of conflict and tension are in a 

large measure responsible for forming the major components 

of the dramatic action that shape and control the overall 

dramatic progression. Exposition, motivation, complication, 

crisis, climax, and denouement all rely on the establishment 

of conflicts and the controlling of tensions to structure 

the flow of the action. Since conflict and tension have 

been covered in much detail, being basic to the remainder of 

the discussion on the role of the Devil in the development 

of dramatic action, the analysis of the function of the 

Devil in the formation of the larger play components will 

be more general and will rely on the conflicts already 

covered. 

Providing all of the information needed to understand 

the dramatic action, exposition presents the characters, 

general background information, setting, and beginning to 

45 the action proper. Since a good play has new characters 

entering and new levels of action beginning as it progresses, 

exposition is not limited just to the opening scenes of a 

play. As the audience is being prepared for new stages of 

development or being introduced to new characters, exposi

tion occurs whether in the form of stage action (spectacle) 

or narration (soliloquy, monologue, dialogue). 

The use of the Devil in the exposition of a Renaissance 

play had several advantages: economy, variety, and 
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versatility. As a type familiar to Medieval and Renaissance 

audiences, the Devil was one character the playwright had to 

spend little time developing; consequently he was left with 

more time to focus on a single character or a series of 

characters for the primary import of the play itself.^^ 

If the Devil were serious, he was a threat; if he were comic, 

he was either clever and dangerous or a bungler and foolish; 

and if he were in some way restricted, he was to be the 

butt of the action to come. Only a few qualifying charac

teristics needed to be introduced both to establish the 

Devil in relation to the action to follow and to make him 

distinctive enough to retain interest in him as a character. 

Also from the heritage of the morality play, the 

Devil's role of providing exposition through a monologue 

or soliloquy was easily transferable to Renaissance dramas. 

Accustomed to the Devil's blatant explanations of characters, 

situations, plot lines, and moral significance, the audience 

found nothing incongruous about the Devil's appearing on 

stage to describe to them the action that was to follow and 

the lesson they should learn from it. The need of always 

having skillfully to introduce such material through the 

dialogue of several carefully constructed scenes could thus 

be obviated. While still remaining an interesting, variable 

character to Renaissance audiences familiar with his tradi

tional philosophic and dramatic roles, the Devil offered 
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the playwright the opportunity for significant economy of 

exposition through soliloquies and monologues.^^ 

In addition to economy, the Devil, because of his many-

faceted nature, could easily fulfill the variety of func

tions required of exposition in opening and internal scenes 

through either spectacle or narration. If he were used in 

an opening scene, the Devil easily and quickly served to 

capture the attention of the audience through expectation 

of the comedy or tragedy that was to follow. Whether through 

spectacle alone (dumb show), narration alone (soliloquy or 

monologue) or a combination of spectacle and narration 

(dialogue scene in Hell), the Devil could provide an enter

taining introduction to the ensuing action. If the Devil 

were used in an internal expository scene, he helped main

tain interest, completed needed background information, 

and usually launched or outlined the major conflict or 

stage of a conflict that was to follow. In both the open

ing and internal scenes, the ingredients of tone, mood, 

atmosphere, and setting were largely formed. Since, how

ever, these elements pertain more to dramatic focus than 

to dramatic action per se, they will receive only cursory 

treatment in the present chapter. 

An opening scene in the form of a dumb show "was 

clearly to start the proceedings with a large, rather daz

zling scene, to fill the spectator's eye and launch him 
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headlong into watching the play."^^ A colorful and fasci

nating character to Medieval audiences, the Devil naturally 

appealed to the Renaissance love of pagentry and spectacle 

and, consequently, made himself a desirable figure in a 

dumb show on the basis of display alone. He could assume 

or change into any number of shapes and forms, be attired 

in any drab or colorful garment, and enter with light caper

ing, awesome dignity, or the violent eruption of fire, 

brimstone, smoke, lightening, and thunder. His bearing 

and attendant actions, moreover, could establish the per

vading tone for the dumb show and subsequent dramatic action, 

as well as direct the audience to the moral implications and 

50 theme of the drama. The Devil, in short, prepares the 

audience for the emerging actions and events and sometimes 

51 for characters involved in the play proper. 

Barnabe Barnes' play The Devil's Charter furnishes a 

clear example of the value the appearance of the Devil in 

an opening dumb show had. After an elaborate, measured 

conjuration ritual has been concluded by the soon-to-be 

Pope, Roderigo Borgia, a devil "in most vgly shape" enters 

with "exhaltations of lightning and sulphurous smoke." 

When Roderigo turns from the ugly devil, other devils arise 

"after more thunder and fearefull fire," first "like a 

Sargeant with a mace vnder his girdle," then "in robes 

pontificall with a triple Crowne on his head, and Cross 
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keyes in his hand," and finally "in blacke robes like a 

pronotary, a cornerd Cappe on his head, a box of Lancets 

at his girdle, a little peece of fine parchment in his hand 

II52 

. . ." Besides adding variety and color to the dumb-show 

spectacle, the changing shapes and habits of the continu

ally appearing and reappearing devils amidst noise and 

brilliant flashes also draw attention to the Devil's compact 

signing that is presented shortly in graphic detail. The 

previous dumb show actions of bribery and preparatory rites 

fade against the dazzle of the conjuration and pact sign

ing. Between the frightful noises and ascensions and the 

blood-letting, the audience is provided with the atmosphere 

of danger and evil and the horror of moral damnation by the 

selling of a soul to gain limitless power through the posi

tion of Pope in the Catholic Church. Since Roderigo Borgia 

is also the main character in the play, his damning actions 

prepare the audience for the crimes of murder, incest, 
53 sodomy, and hypocrisy which follow. The tone and theme 

of the play involve the moral judgment the audience is to 

make on the actions of Roderigo and those who will be 

aligned with him. 

The purely spoken expository scenes in which the Devil 

appears and addresses the audience indirectly through a 

soliloquy or directly through a monologue have been men

tioned before briefly in the discussion of the Devil as a 
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means of economy in exposition. Even with his compression 

role, the Devil still provides information essential to the 

subsequent action and to the tone of the entire play. As 

an agent delivering a monologue, moreover, the Devil freely 

interacts with the audience. In Like Will to Like, "The 

audience is often brought into the fun, and is addressed 

[by Nichol Newfangle] in terms such as 'worshipful audi-

54 ence.'" In fact, Nichol Newfangle immediately begins by 

talking to the audience and reacting to their responses; 

Stoop, gentle knave, and take up your brother. 
Why, is it so? and is it even so indeed? 
Why then may I say God send us good speed! 

How say you, woman? you that stand in the angle. 
Were you never acquainted with Nichol Newfangle?55 

Continuing to interact with the audience, Newfangle firmly 

establishes a light, playful atmosphere that leads into the 

satire on fashions of the day (from which Newfangle receives 

his name) and implies that even the most innocent seeming 

vices are of the Devil. The "like will to like" of the 

title (and of the remainder of the action) indirectly and 

inoffensively suggests to those in the audience that if 

they are wearing "gowns with long sleeves and wings" and 

. . . ruffs like calves' chitterlings. 
Caps, hats, coats, with all kind of apparels. 
And especially breeches as big as good barrels,5 6 

they are joined with the devil-vice Newfangle, "like unto 

like." 
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The more restrained method of spoken exposition in an 

opening scene (soliloquy) occurs in The Conflict of Con

science when Satan mainly addresses himself rather than the 
_. 57 ^ 

audience about his vehement concern over his declining 

"kingdom." In the typical morality-play fashion, Satan 

explains his history and aim in this world (to win souls), 

his love for "the Pope, who is my darling dear"^^ and his 

distress over the threat that the Reformation poses to his 

once firmly established position on earth through Catholi

cism. Vowing to continue waging ceaseless war against man, 

but declining to journey to earth himself because his fear

ful shape scares men, he announces that he has "therefore 

mine imps send out from hell their shapes to show."^ 

Exposition using the Devil in a soliloquy (as in a mono

logue) , however, is more characteristic of the moral inter

ludes than of later Renaissance dramas. 

Those later Renaissance dramas in which the Devil 

appears in an opening scene including narration contain 

actual spectacle-dialogue scenes in which devils in hell 

are preparing to journey to earth to try and capture souls. 

The major plays in this latter category include Grim the 

Collier of Croydon, If This Be Not a Good Play, and The 

Devil Is an Ass. The spectacle that these three plays 

provide is mainly limited to interaction between the devil 

characters, but each playwright relies on the Devil and 
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various associated items to catch and hold audience atten

tion. In Grim the Collier of Croydon, "lightning and 

thunder" precede "the curtains drawn on a sudden"^^ to 

startle the spectators. The formidable devil counsel from 

the pagan hell (Pluto, Minos, AEacus, Rhadamanthus) appear 

in the midst of a judgment against the ghost of Malbecco. 

The early suspense and tension presented by such an austere 

scene grasps and holds the audience while the occasion for 

the play action to follow is discussed (to see if women 

and marriage are as bad as reported) and a devil (Belphegor, 

with Akercock accompanying) is chosen to live on earth for 

one year as a mortal. The main action is ready to begin 

once the major situation has been established. 

If This Be Not a Good Play is very similar to Grim the 

Collier of Croydon. It opens with "hellish musick"; the 

pagan ruler of hell (Pluto) and his ferry man (Charon) are 

engaged in a labor dispute over the poor quality of souls 

ferried over to hell for too little money; and the quarrel 

precipitates the summoning of devils to travel to earth to 

gain new souls for hell. The setting for the main action 

is designated by Pluto as Naples, where the levels of action 

will include the court, the clergy, and the merchant class. 

Each devil to journey to earth has been given his new name, 

disguise, and place of consignment. The humor of the open

ing bickering promises a satiric comedy; but the moral 
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warning that the persistent foes of man are present and 

active on earth directs the audience's attitudes toward a 

larger thematic intent. 

The opening dialogue for The Devil Is an Ass follows 

closely the morality-play tradition and gains audience 

attention through the familiar "Hoh, hoh, hoh," of the 

Devil. The inadequacies and foolishness found in devils 

of the morality play are promised both through the readily 

recognizable figures of Satan and Iniquity and the "too 

dull a Diuell," Pug, who promises to take this clown image 

a step farther, since he is the lesser devil trying to over

reach his bounds. The basic theme of the play, then, is to 

evolve from Pug's experiences in a London society already 

satirically described by Satan: 

They haue their Vices , there, most like to Vertues; 
You cannot know 'hem, apart, by any difference: 
They weare the same clothes, eate <o'> the same meate, 
Sleepe i' the selfe-same beds, ride i' those coaches. 
Or very like, foure horses in a coach. 
As the best men and women. Tissue gownes. 
Garters and roses, fourescore pound a paire, 
Embroydred stockings, cut-worke smocks, and shirts. 
More certaine marks of lechery, now, and price. 
Then ere they were of true nobility!61 

Finally, Pug's bodily form on earth is assigned, as is his 

twenty-four hour limitation to try his hand on earth and his 

"victim," the dull-witted dilettante, Fitz-dottrell. Enough 

information has been provided in this opening dialogue scene 

as in those of Grim the Collier of Croydon and If This Be 
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Not a Good Play, to draw the audience along willingly into 

the main action of the play with the anticipation of being 

delighted with a moral message. 

Beyond the opening scenes, the Devil remains a useful 

tool in presenting further exposition as it is needed, as 

he helps maintain interest, complete any needed background 

information, and prepare for conflicts to follow. His 

appearance, moreover, often intensifies the building mood 

and reminds the audience of the moral significance his 

appearance in a play provides. Rarely is spectacle alone 

used for internal exposition. Usually internal exposition 

is in the form either of a soliloquy or monologue or of a 

dialogue scene that combines both spectacle and narration. 

Firar Bacon and Friar Bungay includes an interesting 

variation for presenting internal exposition through a 

dialogue scene. Using the devil-made enchanted glass of 

the sorcerer Friar Bacon, Greene constructs a special type 

of dumb show in which "Only the audience is supposed to hear 

the speeches. For the Prince [Edward], however, it is a 

62 dumb show." The clever arrangement of Bacon's "conjurer's 

63 trick, a magic vision," gains audience interest at least 

partly through its novelty. At the same time, the trick 

scene provides the motivation for the Lacy-Edward conflict 

that follows. Prince Edward sees Lacy wooing Margaret for 

himself, but he has not heard how Lacy originally courted 
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Margaret for the Prince as he has been instructed. Lacy's 

apparently treasonous act prompts tension between Edward 

and the lovers, unbeknown to the pair on the other side of 

the glass. Suspense begins to build as Edward leaves to 

confront his friend, an act he should be wary of since its 

prompting has come through a devil's device. 

A common method of internal exposition using the Devil 

is through a monologue or soliloquy. In an inner position, 

the solo speech functions much as it does in an opening 

scene except that, as internal exposition, it is to prepare 

the audience for the new level of action arising from the 

preceding events. If necessary, it also introduces new 

characters. The Devil's monologue at the beginning of the 

middle section of Lusty Juventus serves such a transitional 

function. Entering immediately after Juventus has exited 

vowing to remain always close to Knowledge and Good Counsel, 

the Devil heralds the temptation-fall phase of Juventus's 

experience. Determined to lure the "errant" youth back to 

a life of "carnal pleasures," the Devil summons his "son 

Hipocrisy" to work his will, and the new direction the 

action is to take is formed. Hypocrisy will later deliver 

a soliloquy reaffirming his own qualifications and capabil

ities for winning the youth, and the new action will offi

cially begin when Juventus enters. The Devil and his son 

have thus established the moral significance of the middle 
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drama, and they have outlined the general organization for 

the subsequent action. In the Devil's monologue, the play

wright has also discovered a logical means 

. . . to shift from a practically full stage of virtu
ous figures to a full stage of vicious figures. . . . 
[H]e removes his characters from the stage one by one 
as tlie first phase ends and introduces them one by 
one in the ensuing scene. . . . The device has its 
homiletic and dramatic value as well as casting con
venience, for the characters are able in this manner 
to reveal their personalities singly. Form and con
tent are merged here . . .64 

The final advantage the use of the Devil in expository 

scenes offered the Renaissance playwright was versatility 

in the development of action. Since the Devil is a super

natural being not bound by time and place, the appearance 

of the Devil, whether early or late in the play, had a 

tendency to free the presentation of the action. Setting 

was not necessarily important, unless for purposes of topi

cal satire, as in If This Be Not a Good Play and The Devil 

Is an Ass. If the playwright simply wanted a flashy setting, 

he could choose between either the pagan or the Christian 

hell. Movement from place to place in an apparently random 

fashion was also acceptable to the Renaissance audience as 

long as the Devil was involved, for the Devil could freely 

move throughout the earth and transport others wheresoever 

they chose without having to worry about ordinary 

limitations. 
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Similarly, if the Devil could negate, at least par

tially, the need for the action and characters to move from 

place to place in a logical, justifiable manner, he could 

release time restrictions. A limitation of twenty-four 

years, one year, or one day could serve as a rough boundary 

for the span of the action; but the time movement within 

this designated period could be relative to the demands of 

action and theme. Audiences did not require a strict 

chronological accounting for each instance in a play when 

the Devil was around. 

With the freedom of time and place comes an implicit 

freedom of action. There does not necessarily have to be a 

definite way of working out the main action, just as a 

play's outcome may or may not be certain. As a free agent 

and manipulator, the Devil is quite capable of motivating 

action, providing a complication, precipitating a crisis, 

forcing the climax, or providing a satisfactory means of 

resolving the action whenever and wherever he is needed. 

A brief look at some of these major stages of dramatic pro

gression will show how the Devil was an important tool to 

the Renaissance playwright in controlling the flow of 

dramatic action. 

Most of the aspects of the Devil's role in the motiva

tion (or initiation) of action have been covered in the 

section on conflict and touched upon in the section on 
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exposition, but some specific comments and reiterations are 

necessary at this point to clarify further both the exact 

nature of the Devil's influence in motivating action and 

the degree of responsibility he assumes as a motivating 

force. Generally speaking, the Devil may be either directly 

responsible for initiating action through what he himself 

does or indirectly responsible for initiating action by 

working through others, such as witches and conjurers. As 

a motivating force, the Devil may exert either external or 

internal pressure. External pressure is largely physical 

and may be applied by the Devil himself or by others who 

believe in the Devil. Internal pressure is more psycho

logical because either the Devil incites someone to act or 

else a person acts through his own belief in the Devil. 

The Devil assumes direct responsibility for motivating 

action in those plays in which he is a strong antagonist 

figure. The three plays that have opening scenes in hell 

(Grim the Collier of Croydon, If This Be Not a Good Play, 

and The Devil Is an Ass) are blatant examples of devil-

initiated action; for all three send devils to earth to 

interact with men. Although Belphegor in Grim the Collier 

of Croydon is considered a protagonist throughout most of 

the play, he launches the action proper by setting himself 

up as a rival for Honorea's hand in marriage, an act he 

was prompted to take by the judges in Hell when they told 
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him to come to earth and marry. The devils in the remaining 

two plays (Rufman, Shacklesoule, and Lurchall in If This Be 

Not a Good Play and Pug in The Devil Is an Ass) journey to 

earth to vie for men's souls, and much of the dramatic 

action is initiated by their direct efforts. Other devils 

who assume direct responsibility for motivating action are 

usually dominant figures in the play, such as the Vices 

Hypocrisy, Fellowship and Abhominable Living in Lusty 

Juventus; Tyranny, Avarice, and Suggestion in The Conflict 

of Conscience; Nichol Newfangle in Like Will to Like; and 

the devils Mephistophilis in Doctor Faustus; Tom in The 

Witch of Edmunton; and Harpax in The Virgin Martyr. In 

each instance, these devils, too, seek to gain men's souls 

by very vigorous and active pursuit. 

Those plays in which the Devil is indirectly responsi

ble for motivation of action are less numerous and rely 

mainly on sorcerers to assume the surface responsibility 

since they ostensibly command the Devil. The enchanted 

mirror scenes in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay illustrate 

action motivated indirectly by the devil. Through the 

devil's instrument, the glass perspective. Friar Bacon may 

reveal whatsoever anyone wishes; but the incidents the 

viewers see in the play provoke them into damning or poten

tially damning actions. Edward rushes to kill Lacy for 

treason, and the two scholar-friends turn and kill each 
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other to avenge their fathers' deaths in a duel the young 

men have just witnessed through Bacon's glass. Although 

the Devil does not appear to initiate the action in these 

scenes, he is indirectly responsible for what ensues be

cause of what his glass reveals. 

In motivating action, the Devil exerts either external 

or internal pressure on another character by forcing him to 

exercise his freedom of choice and thereby giving a purpose 

to the ensuing action.^^ If the character yields to the 

pressure which may or may not arise obviously from the Devil, 

then the Devil is succeeding in his bid to gain a body and 

soul. If, however, the character resists the Devil's 

efforts, the Devil suffers a set back in his battle to 

defeat man. 

External pressure forcing a character either to accept 

or reject the Devil's sway appears in two forms. First of 

all, the Devil himself may apply the pressure while relying 

on man's fear of his power. The Devil, in a threatening 

aspect, usually confronts a character and tries to intimi

date him into acting according to his diabolic demands. 

In The Virgin Martyr, Harpax at last appears to Theophilus 

"in a feareful shape, fire flashing out of the study." To 

keep Theophilus from succumbing to the heavenly fruits 

66 Angelo has brouglit, Harpax declares "I'me thy Master," 

and he attempts to terrorize Theophilus into putting down 
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the basket of fruits by swearing to "peece-meale teare thee" 

or to 

. . . take thee else and hang thee 
In a contorted Chaine of Isicles 
I'th frigid Zone . . .67 

A second form of external pressure is exerted by others 

through their belief in the Devil. Mother Sawyer in The 

Witch of Edmunton invites the Devil to take possession of 

her soul because of the injustices she has suffered from 

Old Banks and the townspeople who believe her to be a witch. 

Mother Sawyer explains the external pressure on her to 

become the witch she is accused of being as the enters 

gathering sticks: 

Sawy. And why on me? why should the envious world 
Throw all their scandalous malice upon me? 
'Cause I am poor, deform'd and ignorant. 
And like a Bow buckl'd and bent together. 
By some more strong in mischiefs then my self? 
Must I for that be made a common sink. 
For all the filth and rubbish of Men's tongues 
To fall and run into? Some call me Witch; 
And being ignorant of my self, they go 
About to teach me how to be one: urging. 
That my bad tongue (by their bad usage made do) 
Forespeaks their Cattle, doth bewitch their Corn, 
Themselves, their Servants, and their Babes at nurse. 

This they enforce upon me: and in part 
Make me to credit. . . .68 

When Old Banks enters, curses, and beats her, and Cuddy and 

the Morris Dancers make fun of her as they "Exeunt in 

69 Strange postur[es]," Mother Sawyer begins cursing and 

calling for revenge whether it come through "some power good 
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or bad." As the old woman concludes; "'Tis all one, / To 

be a Witch, as to be counted one."^^ 

Internal pressure exerted by the Devil is of the more 

subtle psychological kind encounted in those instances dur

ing which the Devil is standing by urging some act that 

will bring certain damnation to the character carrying 

through on the suggestion or during which a character's own 

belief in the existence and power of the Devil moves him to 

seek the Devil's services. In both The Virgin Martyr and 

The Witch of Edmunton, the devil figures apply internal 

pressure to the main characters to push them into the 

grossly sinful act of murder. The form of pressure in each 

instance is, however, slightly different. Harpax in The 

Virgin Martyr incites Theophilus to slay his daughters for 

their desecration of the idol of Jupiter. Playing upon the 

pagan's religious zeal (a zeal Harpax himself has instilled), 

the fiend stirs Theophilus's sense of righteous indignation, 

supports his anger, and urges him to kill the recalcitrant 

pair for honor and revenge. Emotionally aroused by Harpax's 

words, Theophilus promptly drags the girls before the altar 

and slays them. Although physically present at the murder 

scene, Harpax has only needed verbally to apply a subtle 

psychological pressure to force the all-to-willing Theophilus 

to follow his commands. 
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Frank Thorney in The Witch of Edmunton, on the other 

hand, is unaware of any outside influence on his actions. 

Not noticing the black dog Tom rubbing against his leg, 

Frank assumes that the idea to kill Susan is his own. Since 

Frank already feels guilty over deceiving his father and 

Susan into believing the marriage is legal, the devil-dog 

does not have to make his presence known to push the 

troubled young man to murder. This time the Devil gains his 

desired end simply by planting the suggestion in a receptive 

mind. This type of internal pressure is most dangerous to 

man, since he is ignorant that it is being applied. 

The final form of internal pressure designed to moti

vate action comes from within the individual himself because 

of his belief in the existence and power of the Devil. 

Doctor Faustus rejects one by one the major fields of study 

he may pursue as his specialty--philosophy, medicine, law, 

divinity. None of these areas offer Faustus the power, 

fame, glory, immortality he seeks. Only by learning and 

mastering the art of black magic does Faustus feel that he 

71 can become more than "but Faustus and a man." Thinking 

on the wonders he may perform with the help of the Devil's 

devices, Faustus convinces himself to turn to magic; 

These metaphysics of magicians 
And necromatic books are heavenly. 
Lines, circles, signs, letters, and characters— 
Ay, these are those that Faustus most desires. 
0, what a world of profit and delight, 
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Of power, of honor, of omnipotence 
Is promised to the studious artisan! 
All things that move between the quiet poles 
Shall be at my command. Emperors and kings 
Are but obeyed in their several provinces. 
Nor can they raise the wind or rend the clouds. 
But his dominion that exceeds in this 
Stretcheth as far as doth the mind of man. 
A sound magician is a demi-god. 
Here try thy brains to get a deity!72 

The lure of the Devil's promises is decisive in drawing a 

man who wishes to be more than mortal over to damning prac

tices. Faustus moves to strike a bargain with the Devil, 

a bargain the Devil wishes with all men but one which the 

Devil does not have to be physically present to effect 

initially. 

As the Devil may be responsible either directly or in

directly for motivating action by exerting internal or 

external pressure, he may also bring the plot action to a 

temporary halt by providing a complication. From the com-

73 plication, the action will assume a new direction which 

the Devil may or may not control. His well-known roles of 

manipulator and tempter of men heighten the purpose of in

serting complications into the action "to intensify the 

emotions, arouse suspense, to illustrate and determine what 

happens to the characters—generally to provide the building 
T A 

blocks of the play's plot structure." A versatile charac

ter, the Devil serves equally well in fulfilling the re

quirements of complication whether early or late in a play. 
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whether in the main action or in the secondary action. The 

type of complication he offers, moreover, may range from 

straightforward deception to tricks of magic. 

On the level of main action, the Devil often provides 

complications at critical points in the progression of the 

plot. In the Naples court action of If This Be Not a Good 

Play, Bohor is responsible for the point of attack, the 

75 first complication. As the scene opens, the young king 

Alphonso has just assumed the crown and entered on a course 

of moral government, starting with the devising of a 

calendar of strict duties in keeping with his office of 

sovereign. When Bohor joins the court session, however, 

his advice to reserve Saturday for pleasure is so couched 

in hidden logic that the king hesitates in allocating a 

moral function for that day. Bohor offers a temptation 

strong enough to temporarily halt the young ruler's 

righteous enthusiasm. 

A favorite means of complication using the Devil is 

through a dilemma in which the Devil forces a character 

into a situation in which he must choose between two equally 

undesirable courses of action. Philologus in The Conflict 

of Conscience is besieged by the Vices Hypocrisy, Avarice 

(Careful Provision), and Tyranny (Zeal), who are in the 

service of the Catholic Cardinal. A Protestant, Philologus 

has been brought before the ruling Cardinal as a heretic. 

Threatening Philologus with the loss of his life and the 
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confiscation of all of his goods (leaving his family in 

poverty) if he will not embrace Catholicism, the Cardinal 

and his Vice-agents stop Philologus's fervent avowals to 

defend his Protestant faith in spite of the Cardinal's 

arguments. Confronted with public ignominy or conversion, 

Philologus hesitages as he considers the equally repugnant 

alternatives: 

My case indeed I see most miserable. 
As was Susanna betwixt two evils placed; 
Either to consent to sin most abhominable. 
Or else in the world's sight to be utterly 
disgraced . . .76 

The Devil's agents have thus placed Philologus in a situ

ation in which the choice of his own faith over that of 

Catholicism will become equally difficult and unbearable as 

the Vices continue to intensify the potential shame and 

physical suffering he will bring on his family through his 

steadfast adherence to the Protestant faith. 

A final example of complication introduced by way of 

the Devil centers around the use of magic. In Friar Bacon 

and Friar Bungay, Friar Bacon, at the request of the furious 

Prince Edward, strikes Friar Bungay dumb as he is about to 

marry Lacy and Margaret. The sudden romance of the two 

and the apparent treason against Edward is thus abruptly 

halted by Bacon's thwarting action. The triangular love 

plot involving Lacy, Margaret, and Edward will not be 

77 allowed to progress until Edward confronts the pair. 
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Through the increased anticipation of witnessing the oblig

atory confrontation scene, this unexpected complication adds 

to the suspense already aroused by Edward's anger. 

Closely connected to complication is crisis, "a time 

of decision, a turning point, or a crossroads."^^ Since the 

complication indicates that the action will assume a new 

direction, the shift in direction is usually large enough to 

be termed a crisis, although the complication may occur some 

time before the crisis scene is actually played. In the 

Friar Bacon episode when the sorcerer has struck Bungay 

dumb, the audience must wait until an intermediary scene 

involving the disguised fool Rafe and his routy tavern 

brawling has been settled before witnessing the confronta

tion scene between Lacy, Margaret, and the Prince. Edward's 

final mastery of his devil-aroused passions is the turning 

point growing out of the magically induced complication a 

scene earlier. 

Similarly, the dilemma in which Philologus has been 

placed by the Cardinal and his attendant Vices is intensi

fied through elaborate and emotionally wrought speeches by 

Sensual Suggestion on the extreme and utter desolation in 

which Philologus's family will find themselves if he does 

not convert to Catholicism. Sensual Suggestion at last 

produces the mirror of worldly vanity that shows Philologus 

the wealth, power, and prestige that he and his family may 
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have if he renounces his Protestant faith. The apparent 

beauty of what Philologus sees is an alternative preferable 

to the anguish that his refusal to renounce his faith will 

hold. Again, the complication has developed into a crisis 

that will establish the new direction the action will take. 

The complication-crisis pattern is much the same in 

the King Alphonso plot in If This Be Not a Good Play. This 

time, since the complication is also the point of attack, 

the crisis determines the course of action for most of this 

story. Having once succumbed to the lure of the flesh 

which Bohor has suggested, the young king is led downward 

morally through the succeeding incidents Bohor manipulates 

and controls. The initial complication and resulting crisis 

thus start the rising action which will lead either to the 

total degeneration of the state or to a point at which out

side forces must intervene to save the state and the King 

from ruin. 

While the Devil may provide a complication and precipi

tate a crisis, he may also force the climax, or major turn

ing point, in a play. It is after the climax has been 

reached that all following action becomes a matter of course, 

the main interest lying in the manner of the working out. 

The way in which the Devil forces the climax relates to 

motivation of action, since the turning point for the main 

character involved is usually the result of the Devil's 
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pressure to elicit a damning response to a situation. In 

Doctor Faustus, Mephistophilis first threatens Faustus with 

physical violence unless he reaffirms his devil-compact, 

and then, the fiend offers Faustus the ultimate temptation 

(Helen of Troy) by which he is to win him from the Old Man's 

promises of salvation through repentance. The devil-dog Tom 

in The Witch of Edmunton implants the suggestion of murder 

in Frank's mind by prompting the emotionally aroused youth 

to react as though it were his own idea and thus a sound one. 

Killing Susan should rid him of the sin of adultery and ease 

his guilty conscience when he admits his sin to Susan before 

she dies. The murder indeed seems the solution to his prob

lems as he enacts it. 

On another less serious level, the minor devil Akercock 

(as Robin Goodfellow) in the Grim-Joan love plot of Grim the 

Collier of Croydon enters as the invisible force who soundly 

thrashes Clack the miller and Parson Shorthose so that Grim 

wins Joan uncontested. Grim's victory in this fight scene 

insures his eventual marriage to Joan and makes him seem 

the hero, since the characters do not know that the Collier 

has succeeded only with Robin's help. In this comic climax 

scene, as in the two serious ones previously discussed, the 

pressure exerted by the Devil is at the culmination of all 

the preceding action and thus forces a decisive action that 

will make the final series of events a logical working out 
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of the consequences of the climactic action. The characters 

and the plot then become committed. 

In the denouement, or resolution of the action, the 

Devil may function as an agent at least in part responsible 

for insuring an appropriate "ending that seems necessary 

79 
and probable as the result of the antecedent development." 

Appropriately, the devils at the end of Doctor Faustus come 

to carry the damned doctor kicking and screaming off to 

hell. Frank in The Witch of Edmunton repents of his sins 

before he is hanged; and Robin in Grim the Collier of 

Croydon brings the Parson to marry Grim and Joan before the 

devil-sprite has to return to hell with Belphegor. 

The Devil, however, offers other methods of resolving 

the action aside from those arising out of the consequences 

of the climax scene. In The Merry Devil of Edmunton, the 

conjurer Peter Fabel's "pretty slights" which help Raymond 

Mounchensey steal Millicent out of the nunnery and escape 

through the forest to be married before the angry fathers 

can catch up with them produce the scenes of chaos in the 

forest and before the church at Enfield when Sir John, 

Blague, and the other poachers are trying to return to the 

inn safely. The delightful turbulence of the entire night 

is attributed to Fabel's magic and is a denouement in keep

ing with "the great nocturnal scenes of bewilderment and 

..8 0 
confusion which came into fashion about 1598 . . . 
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Another type of denouement in which the Devil may play 

a significant role is in the "complete reversal of the 

81 
hero's status." Through four acts of The Virgin Martyr, 

Theophilus is a devout pagan and persecutor of the Chris

tians, including the saintly Dorothea. With the beginning 

of Act V, however, the pagan is tempted to convert to Chris

tianity when he tastes the heavenly fruits Angelo has 

brought to him. The strength of his choice is in the dif

ficulty of making it; and the battle between the wavering 

Theophilus and his once-favored "servant," the fiend 

Harpax, provides the necessary intensity to make the con

version probable and believable. Theophilus at last recog

nizes Harpax as his devil-antagonist, and he remains 

steadfast in his new-found religion under extreme duress 

to return to paganism. 

Answering an opening scene in hell with a closing 

scene in hell, the Renaissance playwright relied upon repe

tition "to bring the action to a satisfying conclusion, 

giving a sense of completion and finality to the end of the 

play. . . . The effect of this device is to round out the 

play as if the action, moving in a circle, had returned to 

8 2 its starting point." Through the concluding hell scene, 

the audience could be reminded of the occasion for the 

original action, the main incidents in the action proper, 

and the moral significance of what they have just witnessed. 
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The accompanying spectacle which served to capture interest 

at the first of the play retains interest at the end of the 

play when all loose ends are tied together. 

Only two of the plays with an opening scene in hell 

come full circle: Grim the Collier of Croydon and If This 

Be Not a Good Play. In Grim the Collier of Croydon, 

Belphegor and Akercock return to hell to pass final judg

ment on women and the state of marriage on earth. In spite 

of his own unfortunate experience as a husband to the 

shrewish, faithless Marian, Belphegor does not criticize 

all women and wives. Honorea, after all, was brought 

around to constancy, and Akercock affirms the happiness of 

the match between Grim and Joan. The horns Belphegor has 

acquired from Marian ("the ancient arms of cuckoldry") are 

passed on by judgment of Pluto to all devils, and the fate 

of Malbecco is to return to earth as Jealousy to trouble 

the hearts of both men and women. Court is then adjourned 

as a holiday to celebrate Belphegor's return. 

The concluding hell scene in If This Be Not a Good 

Play is not as satisfactory as is that of Grim the Collier 

of Croydon, mainly because the action is more diffuse. 

Souls of such figures as Ravillac and Guy Fawkes are dragged 

in and assigned fitting torments along with the abundance of 

souls won during the Naples excursions. A typically over-

zealous Puritan who has come to "chastize and correct the 
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foule Fiend" brings the action to an end when Pluto dis

covers that he is unable to continue holding court "Because 
g o 

of Puritanes, Hell cannot be cleerd." The devils then 

retire to celebrate the newly acquired souls. Although 

many new characters and incidents are introduced in this 

play, enough of the characters from the opening scene and 

the main action proper appear and have their roles resolved 

for the ending to achieve the desired circular effect of 

finality. As the devils leave for a holiday, the audience 

is invited to leave also, all important action having come 

to an end, at least temporarily. 

From the opening scene to the final resolution of the 

action, the Devil figures prominently in the overall forma

tive elements of dramatic action. He may provide exposition, 

motivate action, complicate action, turn action (crisis or 

climax), or resolve action. Whether the Devil is one of 

the main forces in the action or simply an adjacent but in

fluential force, he is easily capable of being used to 

control the shifting rise and fall of tension which dramatic 

action requires to move the action along smoothly, purpose

fully. The remaining aspect of dramatic action upon which 

the Devil has a formative function is dramatic unity. With 

the smaller units of dramatic structure (episode and scene), 

the Devil unifies mainly through idea. With the larger 

units of dramatic structure (frames, a single action line. 
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dual or parallel action lines, triple action lines), the 

Devil unifies through liason. In both structural units, 

however, the stage presence of the Devil or devil-figure is 

the primary source of unity. 

Although the Devil's presence in any of the plays 

studied usually includes the idea of man's salvation, 

whether through direct pursuit after souls or through a 

moral judgment against man, the prominence of this idea is 

particularly important in unifying those plays in which 

episodic or loosely integrated scene structure is used. 

The moral interludes follow the morality play tradition of 

episodic development. There is no definite setting, and 

usually no specific time. The main emphasis in these moral 

interludes is on action leading to a moral message, and the 

stages of development flow from one to the other to show 

man's temptation, fall, repentance, and redemption. The 

Devil or Vice figures are responsible for those phases of 

the action treating man's descent into sin toward moral 

damnation. The evil, deceitful, antagonistic nature of the 

devil-characters controls the action in the temptation-fall 

episodes since the beginning and end of the action are pre

dictable. The idea inherent in this predictability provides 

the unity in the individual episodes and indirectly in the 

overall play structure. 
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In Lusty Juventus, the center section of the play is 

introduced by the Devil, who assigns Hypocrisy the task of 

winning Juventus back to a life of fleshly pleasures; and 

the confident Vice gladly takes his charge in hand, forming 

a plan which includes his fellow Vices Fellowship and 

Abhominable Living. According to the steps he sets forth 

in a soliloquy before the action proper begins. Hypocrisy 

(under the guise of Friendship) will win Juventus from the 

"New Gospelers" by luring him into the company of Fellow

ship and Abhominable Living after having once confused 

Juventus's sense of logic. This plot-in-itself unfolds as 

predicted, and Hypocrisy follows it through each stage of 

development. Hypocrisy's continued presence in the episode 

action carries with it the overriding moral implications of 

this section of the play and thus provides the section with 

a clear, visible means of unity. 

The other two moral interludes covered in this study 

use devil-figures to provide unity in much the same way as 

does Lusty Juventus. Satan in The Conflict of Conscience 

sends out Hypocrisy, who in turn gathers Avarice (Careful 

Provision) and Tyranny (Zeal), to lure Philologus from true 

faith (Protestantism) to Satan's "darling dear," Catholicism, 

The main action covers Philologus*s temptation and fall 

(through the mirror of Sensual Suggestion) on through his 

plummet into dispair when confronted by Horror ("Confusion 
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and Horror of the mind"). Throughout most of the play, the 

Devil-agents accompany Philologus and visually remind the 

audience of the moral import of the interlude. Similarly, 

Nichol Newfangle remains on stage throughout the entire 

play Like Will to Like except for two brief episodes during 

which the Virtues offer the contrasting moral message that 

good is attracted to good as evil is attracted to evil. 

After having originally bound Lucifer with Tom Collier in 

84 the emblematic pairing at the first of the play, Newfangle 

holds the remaining episodes together through his originally 

assigned function of illustrating the moral proverb of the 

85 title, "that like will to like, quoth the Devil to the 

Collier."^^ 

In the morality play tradition. Doctor Faustus moves 

87 from episode to episode, with the relationship and unity 

of the episodes (on both the main and secondary levels) 

being established through the character and implications of 

88 the devil Mephistophilis. Since the action covers a span 

of twenty-four years and the later episodes in the play 

seem at best only loosely connected, the continued compan

ionship of Faustus and Mephistophilis binds the journey 

incidents together, at least on one level, through the 

initial moral significance of Faustus's choice of black 

magic and a devil-pact. The damnation Faustus originally 

agreed to accept proceeds over the allotted time on a course 
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of moral decline from questions about the universe to a 

practical joke on a horse-courser. As Faustus's constant 

attendant, Mephistophilis insures the doctor's fidelity to 

the terms of their contract. The comic episodes of the 

lower plot borrow the devil-trappings of the main action 

to parody the grandeur and power that Faustus assumes are 

89 
his. The consequences of dealing with the Devil provide 

a unity-through-idea for the episodic structure of the play. 

Another means of unifying dramatic action through idea 

is the use of the devil-scene. The Devil's Charter con

tains such specially constructed scenes, although here the 

scenes in which the Devil appears "are badly integrated 

90 and seem relatively unimportant." The weak unity that 

these devil scenes provides, however, is more through poor 

play construction than in the intention of the device it

self. Essentially, the devil-scenes in The Devil's Charter 

are to remind the audience of the evil and misguided aims 

of the main character, Roderigo Borgia (Pope Alexander VI). 

The first devil-scene (the forming of the devil-pact during 

the dumb show) carries the implications of moral degeneracy 

through the play action to the later devil-scene of Act IV 

when the Devil is conjured by Borgia to reveal the exact 

circumstances of his son Candy's death. Having shown the 

Pope that his other son Caesar killed Candy, the Devil then 

reveals that the Pope's daughter Lucrece was the murderer 
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of her husband, Gismond Viselli. The Pope's league with the 

Devil is reaffirmed in this scene, and the dangers of deal

ing with the forces of evil seem to radiate from the origi

nal association. The final devil-scene in which the Devil 

comes to collect Borgia's soul closes the play and presents 

the inevitable consequences of a pact with the Fiend. Not 

only has Borgia bargained earthly wealth and power for 

eternal damnation, but he has indirectly bargained the salva

tion of Caesar and Lucrece too, since they are as morally 

corrupt as their father. The moral ideas attendant on the 

circumstances in the opening dumb show afford the play a 

type of unity through the reappearance of the later devil-

scenes reiterating the motives behind the character agree

ment. Had these scenes between the Pope and the Devil been 

sprinkled more evenly throughout the plot sequence, the 

unity derived by their insertion would have been stronger. 

Beyond the Devil's role as a means of unifying action 

through the ideas and associations with his character, the 

Devil may also provide unity to dramatic action through 

91 more technical aspects; frame structure and liason 

92 figure. The plays using a frame structure (If This Be 

Not a Good Play and Grim the Collier of Croydon) have already 

been discussed in the sections on exposition and denouement. 

The technical unity the frames provide in each play, how

ever, deserves brief mention. In both plays, the devils 
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start out from hell, and the action lines branch out from 

there. If This Be Not a Good Play, three plots emerge— 

Rufman (Bohor)-Alphonso, Shacklesoule (Friar Rush)-Friars, 

and Lurchall-Bartervile. At the beginning of Act IV, the 

devils meet and discuss their progress before the final 

resolution to each level of action is completed and the 

devils once more join together to discuss their success in 

the final scene in hell. Once back in hell, the devils 

complete the main action and tie together all loose ends 

before they too leave the stage. The frame scenes in which 

the devils are joined together in this play provide a point 

for comparison of their exploits. Grim the Collier of 

Croydon, on the other hand, does not have an internal group 

scene where the action is reviewed and assessed, although 

the opening and closing scenes in hell enclose the action 

for a circular, completed effect. In this play, when the 

main participants of the dramatic action are reunited in 

hell, a moral judgment is passed on the contrasting results 

between Belphegor's experiences and those of Akercock. 

Plot structure may thus be unified through frame scenes 

peopled with devils that offer a base from which action may 

radiate and be recombined. 

When the devil is a liason figure, he provides unity 

to the dramatic action by his ability to move between the 

various levels of action. Because of the Devil's 
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versatility and diversity as a character, his shifting from 

plot to plot and from character to character is quite 

natural. He fits any role and situation with equal ease. 

The Devil as a liason character has already been discussed 

indirectly in the section on unity through idea. Nichol 

Newfangle in Like Will to Like remains on stage almost the 

entire time and adapts himself to appeal to each of the 

pairs he unites "like unto like." Mephistophilis in Doctor 

Faustus likewise remains on the stage for a significant 

part of the main action, and he (or one of the lesser devils) 

appears at various times in the minor episodes. In plays in 

which the action is on two or more levels, the Devil, by 

being a link between the plots, functions as a familiar 

character and thereby facilitates the shift in focus of the 

dramatic action. The logical connection between the action 

levels is thus handled more easily. 

Of the two frame plays previously examined (If This Be 

Not a Good Play and Grim the Collier of Croydon), only Grim 

the Collier of Croydon employs the Devil in a liason posi

tion, since there is no middle group-scene to indicate the 

similarities in intent and approach on each plot level. In 

Grim the Collier of Croydon, the Grim-Joan love plot paral

lels the Belphegor marriage plot with little apparent 

relation. Shortly after Belphegor discovers what an ill-

tempered wife Marian will be, the unfortunate devil's 
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servant, Akercock, is driven off by the irate Marian, only 

to join the Grim-Joan courtship action. As the devil-sprite 

Robin Goodfellow, Akercock sides with Grim and effects a 

happy marriage for the rustics. Having originally come 

from the main action, Akercock's adventures in the country

side will naturally be compared to those he experienced 

while he was Belphegor's servant. The lesser devil pro

vides the needed degree of association between the parallel 

93 plots to make the overall dramatic action unified. 

94 Plays with a "three-level hierarchy" structure may 

also employ a devil-figure for unity. The Witch of Edmunton 

includes the black dog Tom, who roams from plot to plot and 

comes in contact with each main character. Originally 

appearing in what may be termed the middle plot (the Mother 

Sawyer plot), the dog first strikes a serious bargain with 

the old woman; and then he shortly thereafter moves to 

jokingly offer his services to the child-like clown. Cuddy, 

in return for "Jowls and Livers," "Crusts and Bones," and 

9 5 a stolen "brown Loaf." When the fiend enters the higher 

plot (the Frank Thorney plot), he silently vies for Frank's 

soul by rubbing against his leg, tying his hands behind a 

tree for him, and twisting his conscience through visions 

of Susan and the disappearance of the murder knife. Al

though the unity that the wandering dog provides is largely 

from the idea that the Devil approaches and tempts people 
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of all degrees, the audience is able to follow the three 

levels of dramatic action by following the dog. Through 

Tom, the fates of the characters involved are determined. 

Only the simpleton Cuddy escapes morally unscathed. 

One other instance of unity involving the use of the 

Devil is of a special sort—the enchanted glass perspective 

in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay. Although this magic mirror 

is not technically a liason device because all characters 

come to it to see other action, it is not really a strong 

thematic device either. Certainly all who seek its powers 

to peer beyond the Oxford setting are tempted or do meet 

with a tragic end. Edward almost slays Lacy; the two young 

scholars kill each other. Even the glass's master. Bacon, 

fails in his bid to rule the powers of darkness. The warn

ing against such seemingly innocent brushes with the Devil, 

however, does not control the overriding ideas of kingship 

and earthly duty which dominate the main action. Magic is 

96 

but the secondary subject of the play. The glass per

spective unifies by being a stationary base from which 

characters and action may come and go. 

The Devil is thus a decisive factor in the formation 

of the dramatic action of a play. His versatile nature 

allows him to contribute to all aspects of dramatic action, 

from the basic elements (conflict and tension), to the 

larger structural components (exposition, motivation. 
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complication, crisis, climax, and denouement), to the unifi

cation of the many parts (episode, scene, and action lines). 

On the level of basic elements of dramatic action, the 

Devil serves the conflict equally well in the role of antag

onist or protagonist. As an antagonist, he battles his 

familiar foe, man. Usually the Devil-man conflict is 

external through physical assaults, shows of force, a match

ing of wits, or attempts to intimidate difficult victims. 

The Devil's internal attacks on man take the form of vying 

figures such as the Good and Bad Angels. As a protagonist, 

however, the Devil is a relatively tame creature who is 

abused by men worse than he is. His powers are ineffectual 

or rarely used; he is simply a participant in the action. 

When the Devil is not directly involved in a major conflict, 

he is engaged in creating a conflict between others or in 

intensifying existing conflicts that he may or may not 

have created. Even in this peripheral role, however, the 

Devil is still struggling to win man's soul. His actions 

are simply more covert to the victims of his assaults. 

In creating tension, the Devil acts as a catalyst to 

spawn and heighten the anticipation, contrast, or suspense 

that forms the basis of all dramatic tensions. Because the 

Devil's character traditionally includes both tragic and 

comic potential, his inclusion in any scene may regulate 

the rise and fall of tensions essential to dramatic 

progression. 
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The Devil's importance in the formation of the larger 

structural components relies in part on his role in the 

dramatic conflicts and their associated tensions and in 

part on his traditional role on the stage. In providing 

exposition, the Devil offers the dramatist a means of 

economy; for the devil was well-known to the Renaissance 

audience, and he traditionally delivered information through 

monologues or soliloquies on the dramatic action to follow. 

Otherwise, he was an excellent choice to launch a dazzling 

display to gain audience attention or to introduce needed 

information through clever or unusual dialogue scenes. 

The Devil's role in motivation, complication, crisis, 

climax, and denouement centers on his characteristic mobil

ity and his reputation as a manipulator. Relatively free 

of human restraints and limitations, the Devil can initiate 

action at will by exerting direct or indirect pressure on 

others; he can stop the logical progression of events by 

blatant deceptions or feats of magic; he can precipitate a 

crisis or climax, often arising from the initial complica

tion; and he can assure an appropriate ending to a play by 

bringing all previous action to its logical conclusion 

with all parties properly taken care of. 

As a means of achieving dramatic unity, the Devil is 

superb. Through the moral associations and implications of 

his character, the Devil carries with him the ideas of 
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salvation and damnation in each scene in which he appears; 

and he thereby broadens the thematic focus of the entire 

play. The Devil need not appear in every scene or episode 

in a play to provide a form of unity through idea; but his 

presence on stage must be measured to insure that the 

audience understands the significance of his appearance. 

Of a more technical nature is the Devil's ability to aid 

unity by forming frame scenes in hell and by serving as a 

liason figure between levels of action. In each of the 

latter devices, the Devil's value stems from the versatil

ity of his character that allows him to move freely from 

unfamiliar settings to familiar ones and to assume at will 

any shape needed to fit a particular time, place, and group 

of people. 

In the formation of unity, as in the formation of the 

basic elements and larger structural components of the dra

matic action, the Devil's external form is fashioned to 

suit the occasion; and his inherent powers and abilities 

are used to manipulate and mold the events. By virtue of 

the rich background of Christian and popular myth and 

English stage heritage, then, the Devil becomes a potent 

force in the development of dramatic action in dramas of 

the English Renaissance. 



CHAPTER III 

CHARACTERIZATION 

The Devil's role in the development of characterization 

in the twelve dramas covered for this study is closely akin 

to his role in the development of dramatic action discussed 

in the previous chapter. This interrelationship grows out 

of the mutual dependence of plot on character and of charac

ter on plot. As Theodore Hatlen points out in his book 

Drama: Principles & Plays: 

. . . plot and character are not mutually exclusive. 
Good drama requires both good plot and good charac
terization, for in the last analysis plot is charac
ter in action and plot, in turn, is the result of 
what people are. The sequence of events is rooted 
in the characters' wills, desires, and objectives 
that are revealed in effective drama by skillful 
selection and organization.1 

Many Renaissance dramas focus on the character of a partic

ular individual, as in Doctor Faustus, for instance. In 

such plays, the development of the main character forms 

the basic plot of the play. The major conflicts, tensions, 

and tone of the drama all arise from within the central 

character and are projected through his own words and 

actions, the only means that drama has for revealing a 

character's inner nature. 

131 
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When the Devil is a character or significant factor in 

the development of the play as a whole, the action and char

acters acquire a moral tone that any association with the 

arch-Fiend is bound to impose. In the development of char

acterization, the morality element is fundamental, since 

some sort of moral judgment must be passed on any character 

who is set against the traditional standard of evil, the 

Devil. With a means of measuring evil so firmly estab

lished by current attitudes of the day, the Renaissance 

playwright could mold his characters around their associa

tion with the Devil as the epitome of evil. Such factors 

as the circumstances of the association, the intent of the 

association, and the degree of the association with the 

Devil are, therefore, important in gauging the depth of a 

character and the eventual consequences of his contact with 

the Devil. From a character's association with the Fiend 

come dramatic conflicts from which the inner state of a 

character emerges ("the characters' wills, desires, and 

objectives" ). It is from these special conflicts, in turn, 

that a character's moral fiber is determined. 

The source of the ethical and pathetic conflicts that 

are so important in the development of characterization is 

motivation, ethical or pathetic in accordance with the par

ticular conflict. If the motivation is ethical, it "is 

motivation by means of those factors which are voluntary, 
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such as reason, will, faith, belief in some principle."^ 

The resulting conflict is, therefore, a rational clash of 

opposing beliefs. If the motivation is pathetic, however, 

it "is motivation by means of those factors in human behav

ior which are involuntary, such as emotion, impulse, 

instinct and conditioned response." The resulting conflict 

this time is an emotional clash of contrary passions.^ To

gether these conflicts are termed "conflicts of motivation" 

and are considered, in comparison with other possible con

flicts, "More profound . . . because they embrace both 

conflicts of personality and conflicts of purpose, yet go 

deeper than either into the reasons for the differences." 

Although these conflicts of motivation exist in dramas 

not including a devil-figure, the presence of the Fiend or 

one of his associates in a play demands that one or both 

of these conflicts dominate the formation of at least one 

of the characters, more specifically the character engaged 

in dealings with the powers of evil. On the level of ethi

cal motivation and ethical conflict, the Devil spawns the 

clash of philosophical and religious concepts inherent in 

the nature of his existence. On the level of pathetic 

motivation and pathetic conflict, the Devil lures and 

deceives through his temptations of the flesh, the natural 

weaknesses of man. The struggles of logical argument with 

logical argument, of temptation with desire, and of reason 
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with passion confront those characters who come in contact 

with the Devil in the course of a play. The nature and 

extent of the conflict reveal the circumstances, degree, 

and intent of their association with the Devil, and thereby 

aid in the development of characterization. 

Since the type of drama that a Renaissance playwright 

chose to construct determined to a large degree the types 

and the depth of the characters drawn, the type of drama 

also in part determined the nature and the extent of the 

Devil's impact as a formative agent. For instance, in a 

tragedy, the conflicts of motivation dominate most of the 

characterization in the play; and consequently, the major 

character who is involved with the Devil and evil has a 

much deeper association with the Fiend from a character in 

a comedy or a morality drama. The first part of the dis

cussion of the role of the Devil in the development of 

characterization will therefore examine the Devil's forma

tive function in the general dramatic types represented in 

this study: morality (moral interludes), tragedy (histori

cal and moral), and comedy (romance and satire). Later 

discussion will focus on more specific types of characters 

that the Devil helps delineate; the king, the gentry, the 

merchant, the clergy, the scholar, the uneducated commoner, 

and the innocent. No attempt will be made, however, to 

provide an in-depth analysis on any one character in the 
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plays examined, for the intention of the study is to deter

mine the general formative impact of the Devil in 

characterization. 

The characters with whom the Devil interacts in the 

moral interludes are mainly abstractions allegorized, even 

in those plays in which some of the characters are moving 

toward realism through their historical basis (Philologus 

in The Conflict of Conscience) or through their representa

tion of popular types (Cuthbert Cutpurse and Pierce Pick-

9 

purse in Like Will to Like). In each instance, the con

flicts resulting from their associations with the Devil or 

devil-figure serve as a mirror for others. As Cuthbert 

Cutpurse points out before he is to be hanged in Like Will 

to Like: 

0, all youth take example by me: 
Flee from evil company, as from a serpent you would 

flee; 
For I to you all a mirror may be.l^ 

The Devil's function in developing the characterization in 

these moral interludes, then, is to bring about a reversal 

in the beliefs of a character so that his fall from virtue 

may serve as an example to others. The fall will at the 

same time establish a motive for the character's eventual 

repentance even though he may lose his life as a result of 

his sin. The characters in these plays come into contact 

with the Devil through deceit and ignorance rather than 
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through a willful association for the purpose of personal 

gain; therefore, the characters subject to the wiles of the 

Devil are not to be judged harshly for their human frailties. 

The Devil's role in the characterization of Juventus in 

the moral interlude Lusty Juventus is typical of his forma

tive impact in other plays of this type. As the allegorical 

representation of youthful man, Juventus is accordingly 

easily swayed to follow his natural inclinations because he 

has not yet been firmly taught how to resist falling into 

evil ways. His inexperience and imperfect knowledge of 

God's law makes him exceedingly vulnerable to the tempta

tions and wiles of the Devil. The Messenger in the prologue 

explains Juventus's nature thus: 

For youth is frail and easy to draw 
By grace to goodness, by nature to ill: 

That nature hath ingrafted, is hard to kill.H 

In the middle section of the play, then, the Devil, through 

his agent Hypocrisy, will demonstrate this aspect of 

Juventus's character by winning him back to his life of 

youthful pleasures. 

Approaching the youth, who has been newly instructed 

in God's laws by Knowledge and Good Counsel, Hypocrisy (as 

Friendship) quickly gains the confidence of the trusting 

young man. When the Vice discovers that Juventus is on his 
12 way "to go hear a preaching," he begins to treat the 

youth's religious ambitions lightly. Juventus immediately 
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counters with his freshly taught answers, and Hypocrisy is 

forced to find a new approach. This time, the Vice relies 

on flattery to begin a series of logical arguments that 

lead the inexperienced youth to doubt his new-found reli

gious aims. Appealing to the self-esteem of Juventus, 

Hypocrisy addresses him as "master doctor" and "a well-

13 
learned man." Convinced of his own profound knowledge, 

the youth falls to agreeing with the sweeping "truths" 

Hypocrisy commends him for knowing. Juventus begins to 

lose the ethical debate when he is unable to offer a sound 

argument against following the religion of his elders, whom 

he should obey because they are older and therefore wiser. 

Juventus tries to continue on to hear the preaching 

by lamely excusing himself because of his friends; but 

Hypocrisy again confuses the young man's virtuous intent by 

questioning his ability to act on his own. The persuasive 

Vice then offers to teach the youth how to practice hypoc

risy so that he can maintain his righteous appearance in 

the face of his friends' comments. Finding that Hypocrisy's 

advice to follow his own pleasures while outwardly worship

ping God is preferable to the strict tenents of the New 

Gospellers, Juventus releases all rational restraint on his 

own desires and agrees to be guided by Hypocrisy: 

Now, by my truth, you are merrily disposed; 
Let us go thither as you [Hypocrisy] think best.14 
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The merry Vice gains firm control over Juventus with the 

help of Fellowship and the wanton, Abhominable Living. 

Having yielded to his passions (his natural inclinations), 

the errant youth has revealed the frailty of his character, 

the side that the devil-figure was responsible for bringing 

out. 

Against the cunning of the Devil's agent, Juventus's 

inexperience and incomplete religious knowledge are re

sponsible for his losing the ethical conflict. When 

confronted with the struggle of reason over the passion 

that Hypocrisy provokes, the youth gladly follows his 

natural inclination to fleshly pleasure because his source 

of restraint (his reason) has already been seriously 

weakened by the smooth arguments of the Vice. Although 

Juventus succumbs to the wiles of the Devil's agent, his 

moral failings are not to be judged too harshly. As a 

youth, Juventus is no match for the experienced forces of 

evil; and thus the circumstances of his fall are natural 

and not of his own design. Without malicious intent, 

Juventus is prey to the Devil. The extent of his sin may 

be total degeneracy, but his as yet undeveloped and incom

plete knowledge of God's laws allows him the opportunity 

for salvation. Juventus's ability to learn and repent sets 

his association with the Devil as a worthy example for other 

youths to follow. 
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Unlike the joyful hope of salvation dramatized in the 

moral interludes, the tragedies in which a character comes 

in contact with the Devil usually indicate damnation for the 

erring figure. Only in moral tragedy does the death of a 

perfectly virtuous character who is continually under 

attack by the Devil and his agents offer the firm promise 

of heavenly rewards in spite of contact with the Fiend. 

The Devil as a formative force in characterizations in 

tragedies, therefore, is used either as a foil to the 

virtuous or as a companion to the damned. 

The two plays studied that are based on historical or 

legendary accounts (The Devil's Charter and Doctor Faustus) 

involve a formal devil-pact between the main character and 

the Fiend. The Devil's Charter is the most extreme example 

of a character who enters too far into his association with 

the Devil ever to escape with anything less than damnation. 

Roderigo Borgia (Pope Alexander VI) is so thoroughly damned 

by his own attitudes and actions that he elicits practically 

no sympathy for his terrible fate at the hands of the Devil. 

With Borgia, the ethical conflict of religious beliefs over 

personal desires has been resolved before the play ever 

opens. Seeing religion (the Catholic Church) only as a 

means to earthly wealth, power, and happiness. Borgia 

bargains with the Devil for the triple diadem of Pope of 

the Catholic Church, the most powerful ruling force on earth 
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at the time the drama is set (the late fifteenth and early 

15 
sixteenth centuries). Once Pope, Borgia revels in the 

sins of hypocrisy, incest, murder, and sodomy. Borgia's 

association with the Devil and his practices is too close 

to admit any chance for salvation. As the Devil retorts 

to the Pope's protestations of having a soul, the "substance 

of the living God": 

I do confesse thy soule was first ordayn'd 
To good; but by free-will to sinne, thou slave 
Hast sold that soul from happiness to hell.16 

Before he is thrust into hell, Borgia attempts to thwart 

the Devil by offering up frantic, but false pleas of 

repentence and by calling upon God to "saue my soule out of 

~~̂  17 

the Lyons pawes . . . " The Devil's only comment on the 

Pope's final efforts to deceive both God and the Devil 

sums up the hypocritical Pope's nature: "He charmes in 
18 Davids words with Judas spirit . . . " Borgia has vied 

with the Devil in the ways of evil, but he at last must 

fulfill his half of the compact with his life and his soul. 

Like Roderigo Borgia, Faustus (Doctor Faustus) is 

dragged off to eternal damnation; but unlike Borgia, 

Faustus merits a degree of sympathy for his punishment be

cause of the sense of waste created by his death. Whereas 

Borgia is totally evil from the first of the play, Faustus 

merely aims too high. His descent into sin and damnation 

is willful but interspersed with pangs of conscience and 
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an honest sense of moral wrong.^^ At the beginning of the 

drama, with knowledge as yet incomplete ("Settle thy studies, 

Faustus, and begin / To sound the depth of what thou wilt 

profess"), Faustus moves rationally to strike all ethical 

arguments against his turning to magic to satisfy his 

ambitions for immortality, fame, and power. As the opening 

chorus indicates, Faustus is "swell'n with cunning of a 

self-conceit, / His waxen wings did mount above his reach 

. . . " One by one, Faustus rejects philosophy because 

skill in argument offers "no greater miracle?"; medicine 

because he cannot "make men to live eternally, / Or, being 

dead, raise them to life again"; and divinity because "we 

20 must die an everlasting death." Only through a study of 

magic does the aspiring doctor believe he can become "a 

demi-god," a "diety!" Yet in his exhuberance, Faustus 

neglects to notice that 

. . . a world of profit and delight. 
Of power, of honor, of omnipotence 
Is promised to the studious artisan!21 

(Italics mine.) 

There is no certainty that the ends "promised" will neces

sarily be awarded. Leaving the realm of logic, Faustus 

yields to his own passion-governed desires and confesses 
22 that "'Tis magic, magic, that hath ravish me." 

Faustus's resolve to pursue magic and counsel with the 

Devil, however, does not totally settle the ethical conflict. 
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At times the Good and Bad Angels appear and proffer the 

countering arguments still at war in his conscience. From 

the Good Angel, the "learned doctor" is warned to "lay that 

damned book aside," and instead to "read, read the Scrip

tures." From the Bad Angel, Faustus is enticed to "Go 

forward, Faustus, in that famous art / Wherein all nature's 

23 treasury is contained." With a perfect knowledge of 

nature, the voice of evil implies, Faustus can rule the 

natural universe. 

With the help of the Devil, Faustus's earthly ambitions 

gradually submerge his spiritual conscience. Whenever the 

Bad Angel's reminders of "honor and wealth" fail to stay 

Faustus's wavering conscience from thinking "of heaven and 

heavenly things," Mephistophilis enters to "fetch him 

24 

[Faustus] somewhat to delight his mind." From the sign

ing of the original devil-compact to the final reaffirmation 

of the initial agreement toward the end of the play, 

Mephistophilis controls Faustus by thrusting earthly plea

sures ever before him and by easily convincing the imper

fectly learned Faustus that indeed he cannot repent. The 

lessons of repentance and salvation presented by the Good 

Angel and the Old Man are lost on the scholar who chose to 

study magic instead of divinity. Immediate physical grati

fication means more to Faustus than does his soul; thus, 

Mephitophilis is able to quash the doctor's reluctance 
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after the Old Man appears to fulfill his contract. Unable 

to convince Faustus to kill himself out of despair, the 

Fiend threatens Faustus with physical violence; and finally, 

after gaining Faustus's recommitment to "The former vow I 

25 
made to Lucifer," Mephistophilis rewards the errant 

scholar with the apparition of Helen of Troy. Willingly 

deceived by the diabolical spirit in a woman's form, 

Faustus accepts those 

. . . sweet embrancings [that] may extinguish clear 
Those thoughts that do dissuade me from my vow. 
And keep mine oath I made to Lucifer.26 

Dispensing with reason entirely and succumbing to the more 

tantalizing demands of the flesh, Faustus ends the conflict 

between reason and passion by losing his soul to the be

witching fiend, Helen: 

Her lips suck forth my soul. See where it flies! 
Come, Helen, come, give me my soul again. 
Here will I dwell, for heaven is in these lips. 
And all is dross that is not Helena.27 

The lure of the flesh that the Devil's existence offers 

all men initiates the conflicts in the vulnerable Faustus. 

When Faustus rejects those studies that would have taught 

him to fear and defeat his mortal enemy (Lucifer), he is 

certain to fall through the cunning of Mephistophilis. With 

reason being cast aside, the passions govern; and even an 

innate sense of goodness and divine essence cannot alone 

sustain the soul against the repeated attacks and deceptions 
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of the Devil that confuse the mind through the body. 

Although Faustus's intent in dealing with the Devil is not 

evil, his willing association with evil for his own gains 

merits damnation. The magnitude of his sin, the aspect 

that makes his actions seem a tragic waste, however, arises 

out of the blindness and self-deception of a man who should 

have known better. A scholar, Faustus knows enough to 

assume that he can learn everything and become a demi-god; 

yet, he does not know enough to insure his own salvation. 

By the end of the play, Mephistophilis has proven what 

Faustus has most feared: "Yet art thou still but Faustus 

28 

and a man." His immortality lay in the realm of reli

gious studies which he chose not to pursue; and he is left 

with the tragic consequences of his self-deceit. 

The moral tragedy. The Virgin Martyr, illustrates the 

Devil's role in characterization as both a companion and a 

foil figure. In this drama, the Devil's associate (The

ophilus) reflects the morality tradition in which the hope 

of salvation exists for those who are ignorant of their 

sin because of the Devil's wiles. The Devil's foil 

(Dorothea) is the paragon of Christianity, a role developed 

largely through her heavenly companion, Angelo. Since the 

Devil (Harpax) is more significant in the characterization 

of Theophilus, only a few comments on his function as a 

foil to Dorothea will be given. 
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Throughout the play, Harpax deceives the ignorant 

pagans into falsely worshiping his idols, persecuting his 

enemies (the Christians), following the ways of drunkenness 

and lechery, and aspiring to positions of power and great

ness. As the perfect Christian, on the other hand, Dorothea 

remains steadfast in her true faith, trying to spread Chris

tianity through her own virtuous example. Having rescued 

the miscreants, Hircius and Spungius, from the gallows, she 

makes them her servants of charity to the poor and later 

forgives them for selling themselves as her tormentors. 

She is totally selfless and asks that even Theophilus be 

given a basket of heavenly fruits 

For proofe that I forgiue 
My persecutor, who in scorne desir'd 
To tast of that most sacred fruite I go to . . . 

The reflection of the heavenly Angelo, Dorothea is every

thing that Harpax and his associate Theophilus are not. 

Throughout most of The Virgin Martyr, Theophilus is 

accompanied by Harpax, who is "an euill spirit, following 

30 Theophilus in the shape of a Secretary." It is before 

the pagan's conversion in Act V that the devil-figure is 

most responsible for shaping his character. In the opening 

scenes of the play, Harpax's influence and control over 

Theophilus are clearly explained by the pagan himself. 

Aspiring to greatness and eternal earthly glory, Theophilus 

has turned to religion in which matters of the gods are 
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higher than those of the world. His central aim is, there

fore, to excel all others in devotion to such noble ideals; 

So I to all posterities might be cald 
The strongest champion of the Pagan gods 
And rooter out of Christians.31 

Harpax has inspired and propogated the pagan's ambitions, 

since they coincide with his own desires to defeat his 

worst enemies, the Christians. Indeed, without his loyal 

secretary's support and encouragement, the respected per

secutor might have earlier faltered in his drive for fame. 

Theophilus summarizes his indebtedness to the evil spirit 

thus; 

Oh my Harpax. 
Thou engine of my wishes, thou that steeldst 
My bloody resolutions, thou that armst 
My eyes gainst womanish teares and soft compassion. 
Instructing me without a sign to looke on 
Babes torne by violence from their mothers brests 
To feed the fire, and with them make one flame: 
Old men as beasts, in beasts skins torne by dogs: 
Virgins and matrons tire the executioners. 
Yet I vnsatisfied thinke their torments easie.32 

As the play progresses through the beheading of the 

virgin martyr, Dorothea, the insecurities and uncertainties 

of Theophilus are dispelled and dissipated by the promptings 

of Harpax. The pattern described by the chief persecutor at 

the beginning of the play follows, as Theophilus is continu

ally urged to seek justice for the gods through the deaths 

and torments of the Christians. Harpax even manages to 

incite Theophilus in the name of religious zeal to kill 
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his recalcitrant daughters for desecrating the image of 

Jupiter. 

Although Harpax has molded Theophilus according to his 

own devilish intentions, the pagan's close association with 

the Devil does not brand him for eternal damnation, as was 

the case with Faustus and Roderigo Borgia. For one thing, 

as a pagan, Theophilus is ignorant of Christianity and has 

been kept in ignorance through the deceits of Harpax. Not 

knowing about the true God, Theophilus does not therefore 

recognize Harpax as an evil spirit in pursuit of his soul. 

The acts of persecution and murder that the cunning fiend 

has tricked Theophilus into committing are not willful acts 

against God. The pagan does not understand the significance 

of the evil force whose powers he has enlisted. When Angelo 

brings in the gift of heavenly fruit, Theophilus at last 

recognizes the fiend as his enemy and repents of the wrongs 

he has inadvertantly committed. As long as Harpax had been 

able to keep Theophilus's conflicts of motivation in the 

category of pathetic motivation, he was successful in con

fusing the pagan's mind into believing his religious zeal 

was an ethical concern. Once Theophilus has seen glimmers 

of the truth, however, Harpax is unable to contend with 

the truly ethical struggle for salvation that Theophilus 

henceforth begins. Instead of the devil-spirit's companion, 

Theophilus becomes his foil; and the fiend's role in 
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Theophilus's character development has reversed itself. 

Like Dorothea, Theophilus is senselessly killed, except 

that by his death he too serves to promote the spread of 

Christianity. 

Whereas the tragedies emphasize the success or failure 

of the Devil to win souls, the comedies serve as milder, 

though no less serious, warnings against following the 

practices of the Fiend. Since instructive pleasure is the 

end of the romances and satires studied, the dark somber 

tones of a struggle for salvation have no place in these 

plays. The depth of association and the initial intent of 

the characters who engage the Devil for their own ends 

must be therefore less here than in a tragedy in which the 

main character faces damnation, death, or both. The ethi

cal or pathetic conflicts of motivation are less obviously 

defined through a particular character; and since depth of 

character is not a primary concern of comedy, the conflicts 

are almost entirely manifested in outward physical strug

gles. The Devil's role in characterization in the comedies, 

then, is more through external contests of physical power 

and cunning than through internal battles for the soul. 

In the romances Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay and The 

Merry Devil of Edmunton, the major characters delineated 

with the help of the Devil are the sorcerers Friar Bacon 

and Peter Fabel (the Merry Devil). Unlike the conjurations 
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of Roderigo Borgia and Doctor Faustus, the feats of magic 

of Bacon and Fabel serve others more often than they serve 

the magicians. The apparently doomed Peter Fabel tricks 

the devil Coreb into extending his time on earth to seven 

years so that he will be able to complete his "earnest 

business for a private friend," Raymond Mounchensy who is 

being thwarted in his plans to marry his fiancee Millicent 

Clare. Using honest deception and "pretty sleights" ("No 

conjurations, nor such weighty spells / As tie the soul to 

33 
their performancy" ) , Fabel, with the help of Raymond, 

Harry Clare, and Frank Jerningham, steal Millicent from the 

nunnery where her father has placed her; and they arrange 

for the marriage of the pair before the angry fathers can 

interfere. Aware of the dangers that black magic holds for 

men's souls, the beneficient conjurer employs only mild 

tricks of white magic that add to the confusion of the 

night so that the lovers can successfully elude the rapidly 

pursuing fathers. Although Fabel's own damnation for deal

ing in the black arts is insured (in the opening scene the 

devil Coreb has come for the sorcerer's soul), the magician 

is careful with his power so that others will not be touched 

and his manipulation in the Raymond-Millicent love match 

will be happily remembered; "And let our toil to future 

..34 
ages prove, / The Devil of Edmonton did good in love." 
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Like Peter Fabel, Friar Bacon gladly proffers his 

services to those who ask; but unlike Fabel, Bacon has not 

made a pact with the devil and exchanged his soul for the 

Fiend's services. Bacon, instead, commands the Devil and 

his demons and seeks total power over the forces of evil, 

but for the purpose of making them perform good. Even in 

building the head of brass. Bacon aims higher than simply 

winning personal glory as the greatest sorcerer. The 

already-famous magician seeks the knowledge that the head 

will reveal and the wall of brass that will make England 

impregnable. Bacon states: 

I have contriv'd and fram'd a head of brass 
(I made Belcephon hammer out the stuff), 
And that by art shall read philosophy; 
And I will strengthen England by my skill. 
That if ten Caesars liv'd and reign'd in Rome, 
With all the legions Europe doth contain, 
They should not touch a grass of English ground.35 

In spite of his admirable goals, however, proud Bacon 

is reminded of his limits as a man. Exhausted from his 

seven years work and study in making the head of brass. 

Bacon is forced to sleep on the night that the head is to 

speak. Misplacing his trust in the foolish Miles, Bacon 

loses his chance to rule the earthly powers. When the hand 

rises to smash the head, "the braves of Bacon hath an end 

. . .""̂ ^ The empty reward for his labors on the brass head 

should be a sufficient warning to Bacon to forego all necro

matic arts; but the magician continues to dabble in the 
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devil's practices through the powers of the seemingly 

harmless glass perspective. Once more. Bacon is defeated 

in his efforts to be of service to others when the two 

young scholar-friends kill each other to avenge the deaths 

of their fathers which they have just witnessed in the en

chanted glass. Realizing at last the danger of dealing 

with the Devil even in feats of white magic. Bacon "breaks 

1.37 the glass" and vows repentance for his misguided aims. 

The defeated sorcerer tells Bungay: 

The hours I have spent in pyromantic spells. 
The fearful tossing in the latest night 
Of papers full of nigromantic charms, 
Conjuring and adjuring devils and fiends. 
With stole and albe and strange pentaganon. 
The wresting of the holy name of God, 
As Sother, Eloim, and Adonai, 
Alpha, Manoth, and Tetragrammaton, 
With praying to the five-fold powers of heaven. 
Are instances that Bacon must be damn'd 
For using devils to countervail his God. 
Yet, Bacon, cheer thee; drown not in despair. 

Sins have their salves. Repentance can do much.38 

The chastized Bacon thus provides an example for others who 

would venture to try to rule the Devil. Although well-

intended. Bacon, as a man, has been foolish to turn to magic 

to achieve his aims. Only God is willing to benefit man; 

and Bacon is wise enough to see his error and know that 

salvation for him is still possible. Having commanded in

stead of being commanded and having approached his associa

tion with the Devil with a virtuous rather than an evil 

intent. Bacon has escaped the tragedy that a similar experi

ence would have yielded a Faustus or a Borgia. 
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On a more humorous and biting level than the romance, 

satire includes the Devil as a means of deflating the status 

of the characters who represent the norm in society."^^ In

stead of engaging in his usual battle to win the souls of 

men away from God, the Devil in a drama of satire finds 

himself struggling to defend himself from the "evils" of 

man. Men are portrayed as worse than the Devil, and earth 

is less desirable than hell. Those traits usually damned 

in the Fiend characterize the people in the play. The Devil 

is bested by man at every turn; and the usually scorned 

arch-demon becomes the sympathetic and, at times, almost 

virtuous protagonist. To denigrate the character of the men 

delineated on the stage, the dramatist reverses the role of 

the Devil. 

Grim the Collier of Croydon and The Devil Is an Ass 

achieve their satiric characterizations in slightly differ

ent ways according to the role of the Devil in the dramatic 

action. Belphegor in Grim the Collier of Croydon is sent 

to earth to observe women and marriage so that he can 

report the truth or falsity of the ghost Malbecco's claim 

that his suicide was the fault of his wife who made him 

miserable in marriage. A relatively passive devil to begin 

40 
with ("For he is patient, mild, and pitiful—" ), Belphegor 

initiates no spiteful actions while on earth. In fact, he 

saves Honorea's virtue by reminding her of her marital 
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obligations to the old but doting Lord Lacy. At last realiz

ing that her own honor is forfeit if she proceeds in her 

adulterous intentions with Musgrave, Honorea returns to the 

unsuspecting Lacy to remain his faithful wife. Belphegor 

later also saves Lacy's life when he slips a sleeping 

potion to the aging lord instead of the poison that he has 

promised Marian he will substitute for medicine. 

The beneficient Belphegor, however, is no match on 

earth for the deceits and machinations of most of the peo

ple with whom he is in contact. The "good" devil is simply 

too naive and too trusting. In contrast to Belphegor's 

forthright efforts to marry the woman of his choice 

(Honorea), Earl Morgan, Honorea's father, misleads the 

honest devil into believing Honorea will be tricked into 

becoming his wife. Substituting the shrewish Marian for 

Honorea in Belphegor's bed. Earl Morgan pairs Honorea with 

the suitable Lord Lacy, who Honorea believes is her lover 

Musgrave. Discovering the deceit, Belphegor decides to be 

a loyal husband to Marian in spite of the circumstances 

forcing him to marry her. Marian, however, returns Belphe

gor 's kindness and generosity by cuckolding him, stealing 

from him, and trying to kill him. Even the friends of 

Marian whom the disguised devil has warmly entertained in 

his home wrong him through adultery; and the hateful Clinton 

eagerly waits to murder Belphegor in case the poison from 
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Marian fails to work completely. In pain and despised by 

those whom he has tried to help, Belphegor angrily leaves 

earth to return to the more desirable hell. Ironically, 

Marian is consoled for having been forced to marry the dia

bolical Spanish physician, Castiliano (Belphegor in human 

form); and Honorea and the others interpret Lacy's recovery 

from what they suppose is poison as a miracle from God. The 

Devil is no match for the deceits and logic of these people. 

A more aggressive devil than Belphegor, Pug, in The 

Devil Is an Ass, presses Satan to have "my mon'th, / Which 

41 euery petty pui'nee Diuell has" to try and bring glory 

and honor to hell by winning souls on earth. Laughing at 

the naivete of the "foolish Spirit" for wanting to work his 

wiles in London, the chief Devil warns: 

. . . Foolish feind. 
Stay i' your place, know your owne strengths, and put 
not 

Beyond the spheare of your actiuity. 
You are too dull a Diuell to be trusted 
Forth in those parts, Pug, vpon any affayre 
That may concerne our name, on earth. It is not 
Euery ones worke. The state of Hell must care 
Whom it imployes, in point of reputation, 
Heere about London. . . .42 

Pug retorts by calling forth the Vice Iniquity to help him, 

but Satan casts Iniquity aside as an old Vice no longer 

effective on earth. Satan explains: 

. . . they are other things 
That are receiu'd now vpon earth, for Vices; 
Stranger, and newer: and chang'd euery houre. 

Vniesse it be a Vice of quality. 
Or fashion, now, they take none from vs. . . .43 
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Insistant that he is qualified to serve hell honorably. Pug 

is granted "a day" to prove his ability; but he must go in 

human form and 

. . . become subject 
To all impression of the flesh, you take. 
So farre as humane frailty. . . .44 

Assigned to serve Fitz-dottrell, "the preposterous young 

•gull,' whose great ambition was to attain the summit of 

45 fashion in dress, speech, and general behaviour," Pug 

anxiously leaves hell for earth, where he will try his 

skills on men. 

Once on earth. Pug quickly discovers that Satan had 

spoken the truth when he stated: " . . . (you cannot there 

want vices, / And therefore the lesse need to carry 'hem wi' 

46 you) . . . " The foppish Fitz-dottrell incessantly 

searches for the Devil, who, he believes, will discover 

hidden treasure to him; yet, when Pug reveals himself to 

Fitz-dottrell, the pretentious gull refuses to believe him 

because he does not see Pug's cloven hoof. Fitz-dottrell, 

however, does find Pug's name, Diuell, delightful; and he 

agrees to keep Pug on as his servant simply so that he can 

show off his Diuell. Frustrated that Fitz-dottrell thinks 

him a liar. Pug vows to desuce his master's wife; but he 

fails miserably when she rudely pushes aside his amorous 

advances because she thinks that the young servant has been 

planted by her husband to test her fidelity. Being thrashed 
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soundly by Fitz-dottrell for his attempted deceit. Pug spins 

from one discouraging situation to another. Although Fitz-

dottrell is easily deceived by Meere-craft, Everill, Ingine, 

and others. Pug never knowingly succeeds in fooling his 

foppish master. 

Not being able to deceive even the easily duped Fitz-

dottrell, Pug fares worse with the company of schemers. 

Meere-craft cozens away from Pug the ring Fitz-dottrell has 

intrusted him to deliver to the Spanish Lady (Wittipol in 

disguise). With Pitfall simultaneously luring but rejecting 

the advances of Pug, Meere-craft sends the disguised Traines 

to ask for the ring. After Pug has hastily given the 

cloaked figure his charge, Meere-craft enters, asks for the 

ring, and ingratiates himself with the "retchlesse" servant 

by promising to persuade the noble lady to say she has re

ceived Fitz-dottrell's gift. Since the beguiled devil does 

not know that Meere-craft really has the ring. Pug is re

lieved that the projector will help him out of his diffi

culty with a carefully worded lie. The arch-deceiver (Pug) 

has been cozened again. 

Before being carried happily back to hell. Pug suffers 

the final ignomy of being thrown into jail for stealing his 

fellow-servant Ambler's clothes earlier in the day as the 

young man lay sleeping in "a Conduit-head, / Hard by the 

place toward Tyborne" with a "Gentle-woman." Frantic to 
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salvage his reputation on earth as a devil. Pug tries to 

convince Fitz-dottrell to save him from prison, since he 

truly is a devil and is willing to teach his master how to 

act bewitched so that the duped man can regain his property 

from his wife. As earlier in the play, Fitz-dottrell calls 

Pug a liar; and this time he has the "Rogue" cast into 

prison for thinking he can "gull me with your AEsops 
48 

Fables." As in Grim the Collier of Croydon, the devil in 

The Devil Is an Ass gains a degree of sympathy for the rough 

treatment he receives at the hands of men. Although Pug 

journeys to earth with less than honorable intentions, the 

evil he encounters far surpasses anything that the lesser 

devil can conjure up. A foolish devil to begin with for 

daring to battle man where even Satan hesitates to venture. 

Pug is twice foolish by gaining no victory over any Londoner 

he encounters, including the chief fool, Fitz-dottrell. In 

comparison to man, the devil is by far the more preferable 

companion. 

As the type of play in part determines the Devil's 

role in characterization, the type of character portrayed 

also influences the extent of the Devil's formative impact. 

Whether a character is a king, gentry, merchant, clergyman, 

scholar, uneducated commoner, or innocent governs certain 

broad generalizations that his association and interaction 

with the Devil reveals about his nature. Usually these 
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generalizations are on the level of moral assessments or 

standards of conduct. Although conflicts of motivation 

(ethical or pathetic) and the circumstances, degree, and 

intent of an association with the Devil all enter into the 

individualization of a character in a general type category, 

the emphasis in this section is on the broader statements 

of character that arise from a collective comparison of the 

individuals within the above specified types. Details of 

the conflicts and the devil-relationships of individual play 

characters have been covered earlier in the chapter on dra

matic action or in the first part of the present chapter 

and therefore need only be briefly touched upon here as they 

enter into the general discussion. 

When the Devil influences the actions of a king, his 

formative function is to indicate an acceptable pattern of 

conduct for a sovereign. Usually the Devil induces errant 

behavior on the part of the king; and the resulting threat 

to the health of the state serves as a warning to all 

rulers to govern their passions (the vulnerable point 

through which the Devil may easily attack) and to look to 

their godly, virtuous responsibilities toward their subjects. 

In the dramas studied, the two kings temporarily blinded by 

the wiles of the Devil are both young and are led through 

the fall-redemption pattern typical of a morality play. 

King Alphonso in If This Be Not a Good Play is enticed by 
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the flattering devil Rufman (Bohor) to deviate from his 

calendar assignments of virtuous activities to those along 

more pleasurable lines. Once the young king has succumbed 

to Bohor's counsel, he yields more and more to his own lusts 

and consequently slights pressing affairs of state. Totally 

immersed in sensual, immoral delights, Alphonso finally 

renounces his impending marriage to the virtuous Erminhild, 

Princess of Calabria, and hurls Naples into war with the 

affronted Duke of Calabria, Erminhild's father. When 

Alphonso's uncles, Octavio and Astolfo, join with the forces 

of the Duke of Calabria to restore just government to the 

morally degenerate kingdom, the young king almost despairs 

and commits suicide. Looking on hell, however, Alphonso 

remembers heaven and begs forgiveness. The repentant sov

ereign begins his upward moral climb that ends in a reaffir

mation of his kingly duties and honorable marriage to the 

faithful Erminhild. Having regained his sense of divine 

obligation, Alphonso declares; 

. . . Here we begin 
Our reigne anew, which golden threds shall spin. 
Justice shall henceforth sit vpon our throne. 
And vertue be your Kings companion.49 

Prince Edward in Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay experi

ences a similar recovery of reason over passion, but the 

implications of the young heir's rash actions do not 

endanger the state as do those of Alphonso in If This Be 
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Not a Good Play, mainly because Edward is not yet king. 

Edward's lesson of self-mastery is an important stage in 

his growth toward the kingship that he will some day assume. 

Having sought the assistance of magic to further his lust-

governed love of the fair Margaret, Edward is easily im

passioned to seek the death of his friend Lacy on the 

grounds of treason for robbing him of his princely treasure. 

Since Edward is able only to see Lacy's wooing of Margaret, 

he, along with the mirror's interpreter. Friar Bacon, 

assumes that Lacy's advances are from personal lust too, 

rather than from genuine love of the maid. The devil's 

device (the glass perspective) continues to reveal only 

appearances and allows the young prince's imagination to 

incite his passions to the point of action. Although he 

rushes to confront Lacy and Margaret, Edward is halted in 

his plan to kill the young Earl of Lincoln, and thereby 

gain the fair maid of Fressingfield, through the sincere 

attempts of the lovers to save each other. When both Lacy 

and Margaret beg to die to enshrine their love by death, 

the prince is moved from passion to reason as he reminds 

himself of his position: 

Edward, art thou that famous Prince of Wales 
Who at Damasco beat the Saracens, 
And brought'St home triumph on thy lance's point. 
And shall thy plumes be pull'd by Venus down? 
Is it princely to dissever lovers' leagues. 
To part such friends as glory in their loves? 
Leave, Ned, and make a virtue of this fault, 
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And further Peg and Lacy in their loves. 
So subduing fancy's passion. 

Conquering thyself, thou get'st the richest spoil.—^° 

Edward unites the pair and leaves to meet his future bride, 

Eleanor, daughter to the King of Castile. The love of his 

future queen is an honorable love, and the maturing sover

eign respectfully courts his chosen wife. 

With both King Alphonso and Prince Edward, the Devil 

temporarily induces the dominance of passion over reason 

to the neglect of the state. Through the examples provided 

by the two young sovereigns who have slipped from virtue 

and recovered from their fall stronger and more stable than 

before in their governing roles, the playwrights have used 

the Devil to warn that even a king is fallible to the 

Devil's wiles and enticements unless he is careful. The 

lessons of the duties of kingship and rational reign that 

Alphonso and Edward learn are mirrors for others in a posi

tion to rule. 

Members of the lesser nobility, the gentry, are also 

cautioned against succumbing to their own desires instead 

of exercising prudence in governing their affairs. Although 

the state may not be affected by the evils practiced by a 

member of the gentry, the individual soul is in danger of 

being lost to the omnipotent Devil. As a representative of 

the gentry class, Frank Thorney in The Witch of Edmunton ex

emplifies the possible ramifications of one who knowingly 
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deviates from virtue. The resulting uncontrollable compound

ing of sins threatens Frank with the loss to the Devil of 

both body and soul. Frank's secret marriage to the pregnant 

Winnifride, Sir Arthur Clarington's maid, forces him to de

ceive his father into believing that he has not married the 

girl because their union would prompt the elder Thorney to 

disinherit his son. Without his father's estate, Frank 

fears that the child whom he believes to be his will 

. . . curse his hour of birth, which made him feel 
The misery of beggery and want; 
Two Devils that are occasions to enforce 

A shameful end. . . .51 

When Frank meets with his father, however, he learns 

that unless he consents to marry Susan Carter, the elder 

Thorney will have to sell all of his holdings and "live in 
52 as poor distress, / Or worse, then now I do." Although 

Frank never directly denies his marriage to Winnifride, he 

convinces his father that he is still single and will marry 

Susan to gain the dowry that will save the Thorney estate 

and insure him a handsome inheritance. Realizing his forth

coming union with Susan is adulterous but feeling helpless 

to prevent this new and unlocked for evil, Frank resigns 

himself to his fate when he declares: 

On every side I am distracted: 
Am waded deeper into mischief. 
Then virtue can avoid. But on I must; 
Fate leads me; I will follow.53 
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The two Devils ("The misery of beggery and want") that 

pushed Frank into originally deceiving his father now force 

him into marrying Susan. 

In his efforts to free himself from the mounting snares 

of sin in which he finds himself, Frank attempts to flee to 

the Continent with his lawful wife, Winnifride. Already 

nervous about leaving, he becomes agitated and then angry 

when Susan delays his departure. With the rise in emotions 

comes the decline in reason, and Frank readily accept the 

indirect suggestion of the devil-dog Tom to murder Susan 

and then accuse Warbeck and Somerton of the deed. Seeing 

himself already inextricably interwoven in sin, Frank does 

not at the time comprehend the increasing magnitude of the 

evil acts he perpetrates. Only when he is recovering from 

his self-inflicted knife wounds does Frank heed his con

science and grasp the full implications of his deeds. 

Before he is to be hanged for his crime, Frank saves his 

soul through repentance and leaves the Devil with but a 

partial victory in winning his body. As a member of the 

class of men who should know to guard against falling away 

from virtue, Frank offers himself as a mirror for others 

who are tempted to follow the practices of the Devil: 

Oh that my Example 
Might teach the World hereafter what a curse 
Hangs on their heads, who rather chuse to marry 
A goodly Portion, then a Dowr of Vertues!54 
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In using the Devil to help characterize the members of 

the rising merchant or middle class. Renaissance dramatists 

rely mainly on the Devil's reversed role of protagonist, 

since this new group of people is most often viewed contemp

tuously as being unscrupulous and pushy. The mortals in 

The Devil Is an Ass specialize in deceit. Meere-crafte, 

Everill, Ingine, Lady Taile-bush, Traines, and Guilt-head 

scheme and cheat to gain wealth and prestige. Meere-crafte, 

the chief projector, dupes money out of moderately wealthy 

men who aspire to great riches and titles of nobility, such 

as the foppish Fitz-dottrell who eagerly seeks the Devil 

for a companion to show him hidden treasure and who becomes 

obsessed with Meere-crafte's plan to make him Duke of 

Drown'd-land. Even the goldsmith Guilt-head misrepresents 

the amount and quality of his gold and jewels he sells his 

customers so that he can amass enough money to make his 

son Plutarchus a "Gentleman." The lesser devil Pug is 

unable to surpass the craft of cozening that the merchants 

and schemers display; and the value of being a devil is less 

than the lure of the projected title of nobility and accom

panying estate that Fitz-dottrell envisions will be his as 

Duke of Drown'd-land. As Pug himself finally admits: "The 

55 
Diuell is an Asse. I doe acknowledge it." 

The characterization of the merchant Bartervile in If 

This Be Not a Good Play is similar to those in The Devil 
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Is an Ass; but with Bartervile, the devil Lurchall stands 

back confidently and watches the naturally devious merchant 

maneuver himself adeptly from one situation to another until 

he has schemed himself into hell. As the typical merchant, 

Bartervile cheats a gentleman debtor by mixing in some of 

his own coins with those of the gentleman so that the gen

tleman cannot touch any of the money without being accused 

of thievery. Although the gentleman has paid his debt on 

time, he forfeits his securities away because he can no 

longer reclaim as hostage the money on the table. 

Bartervile demonstrates comparable lending practices 

throughout the play but is finally trapped when he seeks to 

turn to his own advantage a promised loan to King Alphonso 

for the war with Calabria. Planning to disguise himself 

as a Turkish heir to his own estate, Bartervile has two 

possible alternatives to keep the king's money and his 

favor. If the king dies, the merchant will maintain his 

Turkish facade and plead poverty to his own creditors be

cause the dead king owes him money. If the king is vic-

torous, however, Bartervile will unmask himself so that he 

can offer to pay the young ruler the money he has already 

promised the state. Unwittingly revealing his plan to the 

king, who enters disguised as a monk, Bartervile later finds 

his life forfeit when the young sovereign regains his former 

sense of justice and honor and orders the corrupt Priory 
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destroyed. Since he is now dressed as a friar, Bartervile 

hastily tosses aside this disguise; but the wise King re

fuses to recognize Bartervile as anything less than an 

infidel Turk. Fittingly, Bartervile is carried off to hell 

by the devils, and Minos justly sentences him to the lake 

of molten gold: "Throwe him head-long into our boyling-

Lake, / Where molten Golde runnes." As bad as or worse 

than the devil who pursues him, Bartervile is typical of 

the merchant types portrayed on the Renaissance stage. 

Through their association with the Devil, members of 

the clergy are either damned for their errant behavior, or 

praised for remaining faithful in their responsibility to 

God. Since the clergy by design should know of the Devil's 

wiles and how to avoid his snares, those who deviate from 

their prescribed function of teacher and exemplar for others 

are totally reprehensible; whereas those who attend to their 

beliefs and duties are correspondingly sainted. Although 

Roderigo Borgia in The Devil's Charter is detestable to a 

Protestant audience because he represents the Catholic 

Church, the devil-crowned Pope is doubly condemned for seek

ing personal gain and pleasures under the aegis of God's 

servant and representative on earth. His pact with the 

Devil at the first of the drama indicates his thoroughly 

evil and corrupt nature and makes his certain damnation 

at the end of the play justified and deserved. 
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On the other hand, the Sub-prior in If This Be Not a 

Good Play is the epitome of the ideal clergyman. In con

trast to his fellow friars who gleefully yield to the 

beautifully couched logic of sin preached by the disguised 

devil Shacklesoule, the Sub-prior instinctively recognizes 

the cloaked devil and attempts through sound argument to 

counter the embroideried speech of the fiend. Remaining 

steadfast in his faith and virtuous ways, the Sub-prior 

rejects Shacklesoule's temptation of gold and spurns the 

devil's later attempts to intimidate him into renouncing 

God. As the only truly devout cleric in the Priory, the 

Sub-prior is fittingly the sole friar to survive the 

troubles that have beset both church and state. In contrast 

to the disasterous consequences that befall the irreligious 

clergymen, the Sub-prior's contact with the Devil leaves 

him spiritually stronger since he has reaffirmed his faith 

in and loyalty to God. 

The moral censure leveled against scholars who deal 

with the Devil is akin to that directed at the clergy who 

succumb to the Devil's enticements, since men in both 

groups should know the danger to the soul that is involved 

in any devil-association. Friar Bacon (Friar Bacon and 

Friar Bungay) represents the bridge between scholar and 

clergy. Throughout most of the play. Friar Bacon demon

strates his depth of learning in the black arts as he 
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defeats all who challenge his necromantic skill. The apex 

of his work is the head of brass; but he fails to command 

the source of earthly knowledge and power because the 

learned friar is too exhausted from his seven years work to 

watch the head himself. Returned to the sphere of mortals. 

Bacon soon recognizes his error in studying magic at all 

when the apparently harmless glass perspective causes the 

deaths of two young friends. The tragedy of the pair 

recalls Bacon to his rightful studies in divinity through 

which he hopes to salvage his soul by repentance. Bacon 

explains to his fellow friar, Bungay: 

Bungay, I'll spend the remnant of my life 
In pure devotion, praying to my God 

That he would save what Bacon vainly lost.57 

Whereas Bacon is wise enough to return to his only 

means of salvation, religious instruction, the lesser 

scholar. Doctor Faustus, never returns to his studies in 

divinity at all because the devil Mephistophilis easily 

convinces Faustus that he cannot repent. Were the doctor 

as well-grounded in Jerome's Bible as he intimates in his 

opening soliloquy, then he would know that his immortality 

lies with God, not the Devil, and that as long as he does 

not willingly give his soul over to the Devil, he can 

repent. Faustus, however, enters into his studies of black 

magic much as he approached his earlier subjects, intently 

at first and superficially thereafter. The serious, but 
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trivial, questions on the nature of the universe that 

Faustus initially poses to Mephistophilis soon yield to 

practical jokes, as the "learned doctor" degenerates further 

58 

into intellectual sloth. No longer called upon to exer

cise his mental powers, Faustus easily surrenders to the 

fleshly temptations offered up by Mephistophilis. As with 

Bacon, the scholar Faustus is lured by the promises of 

wisdom and power which the Devil implies can be his. The 

originally imperfect knowledge of Faustus, however, leads 

him through his association with the Devil to damnation. 

Bacon, on the other hand, escapes hell because his learning 

in divinity is deep enough to allow him to recognize at 

last the empty and often fatal rewards of those who deal 

with the forces of evil. Although Bacon's wisdom assures 

him that repentance is possible, his knowing alliance with 

the Devil is as reprehensible as is that of the despairing 

Faustus. Like the clergy, the learned scholars should be 

wise enough to turn from the Devil in pursuing their goals. 

When the Devil aids in the characterization of those 

types in the category of uneducated commoner, one of two 

possible results occurs. Either the devil-contact will 

reveal the susceptibility of these people to the craft of 

the Fiend because their ignorance allows them to be easily 

duped into sin; or else the devil-association will accent 

the buffoonish nature of these crude, untutored rustics. 
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If the character is cast as the vulnerable target of the 

Devil, then the consequences of the devil-contact will be 

tragic. Mother Sawyer in The Witch of Edmunton asks for 

59 "some power good or bad" to help her gain revenge on Old 

Banks and the other townspeople who have already labeled 

her a witch and who have treated her accordingly; yet, the 

old woman obviously does not fully understand the implica

tions of forming an agreement with the Devil or the limita

tions of the Devil in effecting her commands. The old 

woman's ignorance and susceptibility to the Devil's wiles 

is brought out in her initial contact with the Fiend. 

Professing infinite power and a willingness to serve, 

the devil-dog Tom offers the hesitant old woman his aid in 

gaining revenge and ends by specifying the usual terms for 

forming such an agreement; ". . .a deed of Gift / Of Soul 

and Body to me." Surprised and uncomprehending. Mother 

Sawyer quizzically replies; "My Soul and Body?" To gain 

his reluctant victim, Tom immediately threatens her with 

physical violence; and Mother Sawyer feels forced to yield 

because "I know not where to seek relief . . . " Although 

her ignorance of the Devil's inability to touch her life 

without God's permission has led her to seal the damning 

pact needlessly, she soon learns of the trick when the 

devil-dog refuses to kill Old Banks because "I cannot." 

Angered at being duped. Mother Sawyer declares: "I'll 
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cancel then my gift." The Devil, however, convinces the 

old woman that she cannot reclaim her "gift"; and he directs 

her requests to blighting corn and cattle. To retain the 

loyalty of his newly acquired catch, Tom instructs her in 

the Devil's catechism and leaves her mumbling corrupted 

Latin phrases that will summon him at her pleasure. Happily 

Mother Sawyer remarks: 

Contaminetur nomen tuum. I'm an expert Scholar; 
Speak Latine, or I know not well what Language, 
As well as the best of 'em.61 

With Tom's encouragement and faithful attendance. 

Mother Sawyer delights in the evil she inflicts upon the 

town. After the Devil is certain that his victim has will

fully committed a sufficient number of foul acts to be 

totally damned, he deserts her to await the "gift" of her 

soul that he will receive as soon as her body has been 

destroyed by hanging for the crimes of witchcraft of which 

she is to be convicted. Angry and confused at her abandon-

62 
ment by "My Tommie! my sweet Tom-boy!", Mother Sawyer at 

last recognizes that she has erred in trusting the Devil. 

Before she is led away to be hanged, the old woman repents: 

"Bear witness, I repent all former evil; / There is no 

damned Conjurer like the Devil. "̂ "̂  Her repentance, however, 

is more of a reaction against her betrayal by the Devil 

than true contrition. In her repentance, as in her origi

nal sin. Mother Sawyer is ignorant of the religious 
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instruction that will guarantee her salvation. Uneducated 

except in rural lore, the old woman is easily won by a 

Devil whose wit often beguiles men of learning. For Mother 

Sawyer, her ignorance is also her tragedy; and her example 

provides a strong warning of the need for moral training 

64 at even the lowest levels of society. 

In contrast to the portrayal of the uneducated commoner 

as simple prey for the Devil, the characterization of the 

buffoonish rustic is also achieved through contact with 

the Devil; but in this latter instance, the untutored fool 

is not really a worthy catch for the Fiend to take back to 

hell. Akercock in Grim the Collier of Croydon delights in 

the role of Robin Goodfellow, who invisibly puffs up the 

false conceit of the lovable braggadocio Grim. Allowing 

the Collier to take credit in front of Joan for the sound 

thrashing Clack the miller and Parson Shorthose receive in 

the struggle to win Joan's love, Akercock (Robin Goodfellow) 

concludes his match-making by bringing the Parson to marry 

the pair. Before he leaves to return to hell, however, 

Robin reveals himself to those present in order to enjoy a 

bowl of cream. Terrified, the cowardly Grim refuses to 

join the frightful devil and offers to send Joan in his 

place. Hoping to propitiate the devil, Grim respectfully 

addresses Robin as "master devil" and "your worship." 

When Robin has at last finished his cream, he identifies 
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himself by name to the nervous Collier and orders Shorthose 

to marry Grim and Joan. Robin then departs on good terms 

with his "sworn brother," the Collier. Although Akercock 

is not on earth to capture souls for hell, his chosen shape 

of the well-liked rural devil Robin Goodfellow emphasizes 

the less than antagonistic motives of devils who associate 

with such simple people. Grim's fear is therefore un

warranted; and the cowardly Collier appears twice foolish. 

A more direct illustration of the Devil's scorn to 

work for the souls of the uneducated commoners occurs in 

Doctor Faustus when the two clowns, Robin and Dick, summon 

Mephistophilis to answer the Vintner's demands for his 

stolen cup. Surprised at the awesome figure they have con

jured up, the pair hardly know how to handle the irate 

devil. After the Vintner flees in terror from the ominous 

ranting figure, Robin and Dick skittishly try to placate 

Mephistophilis, or at least to rid themselves of him: 

Robin. By Lady, sir, you have had a shrewd journey 
of it. Will it please you to take a shoulder of 
mutton to supper and a tester in your purse, and 
go back again? 

Dick. Ay, I pray you heartily, sir, for we called 
you by in jest, I promise you.°6 

Since the pair are ignorant of the implications of their 

actions, viewing magic as simply a means to trick Vintners 

and protect themselves from harm, Mephistophilis punishes 

but not damns them when he turns Dick into an ape and 

Robin into a dog. Happy to suffer no worse fate at the 
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hands of such a terrifying force, the clowns gaily leave to 

enjoy their new existence. The furious Mephistophilis 

departs to continue his task of winning the valuable soul 

of the learned Doctor Faustus. 

The final type of character that the Devil is instru

mental in shaping is that of the "innocent" or "natural." 

The scholar Richard Levin points out that to the Renais

sance audience characters in this category were drawn from 

"Real-life simpletons" who 

. . . were in fact regarded both as permanent children 
and as "innocents" or "naturals" (two standard names 
for them) uncontaminated by civilization, and were 
treated with some indulgence for these reasons—and 
also, no doubt, in deference to the very ancient 
superstition that they enjoyed divine protection.67 

The innocence and "divine protection" that typifies such a 

child-like figure are delineated by the Devil's inability 

to touch in any respect the life or mind of this type of 

character; for, having neither a sense of right nor wrong, 

the simpleton cannot willfully sin, the key to the Devil's 

victory over a man. The innocent is not responsible for 

his own actions; and he is therefore safe from the Devil's 

snares, even though he comes in contact with the Fiend. 

Cuddy Banks in The Witch of Edmunton is the natural 

who wanders into an association with the Devil and comes 

away unharmed because his perpetual state of innocence 

protects him. Having sought the aid of Mother Sawyer in 
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winning the love of Kate Carter, the woman who "has 

68 

bewitch'd me," Cuddy believes the dog Tom to be the prom

ised guide who will lead him to his beloved Kate. Cuddy, 

however, recognizes Tom only as "A Water-Dog. . . . Fine 

gentle Cur it is, and well brought up, I warrant him. We 

go a ducking Spaniel; thou shalt fetch me the Ducks, pretty 

69 kinde Rascal." Although Tom tricks him into following an 

apparition into the pond. Cuddy is not angry; and he cheer

fully offers the devil-dog "Jowls and Livers," "Crusts and 

Bones," and "stollen Goods" if Tom will be a "kinde Dog" 

and help him in his love suit with Kate. 

Cuddy never treats Tom as anything but a favorite pet 

dog; and consequently, as the Devil admits: ". . . I us'd 

70 

thee doggedly, not divellishly." Even when Cuddy repri

mands Tom for his wrongful deeds, the innocent remains safe 

because he never grasps the evil nature of the acts he con

demns. Looking on Tom's crimes as simply misdirected 

efforts, the naive Cuddy seeks to convert the Fiend to 

"honest" work: 

Clow. Were it not possible for thee to become an 
honest Dog yet? 'tis a base life that you lead, Tom, 
to serve Witches, to kill innocent Children, to 
kill harmless Cattle, to stroy Corn and Fruit, &c. 
'twere better yet to be a Butcher, and kill for your 
self. 

Dog. Why? these are all my delights, my pleasures, 
fool. 

Clow. Or Tom, if you could give your minde to ducking, 
I^know you can swim, fetch and carry, some Shop
keeper in London would take great delight in you. 
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and be a tender master over you: or if you have a 
mind to the Game, either at Bull or Bear, I think 
I could prefer you to Mal-Cutpurse.71 

Spurning Cuddy's sincere offers for reform, Tom laugh

ingly asks Cuddy, "Shall I serve thee. Fool, at the self-

72 
same rate?" Although Cuddy does not understand the evil 

of the Devil, as an innocent, he naturally rejects Tom's 

half-serious offer and emphatically declares: 

No, I'll see thee hang'd, thou shalt be damn'd first; 
I know thy qualities too well, lie give no suck to 
such Whelps; therefore henceforth I defie thee; out 
and avaunt.73 

The hound from hell then sums up the Devil-innocent rela

tionship when he answers Cuddy by saying: 

Nor will I serve for such a silly Soul. 
I am for greatness now, corrupted greatness; 

There I'll shug in, and get a noble countenance . . . 

Incapable of corruption and contamination by sin. Cuddy's 

soul is worthless to the Devil. Since the Devil never 

poses a serious threat to Cuddy's salvation, the Devil's 

formative role in the characterization of the natural is 

through the playful pranks that he subjects the simpleton 

to and through the blatant admissions of evil that Cuddy 

good-naturedly but uncomprehendingly listens to. The 

Devil's instruction still leaves the innocent innocent; 

and the forces of evil are directed toward more promising 

targets. 

From lowly naive characters like Cuddy to kingly figures 

like Alphonso and Edward, the Devil functions to reveal their 
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inward nature and to induce the audience to assess their 

moral conduct. A character classfied as an innocent cannot 

be harmed by the Devil because he has no concept of evil 

and no responsibility for his actions. His soul is there

fore incorruptible; he is protected by God. For those 

figures included in the character type uneducated commoner, 

however, sin and damnation are possible. Their ignorance 

does not relieve them of the responsibility for their 

actions. The intent of their association with the Devil 

determines their fate; hence, the malign pleasure that 

Mother Sawyer experiences from the misfortunes which she 

believes that she inflicts upon others earns her death 

and condemnation. In contrast, scornful laughter is a 

sufficient reward for the two clowns, Dick and Robin, be

cause they proposed to use the Devil for fun-loving, 

mischievious ends. 

When scholars and clergymen are set against the Devil, 

their beneficient or malign intent is important in the 

final evaluation of their actions; but their background of 

learning is more of a consideration. Both scholars and 

clergymen should know enough to avoid the Devil or at least 

to recognize and reject his assaults. For characters in 

these groups to associate willingly with the Devil is dam

nable, even if they realize their error and repent. A 

Friar Bacon is thus mentally damned by the audience along 
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with the friars in the Naples priory and Doctor Faustus. 

Although he does not lose his life for his sin. Friar Bacon 

must assume the moral responsibility for his actions. On 

the contrary, the Subprior in the Naples action is the ex

ample of the ideal clergyman. By spurning the Devil and 

turning to God, the Subprior establishes a virtuous pat

tern of conduct for others to follow. 

The Devil evokes similar judgments on patterns of con

duct for the characters in the remaining three groups: 

the middle-class, the gentry, and the king. Characters in 

the middle or merchant class are viewed by dramatists as 

unredeemably corrupt by nature; and they are accordingly 

portrayed as worse than the devils with whom they are forced 

to deal. Pug, therefore, is no match for the Londoners; and 

Luchall sees no need to help Bartervile along the path of 

sin. Members of the gentry, like Frank Thorney, reveal the 

inherent evil in the ordinary man that must be mastered to 

thwart the Devil and avoid temptation. Irresponsible ac

tions are equally, if not more reprehensible, in kings and 

princes; for they must govern the state. Like the Frank 

Thorney's, the Alphonso's and Edward's are prone to sin; 

yet, these rulers must learn to control their passion 

through reason so that they may govern well, as is their 

duty. 
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In the characterization of types, the Devil is thus 

one agent of a conflict designed to reveal the frailties of 

the characters for the purpose of evaluating moral conduct. 

Both the position and the amount of learning of a character 

are important in the final evaluation of the seriousness of 

the character's offense against God; but even ignorance 

cannot absolve a character of blame if the intent in dealing 

with the Devil is malign. 

On a larger level (that of play types), the Devil per

forms a similar function in aiding the dramatist to reveal 

and shape character. With the type of drama in which a 

character appears, however, the Devil's role in the forma

tion of his character is defined somewhat by the nature of 

the play. In a tragedy, for instance, the Devil either 

functions as a foil to intensify the virtue of a martyr, 

such as Dorothea, or attends a character as his close com

panion and manipulates the character by playing upon his 

human frailties, as he does in drawing Doctor Faustus on to 

damnation. The emphasis in the tragedies is on the Devil 

and his success in winning a soul; and the ethical and 

pathetic struggles of the major character dominate the 

dramatic action. 

In comedies, on the other hand, the Devil cannot enter 

into a close association that will bring about a character's 

physical downfall; for the death of a major character in a 
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comedy would mar the required light tone. Neither Peter 

Fabel nor Friar Bacon, therefore, suffers serious personal 

consequences as a result of his dabblings in the black arts. 

In most types of comedies the Devil's powers and wiles are 

ineffectual. His physical presence is mainly to provide 

the norm of evil against which other characters are judged— 

in satire, usually for the worse, since the Devil almost 

elicits sympathy for his battle with an evil greater than 

himself. 

Although the play may define the position the Devil 

will fill in revealing character (a direct, active agent or 

an indirect, passive one), the Devil's formative impact 

originates with his evil essence which makes the actions 

of the characters meaningful. The audience interest is 

focused on the response of characters to the evil that con

fronts them. Such factors as the play genre chosen (tragedy, 

comedy, morality) and the character types used (king, gentry, 

middle-class, clergyman, scholar, uneducated commoner, in

nocent) may control the outcome of the Devil-association; 

but the Devil's actual physical or implied presence is, in 

the end, the prime factor in the development of characteri

zation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DRAMATIC FOCUS 

Arising from the dramatic action and the individuals 

who shape this action, dramatic focus determines the audi

ence response to a given scene and a given set of charac

ters. The term "dramatic focus" as it is used here most 

closely approximates the usual definition for the term 

"tone," the author's attitude toward his subject. The 

distinction between "dramatic focus" and "tone," however, 

is that the dramatic focuses in a play include not only 

the dramatist's attitude toward his material but also the 

actual dramatic methods the playwright has used to project 

his prescribed tone to the audience. The elements of 

atmosphere and tension thus control the emotional and in

tellectual responses of the audience and create a dramatic 

focus that is either dominantly tragic, comic, or moral. 

Sometimes, all three degrees of dramatic focus are present 

in a single scene; but usually one focus controls the 

structural balance of the scene. Accordingly, the initial 

focus established through setting and situation (elements 

of atmosphere) is shaped by a corresponding tension that 

establishes the limits of the emotional and intellectual 

181 
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responses of the audience. Tension is responsible for bal

ancing the push and pull of the forces in action on the 

stage to prevent a surfeit of emotions that results in 

"gushy" drama or a dearth of emotions that results in stiff, 

unnatural drama that is more suited to be read than acted 

on the stage. In short, tension fixes and holds the focus 

of a scene once the focus has been introduced through the 

atmosphere established in the opening moments. 

The three-fold nature of the Devil's character as de

fined by theology and perpetuated on the stage made him 

an excellent controlling force for the Renaissance drama

tist to employ in setting and establishing the dramatic 

focus of individual scenes. A tragic figure himself, the 

Devil is an example of the fate of those who choose to go 

against God. Once the beautiful Lucifer who enjoyed the 

finest fruits of heaven, the Devil earned his own eternal 

damnation by aspiring through pride to God's throne. Hurled 

into the abyss of hell and confined there, the Devil is 

doomed perpetually to mete out God's justice to those who 

deserve punishment or who are easily led from their faith 

in God. The torments that the Devil himself is condemned 

to suffer are outlined by Mephistophilis in his initial 

conversation with the aspiring Faustus: 

Faustus. How comes it then that thou art out of hell? 
Mephistophilis. Why this is hell, nor am I out of it. 

Think'st thou that I who saw the face of God 
And tasted the eternal joys of heaven 
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Am not tormented with ten thousand hells 
In being deprived of everlasting bliss?! 

Since the Devil must carry hell with him wherever he travels, 

he derives his consolation and pleasure from the damnation 

of men, a sort of revenge upon both mankind and God for 

his fate. The devil-dog Tom in The Witch of Edmunton 

proffers a jingle on this paradoxical state of delightful 

damnation: 

Those that are joys denied, must take delight 
In sins and mischiefs, 'tis the Devil's right.2 

When the Devil is employed in a scene, therefore, he brings 

with him the tragic consequences of his own fall and the 

potentially tragic consequences of his victim's fate should 

man choose the Devil rather than God. A man may lose more 

than his life, he may sacrifice the heavenly part of his 

being, his soul, as well. 

As a buffoon, the Devil represents the foolish aspect 

of his revolt in heaven and of his obsessive efforts to 

thwart God through the damnation of mankind. The Devil 

can never win against God; he can only delude himself into 

believing that each soul he wins or each man he condemns 

to death is a minor victory. Such a misguided, single-

minded purpose is humorous when it is displayed with ex

aggeration. Evil in the excess becomes laughable because 

the deviation from normal conduct, even normal error, is 

grossly disproportionate. When Nichol Newfangle (in Like 
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Will to Like) enters as the epitome of the evils inherent 

in the vanity of current, outlandish fashions, the absurdity 

of the moral error appears visibly before the audience. On 

a more general level, the subsequent entrance of the "bottle-

nosed" Lucifer, who wears a costume bearing his name "on his 
3 

back and in his breast," provides another type of humor 

arising from the incongruity in the debased appearance of 

this once beautiful angel. Evil becomes comic in both its 

elegant finery and its grotesque ugliness when it is por

trayed as the result of foolish excess. If the Devil enters 

a scene in his buffoon pose, then, he invites the audience 

to laugh at the follies of evil; and the scene becomes comic 

in focus. 

The third element in the nature of the Devil's charac

ter that makes him a valuable controlling force in the 

dramatic focus of a scene involves his moral implications. 

The moral judgments that must be made when any human cliarac-

ter comes in contact with evil include both the Devil's 

tragic and his comic sides, since the comic often masks 

the tragic possibilities for man. Whether tragic or comic, 

the Devil provides man with a negative example. To follow 

the lures of the Devil is to court damnation at worse and 

to earn scornful laughter at best. The Devil is the con

stant threat to man's salvation that man must learn to 

defend against whether the Devil approaches in a fearful 
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or friendly guise. Those who turn from God deserve their 

harsh punishment at the hands of the Devil or his appointed 

emissaries, just as the Devil was rightfully condemned to 

eternal damnation for his foolish revolt against God. The 

moral judgment levied against the Devil limits the degree 

of sympathy his condition can elicit from the audience, 

both for himself and for those whom he tempts to sin. The 

moral implications inherent in the Devil's nature thus 

place certain restraints on the tragic or comic focus of a 

scene. Laughter and sympathy are both tempered by the need 

to assess intellectually the consequences of the dramatic 

action. 

One other factor must be considered when evaluating 

the Devil's potential as a controlling force in the forma

tion of dramatic focus; the Devil is a supernatural being. 

The cumulative effect that his supernatural essence has on 

drama is to provide the events with a universality because 

the problem of evil extends well beyond the individuals 
4 

and actions on the stage. Evil and its relation to man 

is a universal concern, a fact that the ordinary Renais

sance Englishman was well aware of, since he believed 

demons to be everywhere and the Devil to be stronger than 

ever before. The inclusion of the Devil in a Renaissance 

play, then, not only heightened the moral import of the 

dramatic action and the characters involved but also lifted 
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the comic and tragic events beyond the level of the ordinary, 

The atmosphere and tension of the dramatic focus were thus 

broadened and intensified as a result of this supernatural 

agent. 

Since the Devil's potential as a controlling agent in 

the creation of the dramatic focus of a scene has been 

roughly established, an examination of the Devil's role in 

the actual formation of each of the three focuses covered 

here (tragic, comic, and moral) will clarify the extent of 

his shaping influence when he is introduced into individual 

scenes. Although the essential ingredients for building 

dramatic focus (atmosphere and tension) depend upon the 

elements of setting, situation, and intensity, each of 

these basic elements will be considered only in so far as 

the Devil influences their use in the formation of each 

type of dramatic focus. 

When the dramatist wishes to achieve a tragic focus, 

the setting is usually not important because the atmosphere 

and tension arise mainly from the situation—the struggle 

between man and the Devil. In a play such as The Virgin 

Martyr, however, the location of the action in pagan 

Caesaria contributes to the suspense in those scenes where 

the devil Harpax appears with the heathen Theophilus. Tra

ditional Renaissance beliefs held that the Devil deceived 

the pagans into worshiping him in the shape of their many 
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gods. Ignorant of the true God because Christianity was 

surpressed through the prompting of the devil-gods, the 

pagans were naturally more easily tricked into sinful prac

tices. Damnation was a logical result; salvation was un

known to them. Harpax, therefore, is more likely to 

succeed in leading the blinded pagan Theophilus to his 

damnation before Christianity can save him. The introduc

tion of the idol of Jupiter into the pagan surroundings 

reenforces the success of the Devil's deceits, particularly 

when Theophilus kills his own daughters for desecrating the 

image. Setting in The Virgin Martyr thus supports the 

tragic suspense created by the devil-pagan situation. 

The tragic suspense of the devil-pagan situation in 

The Virgin Martyr is a suspense inherent in any situation 

in which the Devil is struggling to gain possession of 

man's soul. As a doom figure, the Devil brings to those 

scenes in which he deals directly with man the potential 

for man's damnation. The emotions involved in the possible 

tragic consequences, however, are modified by the Devil's 

supernatural essence. Certainly the emotion of the strug

gle is heightened by man's attempt physically and mentally 

to grapple with a force far superior to him; yet, the emo

tion evoked is not a sense of pity for a man engaged in a 

futile struggle. The Devil's powers are limited by God so 

that he cannot harm man unless God or man so wills it. 
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Man still has the chance for salvation unless he blatantly 

denies God. The possibility man has to save his own soul, 

and thereby defeat the Devil, makes the outcome of the con

flict uncertain even if a devil compact has been signed. 

Man's error in dealing with the Devil m.ay be reprehensible; 

but man is human and hence has frailties that make him vul

nerable to the attacks of the Devil. If man forfeits his 

soul, therefore, the emotion is one of tragic waste because 

he erred through human nature. The audience may sympathize 

with man's loss, even though they cannot condone his mis

guided judgment. 

The creation of the tragic focus through the suspense 

inherent in the devil versus man situation is particularly 

apparent in The Witch of Edmunton when the devil-dog Tom 

first appears to Mother Sawyer. Having been unjustly 

accused of being a witch. Mother Sawyer stands cursing her 

persecutors (Old Banks and the townspeople) and begging 

for relief from her injuries by the forces of either good 

or evil. Mother Sawyer's wild railing against the world 

and her plight produces a serious tone, but certainly not 

a tragic one. With the entrance of the devil-dog, however, 

the tone shifts to one of potential tragedy as the hellish 

Tom declares; "Ho! have I found thee cursing? now thou 

art mine own." The unassuming old woman does not at first 

recognize the black dog as the Devil; but as he wins her 
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confidence in his ability and willingness to satisfy her 

desire for revenge. Mother Sawyer is led toward the devil-

pact that will initiate her descent toward damnation. The 

dealing of the agreement does not insure that the Devil 

will gain both the old woman's body and soul; but it does 

make her repentance more difficult, especially since she 

does not possess the religious background that would pre

vent her from believing Tom when he tells her that she 

cannot "cancel" her "gift." Although Mother Sawyer appears 

to be an assured prize for Tom, the audience knows the old 

woman is not damned yet; the struggle is by no means 

resolved. 

In addition to helping the dramatist develop the tragic 

focus in a play through setting and situation, the Devil is 

also capable of intensifying and unifying a tragic focus 

that has already been loosely formed. When he appears, his 

character centralizes the moods that have been foreshadowed 

earlier in the play. His entrance into the action is a 

point of culmination before the tragic action moves forward. 

For instance, in Doctor Faustus, the first time that 

Mephistophilis is conjured, he appears to Faustus in a 

frightful form. Both his shape and his presence project 

the mixture of moods already suggested previously in the 

play. As the supernatural being whom Faustus has chosen 

to follow rather than God, Mephistophilis commands awe from 
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Faustus by materializing in a shape "too ugly" for the 

scholar to look upon. This horrible form, moreover, empha

sizes the danger of dealing with the forces of evil. 

Faustus should be repelled by the vision before him; but 

his natural inclination to fear the awesome spectacle of 

the Fiend has been repressed earlier when the doctor pushed 

himself forward into his damning act of conjuration by say

ing; "Then fear not, Faustus, to be resolute, / And try 

the utmost magic can perform." 

Because the Renaissance audience would have immediately 

sensed the perilous consequences of Faustus's meeting with 

the Devil when the scholar first rejected his lawful 

studies for the black arts, its sympathetic pessimism that 

accompanies the misguided man as he conjures the demon is 

assured with Mephistophilis's appearance. The Fiend's 

terrifying shape not only makes more poignant the previous 

hints of inevitable tragedy projected by Faustus's obsessive 

desire for fame, glory, and power; but it also provides the 

required tragic intensity of the moment to solidify the 

tragic focus that has been building toward this scene in 

the play. With the tragic focus established, Mephistophilis 

can retire from the scene and return in the more pleasing 

guise of a friar to begin his efforts to win Faustus's soul. 

For the formation of a comic focus, the Devil provides 

the audience with the necessary sense of detacliment that is 
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crucial to laughter. Because the Fiend is supernatural 

and evil, he prevents the audience from identifying with 

him; and he is therefore a logical butt of laughter in any 

given situation. The detachment, moreover, applies to the 

other characters on the stage, since those who come into 

contact with the Devil are generally to be laughed at for 

their folly. 

Setting is more important in establishing a comic 

focus in those plays in which satire is the chief end than 

in either the farce or the romance. Relying on the belief 

that the Devil carries hell around with him, a dramatist 

may use a devil character as a walking physical setting 

when he wishes to draw a comparison between hell and a 

place on earth. In plays like The Devil Is an Ass and Grim 

the Collier of Croydon, the Devil's appearance in London or 

in England at large provides the comic contrast between 

hell and earth in which hell is ironically preferable to 

earth. In other plays, such as If This Be Not a Good Play, 

an actual scene in hell can initiate the dominant comic 

focus in the drama. Hell scenes in which devils are sent 

on earthly missions are reminiscient of the popular scenes 

at hell-mouth in medieval dramas. An opening scene in hell 

can thus establish a comic focus through a rollicking, 

light atmosphere that in turn prompts audience anticipation 

of further comic events. 
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Situation is usually the key ingredient in comedy, the 

humor arising from the incongruities that occur.^ When the 

Devil appears in a scene in which the focus is intended to 

be comic, there is commonly a reversal in the demon's 

fortunes or expected role in the action.-'"̂  Since the Devil 

was renowned for his exquisite knowledge of nature and his 

craft in deceiving people, the devil-outwitted produced 

endless mirth for the Renaissance audiences. In The Devil 

Is an Ass, Pug bumbles his way through a London society 

much more knowledgeable in the ways of deceit and sin than 

he. Instead of serving Fitz-dottrell to gain a soul. Pug 

serves the foolish gull simply to last out his time on 

earth as easily as possible. In most scenes where Pug 

appears, the comic focus revolves around the foolish in

eptitude of the representative of evil and the exceeding 

adeptness of those who superficially shun evil. Both 

devil and man are the targets of this form of derision. 

The audience delights in feeling superior to both. 

If the Devil is not portrayed as totally foolish and 

stupid, however, he controls the comic focus through his 

own mirthful character and clever wit that deceive those 

who are foolish and stupid. The comic tension grows out 

of the audience's anticipation of the fiend's next un

expected bit of mischief. The Vice is the obvious comic 

devil-character who is responsible for creating and 
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sustaining the comic focus in a scene. Nichol Newfangle 

^!^ Like Will to Like) introduces numerous comic episodes 

while he carries out his assigned function of joining like 

to like. In setting up his first pairing between Tom 

Tosspot and Ralph Roister, two comic low-life types repre

sentative of riotous living, Newfangle injects horseplay 

into the action by drawing his wooden dagger and attacking 

the two villains for showing him a lack of respect. Once 

he has affirmed his own superiority in evil, Newfangle 

turns to clever wit to deceive the dull-witted Tosspot and 

Roister. In the form of a riddle that the audience under

stands, the Vice promises "the verier knave" of the pair 

a piece of land "Call's Saint Thomas-a-Waterings or else 

Tyburn Hill," the place where criminals were hanged. 

Although Cuthbert Cutpurse and Pierce Pickpurse eventually 

win the plot of ground over Tosspot and Roister, Newfangle 

reveals the stupidity of those who believe that evil offers 

anything but evil rewards. The audience laughs with New

fangle as he shifts from comic scene to comic scene at 

will. The Vice thus controls the comic focus through 

either horseplay or clever wit. 

The rollicking, rapid pace of farcical horse play that 

creates a mood of unrestrained gaiety is often supported by 

the inclusion of light songs and capering dances that are 

most typical of the Vice in the morality plays and the moral 
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interludes. In Lusty Juventus, Hypocrisy culminates the 

dominate comic mood of boisterous mirth that has typified 

the preceding seduction scene between Juventus and 

Abhominable Living by calling for "a merry song" before the 

newly formed group of friends (Juventus, Abhominable Living, 

Fellowship, and Hypocrisy) leave to enjoy the pleasures of 

youth. Nichol Newfangle likewise sharpens the comic focus 

with occasional songs at appropriate points in the moral 

interlude Like Will to Like. After Lucifer and the Collier 

have been paired and the action proper is ready to begin, 

Newfangle gleefully begins the song which all three sing. 

Included in the stage directions is an order for an accom

panying dance to reenforce the gaiety of the occasion. 

Later in the play, Newfangle enters singing "Trim merchan-

13 dise, trim trim; trim mer-chandise, trim trim" to draw 

the focus back to the comic from the serious moral mood 

of the preceding hymn by Good Fame and Virtuous Living. 

These and other songs by Newfangle in Like Will to Like 

the song of Hypocrisy and his associates in Lusty Juventus 

are all characterized by short lines that usually rhyme. 

The meter and verse forms thus support the comic effect 

that the diabolical figures are intended to project. 

(Devil-figures often shift into short lilting verse in 

comic scenes, although these verses are a part of the 

dialogue rather than separate songs.) 
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Contained in both the comic and the tragic focuses 

already discussed is the m.oral focus that of necessity is 

included in any action arising out of contact with the Devil, 

Ever before the audience is the question of evil and its 

relation to man. The moral focus is thus the intellectual 

force in a play that balances the emotional pull of the 

tragic and the comic. Behind each tragic scene spawned by 

the powers of evil is the need for moral judgment of the 

actions witnessed, of the implications involved. Underneath 

the facade of the comic is the serious warning against moral 

degradation that adds a grimness to the surface humor. 

Wherever the Devil appears in a play, he forces the moral 

focus because his presence demands that man exercise his 

free will and either accept or reject the Devil and the 

evil he embodies. The choice does not have to be conscious 

for the audience to form a moral assessment of the decision; 

but the choice affects the moral focus throughout the re

mainder of the play. The audience will either approve or 

disapprove of a character's conduct; and it will develop 

a corresponding degree of sympathy for him as he moves 

toward the ultimate reward for his judgment. 

A moral focus may be derived from any setting; but 

those settings that expand upon the possible consequences 

for men who fall through human frailty and the Devil's 

wiles are the strongest. Scenes set in hell contain an 
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obvious moral focus. As a place of final judgment, hell is 

where the damned receive their just retribution at the hands 

of the Devil and his attendant demons. The audience may 

laugh at the unusual torments the demons devise for their 

victims; but in each instance the punishments are fitting. 

In If This Be Not a Good Play, the opening hell-scene fore

shadows a return to the original setting in the final act 

through Pluto's order that the devils return with new 

souls to help populate hell. Those souls who are captured 

and brought to hell to be tormented and assigned an eternal 

punishment are all suitable captives of the viscious demons. 

The main captives include the French assassin, Ravillac; 

the instigator of the Gunpowder plot in England, Guy Fawkes; 

and the sinister merchant of the Naples action in the play, 

Barterville. The burning torch, the long knife, the snakes, 

and the ladle of molten gold are horrible weapons of tor

ture; but the heinous sins of the damned make the pain of 

the victims laughable. The degree of justice is appropri

ate to the magnitude of the sin. Especially satisfying is 

Minos's order that the merchant Barterville be hurled into 

the lake of molten gold so that he is surrounded by the 

wealth which he has so eagerly sought on earth. The setting 

in hell dictates the moral focus of the scene. 

As with the scenes in hell, most scenes draw their 

moral focus from the presence of the Devil, the figure who 
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represents the potential fall of man. The struggle between 

the Devil and his victim is a moral one whether the primary 

dramatic focus is tragic or comic, or whether the devil is 

sophisticated like Mephistophilis, vulgar like the hell

hound Tom, bungling like Pug, or delightfully clownish like 

Nichol Newfangle. The moral focus does not usually domi

nate a scene, however, unless either the Devil himself or 

one of his fallen victims delivers direct pronouncements 

on human conduct. Statements by the Devil include not only 

those opening monologues or soliloquies by the Devil that 

appear in each of the moral interludes, but also the admis

sions of guilt more carefully integrated into the dialogue 

of a scene. An excellent example of this latter method of 

drawing the moral focus of a scene into full view of the 

audience occurs in The Witch of Edmunton when Tom explains 

his earthly work to the simple Cuddy: 

Dog. I'll thus much tell thee: Thou never art so 
distant 

From an evil Spirit, but that thy Oaths, 
Curses and Blasphemies pull him to thine Elbow: 
Thou never telst a lie, but that a Devil 
Is within hearing it; thy evil purposes 
Are ever haunted; but when they come to act. 
As thy Tongue slaundering, bearing false witness. 
Thy hand stabbing, stealing, cozening, cheating. 
He's then within thee: thou play'st, he bets upon 
thy part; 

Although thou lose, yet he will gaine by thee.-L̂  

The explanation Tom offers Cuddy on the nature of evil in 

both man and the Devil is typical of the answers that Tom 
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volunteers in response to the clown's naive questions 

throughout the scene. The audience therefore learns along 

with Cuddy the moral lessons that the Devil has to teach. 

When statements made by fallen victims determine the 

moral focus of a scene, the speeches are usually made 

shortly before the errants are punished for their crimes. 

These speeches warn the listeners of the tragic consequences 

of following the Devil; and they establish the lives of the 

victims as mirrors for others. Although these scenes are 

characteristic of moral interludes, they appear in later 

dramas when the playwright wishes to move the moral focus 

out from the background position that it has held through

out most of the play. In a play such as The Witch of 

Edmunton, therefore, the moral implications that have accom

panied the mounting evil in the acts of both Mother Sawyer 

and Frank Thorney are thrust before the audience in the 

repentance speeches of both victims as they ask those 

around them to heed their example and avoid snares of the 

Devil. The Devil does not have to be present in these 

"mirror" scenes to influence the sober seriousness of the 

moral focus. The end of all comic or tragic relations 

with the Devil is that moment of sharp, painful clarity 

when the moral focus is most plainly drawn by the victim's 

need to accept moral responsibility for his actions. 
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The three-fold nature of the Devil thus makes him a 

valuable agent for establishing and controlling the dramatic 

focus of a scene. The Devil embodies the tragic, the comic, 

and the moral aspects of evil. Through his own loss of 

eternal salvation, he is tragic himself; but because he has 

set out to avenge his fall by bringing about man's damnation, 

he elicits little sympathy for his own situation. Rather, 

the Devil in his tragic form is a doom figure for those 

with whom he comes into contact. He brings to a scene the 

suspense that naturally arises from the situation of man's 

potential fall and damnation. The viscious, unrelenting 

attacks on man that the Devil perpetually wages commands 

the awe, respect, and fear that intensify the tragic focus 

of a scene. 

At other times, however, the Devil's comic pose domi

nates his stage presence. In those scenes where the Devil 

is the buffoon, he represents a surfeit of evil; and he is 

consequently grossly absurd, ridiculous in his foolish 

efforts to defeat God by deluding man. His obsession with 

evil succeeds only in self-deception; and the Devil de

serves the scornful laughter he evokes for himself and for 

those souls that he has managed to win. Scenes in which 

either a bungling devil or a clever, witty fiend appear, 

therefore, present evil as something to be laughed at 

rather than enjoyed. The audience may anxiously await 
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the next delightful success or defeat of the Devil; but they 

cannot sympathize with his folly. 

The third aspect of the Devil's nature consists of the 

moral implications inherent in his being. As the force 

opposite Good, Evil impels man to choose which power he 

will respect and follow, since man by nature looks toward 

Good but is prone to Evil. The Devil thus initiates the 

struggle of forces that gives a scene its significance. 

Although the moral focus of a scene is usually secondary 

to either the tragic or the comic, it nevertheless occurs 

in any scene in which the Devil appears or that he has 

caused. Through the moral focus, the playwright has a 

valuable means of balancing the tension of a scene. The 

intellectual judgment which the Devil forces the audience 

to make counters the pull of emotions that would otherwise 

make the tragic the pathetic and the comic the preposterous. 

The final element that the Devil adds to the dramatic 

focus of a scene is universality. Linked to the Devil's 

moral aspect, universality arises from the supernatural 

essence of the Devil. More than just an evil man, the 

Devil is that force in the world which threatens all men 

in all places at all times. The Devil thus adds a close

ness, yet a distance, to the dramatic focus by being at 

once within the realm of human reality but beyond the ordi

nary man's common experience. Simply through his appearance 
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in a scene, therefore, the Devil adds richness and depth 

to the dramatic focus that he has in a large part been 

responsible for forming. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Evolving from a strong church and stage heritage that 

presented the Devil as the chief adversary of God and Man, 

the Devil had acquired a tremendous potential as a shaping 

influence on English drama by the time the Renaissance had 

firmly established the success of the Reformation in 

England. Since Protestantism had moved the Devil from a 

church concern to a concern of the people, the Devil had 

increased in power; and popular myth had merged with reli

gious doctrine to provide the Renaissance dramatists with 

a figure who could be suited to any play and credibly 

alter any action at any time. As a supernatural power, 

the Devil broadened the scope of a play and made it uni

versal in nature. Whenever the Devil appeared on stage, 

he made the action significant and meaningful through his 

own speeches, his interaction with the characters, and his 

control of the focus governing the scene. 

The scholar Allardyce Nicholl has pointed out that the 

"dramatic force" of a supernatural agent "will depend 

largely upon the faith of the audience." Certainly the 

typical Renaissance Englishman strongly believed in the 
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Devil and his powers and omnipresence. Not only do the 

witchcraft laws passed in the Tudor and Stuart reigns 

attest to this belief; but writers of the time (theologians 

and scholars) also record the prevalence of devil-related 

beliefs. Without a central church doctrine to order the 

divergent views on the Devil into a single statement, the 

Devil naturally developed many diverse and often unrecon-

cilable traits. He was many in number; he was only one. 

He was the Fiend who corrupted and confused man's mind by 

false logic, aroused passions, and disruptive peccant 

humors. He was a folk hero. He was the source of all 

knowledge of nature and could be commanded by some to reveal 

earthly secrets. He was a bungler. He was a dissembler who 

lied, who told the truth, who spoke in riddles, who created 

apparitions, who altered shapes at will, and in general who 

performed whatever feats the human mind could imagine. 

Even the Devils on the stage changed to match the shifting 

attitudes and demands of the public, except in their role 

as the threat to man's salvation. In short, the Devil was 

essentially a fluid being. 

The only aspect of his character that scholars and 

theologians generally agreed upon was that he was lesser 

than God and therefore bound to God's will. In spite of 

his power, the Devil could be defeated or at least re

strained. His expulsion from Heaven proved his limitations 
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before God; yet, man, too, had some control over the Devil. 

Until man freely gave his soul to the Devil and blatantly 

denied God, the Devil could be kept at abeyance; man could 

be safe from his wiles. Renaissance Englishmen believed 

in their hope of salvation; but they feared their fall from 

God's grace as well. As mortals, men were neither purely 

good nor purely evil. These contrary forces continually 

warred with one another; and the strength of the English

men's belief in the reality of this struggle gave the Devil 

on the Renaissance stage his formative impact on the drama. 

In the development of dramatic action, the Devil con

tributes to the basic elements (conflict and tension), to 

the larger structural components (exposition, motivation, 

complication, crisis, climax, and denouement), and to the 

unification of episodes, scenes, and action lines. As a 

force in a play's conflict, the Devil is usually the antag

onist, his familiar role as the pursuer of men's souls. 

Because the Devil is a limited supernatural power whom man 

can defeat, the Devil serves equally well in the role of 

protagonist. When the Devil is antagonized by men, he is 

struggling with forces who are more damnable than he. 

From the battles between the Devil and Man, the tensions 

of suspense, anticipation, fear, and the like rise and 

fall with the successes and failures of the Devil. 
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When he is not providing exposition through spoken or 

spectacle scenes, the Devil is often called upon to exer

cise his supernatural powers to manipulate the progression 

of the action. He may initiate action, halt action, or 

precipitate a turning point that will alter the direction 

the action will take. When all events need a suitable 

conclusion, the Devil may intervene and mete out justice 

or insure the proper solution to an otherwise difficult 

problem. Through the moral implications of his existence, 

the Devil unifies the action in which he is involved either 

technically (in frame scenes or in the role of a liason 

figure) or mentally. The Devil easily shapes the dramatic 

action according to the demands of the playwright. 

The Devil's formative impact in the development of 

characterization also stems from the moral implications of 

his nature. As the essence of Evil, the Devil confronts 

man with the responsibility of choosing to follow God or 

the Devil. The reactions of a character to the presence 

of evil reveals the inner being of the man and determines 

the Devil's ability to lead man into forfeiting his life 

and his soul. The degree of association a character has 

with the Devil and the intent of their relationship formu

late the basic character of the man portrayed on the stage. 

To achieve a dramatic focus that was dominantly tragic, 

comic, or moral, the Renaissance dramatist could rely on 
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the audience's awareness of the Devil's three-fold nature 

to bring the Devil into a scene to establish and control 

the selected dramatic focus. As a doom figure, the Devil 

projected the tragic potential of man's fall and subsequent 

damnation. As a buffoon, the Devil displayed the follies 

of evil before a delighted audience. As the opposite of 

God (Good), the Devil (Evil) retained the moral focus 

throughout the scenes that were dominantly tragic or comic 

in focus. There was the ever-present need to assess the 

moral rightness of the Devil-influenced scenes. In any 

drama in which the Devil appeared, then, there was an in

tellectual pull that tempered the rush of emotions. 

The Devil was thus a very versatile and valuable tool 

for the Renaissance dramatist to use in fashioning his 

play to suit his own purposes. The Devil's rich heritage 

of religious and popular myth coupled with his tradition

ally dynamic role on the English stage offered the play

wright an almost infinite number of shapes and forms for 

the Fiend and an accompanying amount of inherent power. 

When the Devil appeared in a drama, he could credibly, 

naturally turn, twist, manipulate events; draw out and 

reveal character; and establish and control focus. A 

supernatural being and the essence of Evil, the Devil 

added universality and moral significance to the happen

ings on the stage. At the base of the Devil's formative 
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power, however, was the strong faith the audience held in 

the existence and capabilities of the Fiend. It was through 

this faith that the Devil derived his formative impact upon 

Renaissance drama. 
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